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NOTICE:—On January 1, 1919, the Subscription Price of THE ETUDE Advanced to $1.75 the Year
%

Subscription Price, $1.75 per year in United
States, Alaska, Cuba, Porto Rico, Mexico, Hawaii,
Philippines, Panama, Guam, Tutuila, and the City
of Shanghai. In Canada, $2.00 per year. In Eng¬
land and Colonies, lOShillings! in France, 12 Franc. I
in Germany, 10 Marks. All other countries, $2.47
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PRESSER’S MUSICAL MAGAZINE

Liberal premiums and cash dedu
MANUSCRIPTS.—Manuscripts should be addressed to
THE ETUDE. Write on^one side of the
‘a°° soiicUcd"

r, Price
REMITTANCES

Although^ every PO^ubk caj-e ^is ^™r^>ehPUji1t^'r^|5feI1in
th<n° possession
in"transit°r Un^'vfiUble’ manuscript, will

SUMMER IS THE TIME FOR TEACHERS TO IMPROVE THEIR MUSICIANSHIP-TO REBUILD
THEIR TECHNIC AND METHODS. THESE WORKS HAVE BEEN CAREFULLY SELECTED AS BEING
BEST SUITED FOR SELF-HELP WORK IN INCREASING KNOWLEDGE, TECHNIC AND REPERTOIRE

ADVERTISING RATES will be sent on application.
idin^date^if isroe toinsure^nwition^n the
Entered^as^econd^s matter ] ■ ^ March 3 1879.
Copyright, 1919, by Theodore Presser Co.

PIANO TECHNIC BUILDEHS OF SPECIAL MERIT
The New Gradus Ad Parnassum

RENEWAL.—No receipt U .
prfntecTthe date on which you
up, which serves as a receipt f<

Touch and Technic, by Dr. Wm. Mason

IN EIGHT BOOKS
By I. PHILIPP
Price, $1.00 Each
FOUR VOLUMES
, Pri,CTe’ f1-°? E*c,h
•. .
,
T^NDORSED by such pianist celebrities, as Gabnlowitsch, Paderewski and Joseffy. A guide to
TN THIS unique work each separate department of technic is rans.dered by itself, all the
^
i ; ;a'0 playing.by means of a new combination of exercise forms and methods of
1 studies bearing upon any particular technical point being classified together and arranged
■
conducing rapidly to equality of finger power, facility and expressive quality of tone,
in logical and progressive order. Proceeding in this manner, each subject is treated exhaustively rp, •
uas stood th~ test of years and still stands as one of the best, if not the best techniphase of technic, and Dr. Mason has
order to^Hect^h^'ben^possible studks'adapted^toeacl^of the^iS^n.cal wo:'
. ” ' ----r ...n-i- ..an. M—
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Worth While Works
For Use In Summer
Music Classes_

Preparation
is A

SUCCESSFUL FIRST INSTRUCTION BOOKS
INSURING INTEREST AND THOROUGHNESS

Support

Beginner’s Book
SCHOOL OF THE PIANOFORTE—VOL. ONE
By Theo. Presser, Price, 75 cents
This elementary piano instructor has had an unprecedented success,
being welcomed by teachers everywhere as just the thing for the young
beginner; the next thing to a kindergarten method. The publishers know |
of no elementary instructor used more extensively. The rudiments of
music, notation and elementary work are thoroughly covered in a most
delightful manner. The first grade of study up to, but not including, the
scales, is the scope of this work.

TO A SUCCESSFUL and SAT¬
ISFACTORY OPENING of
NEXT TEACHING SEASON

Student’s Book
SCHOOL OF THE PIANOFORTE-VOL. TWO
By Theo. Presser, Price, 75 cents
Intended to follow The Beginner’s Book or any other first instructor,
this volume has met with a flattering reception. It bridges the gap between
the instruction book and the graded course or the conventional series of
studies and exercises. Major scales receive detailed treatment up to and
including four sharps and four flats. At the end of the book all the scales
are given.

A Most Vital Point
in Preparing is to

A PIANO COURSE OFFERING MATERIAL
FOR CLASSES OF EVERY GRADE

Order Teaching
Material Early

FOR THE PIANOFORTE
TEN GRADES—Price, $1.00 each-TEN VOLUMES
By W. S. B. Mathews
The Standard Graded Course is to Music like a keel to a ship. With
this carefully selected “keel” all other material may be added as needed
and the whole musical training will be well balanced and progressive. The
course comes in ten grades—one dollar for each grade. With special work
during the summer the student should be able to master an entire grade in
two months.

ORDER EARLY PLAN
But the thinking teacher has long realized
the wisdom of ordering next season’s sup¬
plies well in advance, and therefore to most
teachers nothing more than a reminder is
necessary at this time.

A HARMONY CLASS APPEALS WHEN A
CLEAR, CONCISE BOOK IS USED
Harmony Book for Beginners

1710-1712-1714
CHESTNUT ST.

PHILA., PA.
PUBLISHERS
OF AND DEAL¬
ERS IN SHEET
MUSIC AND
MUSIC BOOKS.
MUSICAL MER¬
CHANDISE, TALK¬
ING MACHINES
AND RECORDS.

Keep Your
Finger Tips
in Condition
Rub a little Ingram’s Milkweed Cream
into the tips of the fingers twice daily
and the hardness and toughness that
constant practice at the piano brings
will soon disappear. This treatment is
of exceptional value to the pianiste or
violinist who wishes to keep the flesh
of her finger tips in proper condition.
Ingram’s Milkweed Cream is best known
for its ability to tone up the skin tissues
and to keep the complexion colorful,
soft, and free from blemish. Applied
to the hands it will keep them soft,
white, and attractive in spite of dish¬
water and housework.

J Z§

DRIEFL Y, the plan is to book ‘On Sale” orders during the early
LJ summer mouths subject _- delivery
_
on or before a date
specified by the teacher. Orders receivt ' up to August First arc
combined in one shipment
U trai distributing points

By Preston Ware Orem, Price, $1.00
Lays a strong foundation for future musicianship bv giving the m
essentials of the subject in such simple, understandable and interesting man- n
ner that it will prove invaluable ki the class or for self-help work. This workhas
proved a success from the start, and many world-known musicians, such as
John Philip Sousa and others, have congratulated the writer on its merits.

isportation charges is an im'sc days of high costs, but
e certainty of h
and and ready for us

STUDY BECOMES A PLEASURABLE PASTIME
IN A MUSIC HISTORY CLASS

WRITE NOW AND—

THE ETUDE.J SO
Woman’s World.I Save 45c
THE ETUDE.]$225
McCall’s Magazine.J save soc
THE ETUDE.)$2—
Peoples Home Journal.j save soc
THE ETUDE
.
Modern Priscilla

.
.

THE ETUDE
.
Pictorial Review
THE ETUDE

- ($2^
. j save st

THE ETUDE
Boys’ Life

Woman’s World
Pictorial Review

THE ETUDE

.

,$3*

)

Save 75c
50c or $1.00 Size

Ingram's Rouge
“ Just to show a proper glow ” use a touch of Ingram’s Rouge on the cheeks. A
safe preparation for delicately heightening the natural^olor. The coloring matter
is not absorbed by the skin. Delicately perfumed. Solid cake. Three shades
Light, Medium and Dark. 50c.
sc of packing and mailing our Guest Room Package containing Ingram's
ace Powder, Zodcnta Tooth Powder, and Perfume In Guest Room Sizes.
Milkweed Cream, Rouge, Face

THE ETUDEPictorial Review
Modern Priscilla

THE ETUDE
Woman’s Home Compan

THE ETUDE

™EOvSgRca

PHILA., PA.

nable sifts are^offered this summer to ETUDE readers

THE SURPRISE RACKET
Wright & Ditson Make
May be had for Four Yearly Subscriptions or with Racket Case
of Felt or Canvas for Fite Yearly Subscriptions.
The Surprise Racket has recently been greatly improved and
is the latest and mo?t popular shape. The frame is strongly
made and attractively designed with stringing of high quality
gut. Made in light and medium weights.

CHAMPIONSHIP TENNIS BALLS
For Two Yearly Subscriptions
This ball is used in the Championship Tour¬
naments of the National Lawn Tennis Asso¬
ciation, and has been the adopted Ball of the
Association for more than 30 years.

CAMERAS

VANITY BAGS—One Subscription
Made of white kid with powder puff and small circular mirror. Very convenient to
arry in hand bag ; indispensable for summer use.

Give the date the material should reach you.

RESULT—
|

ALL BOOK PRICES TEMPORARILY ADVANCED TWENTY PER CENT.

INGRAM
COMPANY
Established 1885
43 Tenth St., Detroit, Mich., U. S. A.
T. W. Cotton, Pty. Ltd.,
Melbourne, Australia.

Windsor, Canada.
ala:
i Age

Summer Gifts for ETUDE Subscriptions

THEODORE PRESSER COMPANY

By James Francis Cooke, Price, $1.00
A history that has pleased thousands. Music lovers are here furnished
interesting reading and the music student is supplied with 40 story lessons
in music lore. This history has been used with great success in summer
class work by hundreds of teachers in all parts of the country.

F.

FREDERICK

Specially Selected Material for Summer Classes
Gladly Sent for Examination
Write and tell how many pupils you expect and the kind of classes you

Standard History of Music

State the grades and styles of music desired.

Buy it in either

.

McCall’s Magazine
Modern Priscilla
THE ETUDE . .
McCall’s Magazine .
People’s Home Journal
Today’s Housev "

Premo Junior, Model B—Six Subscript^
Box type with universal focus lens, the simp¬
lest instrument for picture making that can be
devised. Produces excellent results. Size of
pictures 2£x3f inches. Loads in daylight with
the Premo Film Pack. Open back, drop in
Film Pack, and all is ready. Instructions
with each camera.
^Subscriptions
Premo Junior No. 3—Eight Subscriptions.
Pictures 31 x 4J inches. Otherwise same general construction as above.
Premoette Folding Pocket Camera—Ten Subscriptions.
A marvel of compactness. Automatic shutter for time, bulb or instantaneous ex¬
posure. Reversible finder. Makes excellent 21 x 31 pictures.
ALL CAMERAS ARE SENT BY EXPRESS. COLLECT.

Let us know the number of pupils expected
next season.

We will send a selected supply of material
on our On Sale terms, all not used being
returnable at end of next teaching season
when settlement is made.

Peoples Popular Monthly.J save soc

Send Orders Only to

The Standard Graded Course of Studies

Abundant Reasons and Convincing Argu¬
ments can be Advanced in Favor of this

THEODORE
PRESSER
COMPANY

There is every indication that the present high cost of publications will continue—in fact,
prices may be raised again within the next few months. It is advisable, therefore, that ETUDE
readers subscribe during July for their other favorite periodicals together with the ETUDERenewals may be sent now, even though subscriptions have not yet expired. Below a few
rvrrntinnal bargains are listed: there are hundreds more in the ETUDE Magazine Guide for

THE ETUDE.

Strong

QUICKEST MAIL
ORDER MUSIC
SUPPLY HOUSE
FOR SCHOOLS,
COLLEGES,
TEACHERS AND
LOVERS OF MUSIC

July Bargains in Magazines

Will Be Yours
F YOU OWN a Jesse French & Sons Player-Piano!
Much of the finest music ever written is more or less unknown
to present generations because of the difficulty in rendering.
Anyone can now bring out all the fine touches of sentiment
and harmony put into these beautiful pieces by the master
hand of the composer. All you need is the—

Jesse French & Sons Player-Piano
“Unquestioned Excellence”

Material will reach you at time desired.
A prompt start of the season’s work to the
profit and satisfaction of both teacher
and pupil.

1710-1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, P
Please mention THE ETUDE

FOR CATALOGS WRITE THE MAKERS

JESSE FRENCH & SONS PIANO CO.
“A Name Well Known Since 1875”

THE ETUDE

1906 R Avenue
when addressing our advertisers.

New Castle, Ind., U. S. A.

—ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION $1.75-

THE ETUDE

VOL. XXXVII, No. 7

Single Copies 20 Cents
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The Pianists’ Orchestra

Opportunity Already Here
The hue and cry about the lack of opportunity for the
American composer who aspires to write opera is apparently
without foundation.
During the winter different operatic
works of American composers were given in New York and in
Chicago by our two leading opera companies. The same atten¬
tion to productions given to works of the great operatic masters
was not lacking.
That these opera houses, which have been
chosen for the premieres of works by the leading European
composers, are willing to produce American works—even very
mediocre works at times—does not indicate any lack of oppor¬
tunity for American opera composers. Notable operatic heights
have been reached by some of our native musicians, and others
have given us music that puts a premium upon oblivion. The
average young Italian would thank his lucky stars to hear a
single note come through the proscenium of La Scala. Really,
the American operatic composer of to-day has the odds decid¬
edly in his favor, as he does not liave to work his way up through
a pathetic series of provincial opera houses.

A great pianist recently said to us, “If the average piano
student could only place himself in the mental attitude of the
conductor, when playing a piece, he would produce a much more
beautiful interpretation.”

The trouble with most young players

is that they are too near their music.

The conductor does noth¬

ing but think how the music should go.

He hears all of the

instruments, first as whole and then in their detailed lineaments.
We once had the privilege of watching the late Anton Seidl work
with his famous orchestra.

No man could have a finer regard

for those little touches which mark the difference between rough¬
ness and crudeness and exquisite finish.

At the same time he

heard the work as a whole—not as a conglomeration of heteroge¬
neous parts.

Gustav Mahler, Dr. Henry Coward, and in a lesser

degree Colonne, all had this gift.

Very few pianists approach

ii in their work, yet their digits are virtually an orchestra of
ten performers, each with a special and important part.

A Helping Hand
Musical Idiosyncrasies

Why The Brunswick
I

Plays All Records Better
N both the piano and violin the quality of tone
produced depends chiefly on the sound board.
Both are constructed according to the established

law of acoustics.

Both serve one purpose — to am¬

plify and develop the tones drawn from the strings.
In The Brunswick a delicate vibrant throat replaces
the sound board.
fier.

It is called The Brunswick Ampli¬

Like a fine violin it is built entirely of moulded

wood, without any metal in its construction.
As the tone waves are carried by the needle to the
diaphragm, they travel on to this chamber.

Here the

resilient wood expands and contracts in harmony with
these waves, building them up and projecting them
clearer and stronger.
The holly wood used in the Amplifier provides
just the correct resiliency.

Obviously metal would not

do, for metal is the cause of the harsh tonal quality

hitherto so objectionable.
In The Brunswick this is
eliminated. A new beauty is brought to all records
—a richer clarity.

The Ultona—Or All-Record Player
Another notable feature of The Brunswick is the
Ultona.
This simple invention makes it possible for
you to play all records without regard to make or
recording device.
By a turn of the hand the Ultona presents the
proper needle, diaphragm and weight to any record.
It brings all the greatest stars to you—all the
best music.

of its superiority. Yet The Brunswick costs no more
than others.

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER COMPANY
Branch Houses in Principal Cities of
United States, Mexico and Canada

General Offices: CHICAGO and NEW YORK
Manufacturers-Established 1845

r
j- rv
Sales^
..Mu“c=> iMerchandise
states Co., excelsior Life Building, Toronto

mented the pessimistic Dean Swift.

the fickle muse:
“Haydn took refuge in prayer and rosary; Beethoven m
the open air and nature; Mozart in paper and ink—that was all
he needed. By the way, Alexandre Dumas (father) declared
that a fine quality of paper was a real source of inspiration to
him. Wagner depended on costly robes of silk and velvet,
saturated in rich colors; Rossini on orgies of a culinary order;
Tschaikowsky needad air and trees; Halevy the noise of a tea¬
kettle; Auber a horseback ride; Johann Strauss wine and cigars
or a game of “Tarok”; Suppe a good dose of snuffing tobacco.
Donizetti was at his best when fixing his eyes at a distant point;
Ambroise Thomas, when lying in bed; Balzac, when clothed
in a monk’s cassock; Chateaubriand, when' walking around bare¬
footed ; and Gluck, when at his piano, placed in the midst of an

we can not make the teacher act.

open field, in sunshine.”

m

before them.”

The Etude has been earnestly trying to help

teachers to help themselves, by pointing out possible means for
raising their incomes and bettering their conditions.

Judging

from some of the letters sent to us, some of our readers peruse
these articles and still lack the determining thing which will
really do the trick—ACTION.

We may point the way, but
It is a delight to hold out a

helping hand, but that helping hand must not be looked upon as
a crutch.
ful fall.

Plan now for a better, more active and more success¬
It is not too early to make plans.

No great structure

in the world ever was built without a plan.

How the Birds Pass the Standardization Test
A scholarly English investigator has made an attempt to
appraise the songs of the birds and let the world know how they
stand from the standpoint of technic, quality, etc.

In this

7\

Iu k

n

report or estimate, made bv Danes Barrington, the nightingale
stands easily at the head of the list. Few Americans have ever
heard the nightingale, except in talking-machine records. Next

eloquent, strong-voiced cardinals.

Music is one of the callings in which poverty can most
readily be overcome by talent and diligence. Dr. Henry Coward,
in his recent Reminiscences, tells of the “mill of poverty”
through which he passed as a boy before he had the good for¬
tune tq be apprenticed in a cutlery factory where the working
conditions were unthinkably crude and sordid, dirty and un¬
sanitary. Yet this remarkable man, with such a start, became
the foremost of all English choral conductors. More remark¬
able still, is the not infrequent success of Jewish children of
great talent who in a few years have leapt from the shadows
of the pogroms of “darkest Russia” to the halos of Carnegie
Hall. Can such fortune come in any other profession ?

—

We might paraphrase it,

“There’s none so stupid as those who will not use what is placed

is the woodlark, little heard in America. The examination does
not take into account our American seng sparrows, nor our

The Mill of Poverty

Hear The Brunswick
Ask any Brunswick dealer to play this masterinstrument for you. One hearing will convince you

“There’s none so blind as those who will not see,” com¬

Musicians are often blamed for wanting queer things. We
know a man who insisted that he could not write successfully
if his desk was moved to the opposite side of the room. Another
musician, a women of renown, claimed that a single rose in a
long-stemmed glass helped her piano paying immensely. Laugh
at these whims if you will, but they are very real to the people
blessed with them. In a recent article in the Musical Quarterly,
the writer tells of'some historic examples of musical idiosyn¬
crasies practiced by famous composers and writers when coaxing

Perhaps they were too late

to matriculate.
Mellowness
of Tone
Nightingale .... 19
Skylark .
4
Woodlark . 18
Linnet . 12
Goldfinch .
4
Thrush.
4
Blackbird.
4
Robin .
6
Wren .
0

_

Sprightly Plaintive
Notes
Notes
14
19
19
4
4
17
16
12
19
4
4
4
4
0
16
12
12
0

-

Compass
19
18
12
18
12
4
2
12
4

Execution
19
18
8
18
12
4
2
12
4

.
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The “Pathetique” of Tschaikowski
By C. Hilton-Turvey
It was at the conclusion of the wonderful Third
Movement of the Symphony Pathetique of Tschaikow¬
ski. The quick, pulsing crescendos of the drum, and the
triumphant blare of the brass, still lingered in the, ear
—seemed even to have left the air of the great Academy
of Music thrilling and stirring with their echo. The
Most-Musical-Man-I-Know—the most really indepen¬
dent and discriminating—rose from his seat and pre¬
pared to depart. He rarely stayed a whole concert
through, for fear of losing the “first, fine, careless
rapture” of the beginning.
“What?” I exclaimed. "Are you going to miss the
last movement?”
“Yes,” he replied, with a sort of puzzled thoughtful¬
ness. “After the splendor of the third, it is anti-climax.
I cannot understand why Tschaikowski wrote it.”
It was the summer of 1917. Russia had come into the
great world-war like a giantess, smashing her way
mightily through the Hun hordes, giving them no time
to recover from her terrible chastisement. Russia stood
guard on the long Eastern line—the admiration of the
struggling Allies (sore-pressed on the long, wavering
Western front)—Russia stood forth, the hope of the
entire world—of civilization—of Righteousness itself!
And then—while the clash of her blows still re¬
sounded—while her trumpets of victory still echoed—
in that moment came collapse. Her song of triumph
died down to a wail of infinite sadness. She shrank
back out of the battle line, as one who hides her face
in her mantle, and gives herself over to sad and intro¬
spective thought.
“What do you think of Russia now?” I asked TheMost-Musical-Man-I-Know.
He smiled his inscrutable smile. “I know why
Tschaikowski wrote the last movement of the Pathe¬
tique,” he responded. "It was a prophecy.”
They say poets and artists are prophets. So, too,
are the musicians, though their forecasts are told in a
language not so easily understood. Great Russia’s
victory, her collapse, the tragedy of her disorganization
—it is all written in the music of the Pathetique. What
wonder that Tschaikowski hushed the golden trumpets
that sang Victory, and added the somber anguish of the
last movement, weeping as he penned the notes, with a
woe that none who beheld could comprehend or
assuage!

The Opening Number of Our Recital

Thinking some other teacher would like to do with
her pupils as I did with mine, I have written this little
sketch of our opening number.
The wish nearest my heart all winter was that when
it came time for the yearly recital in June, I could
do something for the afternoon that would be re¬
membered by both audience and pupils as expressing,
as strongly as we could, our love, loyalty and patriot¬
ism for our country.
Several different ways were thought of, but none
seemed quite right. Finally the idea came to me from
the opening number of one of our patriotic meetings.
So this is the way we opened. I had the National
Anthems of all the Allies played on two pianos, eight
hands. As each anthem was played a boy scout
marched in time to the music, down the center aisle,
bearing the flag of that nation. As the boys reached
their places, they turned a little sideways, instead of
directly to the front, so the flags pointed toward the
center. First came France, then Belgium on the other
side, next England on same side as France, the flag
held pointing toward center, only a little higher. Next
Italy on same side as Belgium, flag also pointing to¬
ward center, and a little higher up. Last of all our
own American flag, coming from the back, directly
into the center and towering over them all.
To Keller’s American Hymn, our own flag leading,
the scouts marched back, down the center aisle. The
audience, of course, stood through it all. It made a
very impressive number and more than repaid for
all the extra work.
One can never rightly or justly judge his contem¬
poraries.—Chateaubriand.

How to Choose a Piano
By Mark Hambourg
It is told of Fouquet, the splendid and ill-fated min¬
ister of Louis XIV., that when speaking of music with
one of the Court who was not an amateur, he ex¬
claimed, “How, Monsieur, you care not for music, you
do not play the Clavecin, I am sorry for you, you are
indeed condemning yourself to a dull old age”!
He was thinking no doubt of the joy which all can
experience, even without being great performers,_ in
picking out favorite tunes on the piano, strumming
the themes of well-loved masterpieces and thereby
reviving memories of enchanted hours passed in the
concert hall or opera house.
We all know the unutterable satisfaction which even
the most halting travesty of the real thing affords to
the imagination of the devotee, and how much intensity
and enthusiasm of expression make up for lack of
execution!
What an inestimable boon therefore is the piano in
the home! *A friend, a companion, a comforter, a magi¬
cian, all in one!—Always ready to give its best, always
sympathetic, unchanging, patient, without rancour for
the outrages it sometimes has to suffer, at all times a
never-failing resource.
Even the worn out tin-kettle variety of piano which
finishes its existence in a lodging-house provides pleas¬
ure for those who dance to its strident tunes, or render
hymns to its cracked and pathetic chords; while there is
scarcely a Hospital or Institution, nor by contrast any
place of entertainment, where its indispensable presence
does not help to soothe and cheer the sad ones, and to
enliven the merry-makers.
No musical instrument has ever-attained such univer¬
sal popularity as the piano, because it is so easy to
handle, so quick to give to those who ask from it.
Therefore, almost everyone desires to have a piano in
the home, and indeed, something does seem strangely
lacking if there is not one to be found anywhere
throughout a house.
If, therefore, the piano means so much' to so many
people, it surely follows that to know how to choose a
good instrument at the outset is very important. Of
course, pianos, like everything else, are largely judged
and selected according to the degree of reputation en¬
joyed by their respective makers, and the person who
has no special knowledge of what is a good or bad
instrument is well advised to look for his piano at a
first-class firm, who can show him examples by all the
best producers. At any rate, he is safe to get a good
article from them, and also find experts to advise him
about the quality of the instrument. It is very unwise
to go and buy a piano by any maker at an auction room
unless it can be inspected by someone who possesses
professional knowledge.
But it is not everything to have a first-class instru¬
ment ; it is also of the utmost importance to look after
it well. I cannot bear to go into a room and see a fine
piano covered over with family photographs, and vases
full of flowers, as one often does. The housemaid is
sure to upset one of the vases, and the water trickling
down through the hinges of the lid ruins the action;
while the family portraits dance and jingle merrily as an
accompaniment to the Beethoven Sonata or the exquis¬
ite Chopin study, and generally end by tumbling down
with a bang, scratching all the polish off the top, and
causing terrible trepidation to their owner, not to speak

^MosrpTople know that a piano should not be kept in a
draught, neither just under .the window, nor between
the door and the window. A long time of standing in
such a position will spoil the best instrument, and if i
is kept for many months in an unoccupied room it will
deteriorate badly unless a fire is lit to dry the atmos¬
phere from time to time. Damp is the worst enemy the
piano can have. It is wise, too, if you wish to preserve
your piano to the best advantage, to have it constantly
tuned and examined by a first-class tuner. It is very
much more difficult to repair satisfactorily a piano that
has been systematically neglected (it can scarcely evet
regain its original excellence) than to look after it
carefully from the beginning, when it will last for years.
Size is an urgent point to be considered in the selection of a piano. An enormous and powerful Concert
Grand is obviously unsuitable for a small and private
drawing-room, and there is nothing better for a moder¬
ate sized room than a Boudoir or Baby Grand. A good
Upright is also by no means to be despised, for these
are excellent instruments provided they have plenty of
resonance, and are not too stiff in action.
One can scarcely discuss now-a-days the merits of
pianos in our homes without mentioning in connection
with them the latest development of modern musi¬
cal invention, the mechanical piano players. Some
musicians affect contempt for the mechanical piano
players and ridicule their value, but I do not agree
with this view, for, though, no doubt, they cannot be
said to contribute to the highest realms of musical ex¬
pression, still I think they possess a very real value
in that they educate the public taste, and enable people
who would otherwise have no inclination or impulse to
hear good music to become familiar with it. There¬
fore, let us not disparage the mechanical piano-players,
even though they are trying neighbors in the next house
when one is working or sleeping.
Of course, it is not quite the same thing, choosing
a piano for one’s private use, or selecting the Concert
Grand from a professional point of view for a perform¬
ance in a big hall. For instance, when I give a recital
my piano is selected by me and my piano-maker some
•weeks before the concert from several special ones
which I am in the habit of playing. It is tested as .to
its power and tone and resonance with reference to the
acoustic properties of the hall. It is tuned, the action
regulated, the pedals adjusted—in fact, it is prepared
and brought into perfect condition, like a well-trained
racehorse before it starts its race, so that it may be
equal to all the demands imposed upon it.
If I were going to buy a piano for my own house,
what should I look for? I should first of all search
for one with a good even tone throughout, as well in
the treble and bass registers as in the middle. Next,
I should try the action by ascertaining if the keys re¬
peat perfectly, and whether the touch is easy and pli¬
able under the fingers, and also whether the pedals act
promptly.
But, as I have said before, it takes real knowledge
to judge of such things oneself. If one has not had
the opportunity of experience, the next best thing is to
go to a first-class firm where only first-class instru¬
ments are kept and are looked after by experts.

Making the Pupil’s Interest Wider
By

s.

A RECENT issue of The Etude contained an article.
“Who Is the Composer?” which I was glad to see, as
I have always given this most neglected point careful
attention.
The average American teacher of music works too
hard during the lesson period; when she is not playing
with one hand, she is noisily thumping out the rhythm
or calling out, “Play that part over again!” If she
would only efface herself occasionally and let the
pupil feel that he is really doing something himself,
her nerves would be in better condition, and the child
more confident. One does not like to be told what
he already knows quite well. The teacher should en¬
courage the child to give all the information possible
without her help.
My plan of eliciting an intelligent synopsis of the
music to be studied may be of help to a young teacher.

Don’t Give Up Music at the Altar

of the poor performer. I speak with feeling, from grim

M. A.
On a sheet of white cardboard I have printed in
plain half-inch letters:
Composition.
Title suggests?
Composer.
Key °'
Measure signature.
I keep this card on the piano as a reminder, and
even the_ youngest beginner is taught to give me this
information about the music I place before him.
The same idea is carried out with regard to scales.
The pupil announces the scale he is about to play, the
sharps or flats it contains and the rule for fingering it.
I have found this plan invaluable in checking the rash
impetuosity with which the ordinary child starts to
blunder through his lesson.

A Symposium by Noted Women in Music

Mme. Szumowska
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MME. ANTOINETTE SZUMOWSKA ADAMOWSKA
MRS. EMMA L. ASHFORD
MRS. H. H. A. BEACH
MRS. NOAH BRANDT
Antoinette Szumowska Adamowska
Imagine a person who, finding herself in possession
of some valuable flower seeds, would have them
planted in her garden, tending to them, and culti¬
vating them at a great expenditure of time and money.
After some years of such labor, the slowly develop¬
ing plant would begin to blossom, and the flowers
would improve and acquire new strength and beauty
with every succeeding year. Imagine such a person
suddenly neglecting this plant and letting it dry out,
become overrun by weeds, and finally die for the
lack of care, while all the attention is given to other
plants and vegetables which may make a later ap¬
pearance in the garden.
.
Would we not call such behavior just a squander¬
ing of time and capital, and would we not- condemn
such wastefulness?
A girl who, after her marriage, abandons music on
which she has spent time, work and money, becomes
guilty of just such a sin. Whatever stage of ad¬
vancement has been reached by her in art, it repre¬
sents many hours of practicing, much intellectual work
on the oart of her teachers and a good deal of sub¬
stance expended by her parents or guardians. All this
goes to seed simply through the lack of a little perseverence; yet a continuance of musical interest should
not be hard to attain, even though new interests and
pursuits are formed by her in her married life. And
the benefit derived from such sustained work fully
repays the effort.
Music proves a good friend in many an hour of
sadness and depression. Besides, the more resources
we accumulate in our intellectual selves, the better we
are prepared for life, which becomes more interesting
with each possession of this kind.
Love of art and literature makes
dullness impossible, while, by giving
finishing touches to our own nature,
it renders us more interesting to
other people who cross our path.
Thus we may enrich our own lives,
and the lives of those who come
into contact with us, and we also
prepare a better inheritance for those
who come after us. Even though
we do not fully understand the laws
of heredity, we can surely observe
that any acquirements obtained and
perfected by the parents are apt to
reappear in a re-inforced degree in
their offspring, sometimes directly,
and at other times skipping a gener¬
ation or two. Nature abhors waste;
in wasting our gifts we go against
nature!
Emma L. Ashford
In response to a request for my
views on the importance of women
keeping up their music after mar¬
riage, I have decided to take the ad¬

Mrs. H. H. A. Beach

MME. LOUISE HOMER
MRS. CLARA CLEMMENS GABRILOWITSCH
MRS. CLOUGH LEIGHTER
MRS. MATILEE LOEB-EVANS PRESTON
(Grace Cotton Marshall)
MRS. CECILE AYRES DE HORVATH
MRS. LILLY STRICKLAND-ANDERSON
MRS. HENRY HOLDEN HUSS

vice of my “guid mon” and simply give my own per¬
sonal experience by way of illustration.
During my childhood, music in the home was to
us as our daily bread. My father and mother were
both good singers and at six years of age I was
piping an alto to their tenor and soprano.
Two years later I was allowed to join an Episcopal
Church choir, which completely filled rrty cup of
happiness. (Up to this point my father had been my
only teacher; afterward came a few lessons on the
piano and organ, but to my parents I owe my great¬
est debt of gratitude for my musical development.)
After my marriage I continued my activities as a
teacher and organist and also found time for practice
and further study.
For fifty years I have managed my own household
and my friends are kind enough to pronounce me an
excellent housekeeper. During all these years our
home has been a Mecca for music-loving friends and
young students who were striving to improve them¬
selves, and our son has also learned to know and
love the best class of music. This last clause brings
me to the real crux of my little preachment. I am an
old-fashioned woman and believe that in the home lies
the safety of the Nation, and that every gentle, kindly
and ennobling influence should be subserved to the
upbuilding of a happy family life.
From both experience and observation, I am con¬
vinced that good music is a most important factor in
the lives of growing children, and that the wife and
mother should keep up her practice for the sake of
her family if for nothing else.
So far I have stressed only the altruistic side of the
discussion, but there is another phase of it which I
cannot in justice ignore, and that is the personal ad¬
vantage which comes from regular practice of what

MR. AND MRS. SIDNEY HOMER AND THEIR MUSICAL FAMILY.

has already been learned. It keeps both mind and
fingers elastic and ready to do new things without
great effort.
I feel sure that, had I given up my practice when
I married, I could not, at the age of forty, have taken up
Harmony, Counterpoint, Canon and Fugue and puf
them to practical use in composition.
In conclusion I plead for good music in the home,
and for this we must look to the wives and mothers.
Mrs. H. H. A. Beach
In reply to your request for an expression of my
opinion as to the advisability of giving up musical
work after a woman marries, I wish to say emphat¬
ically, ‘‘Don’t!’ The acquirement of a musical technique
demands years of hard and faithful service to routine
work, as well as the expenditure of a vast amount of
physical and mental strength. In this age of "con¬
servation” it would seem a pity to waste all this. It is
often necessary for a woman to give up active pro¬
fessional work in order to devote as much time and
energy as possible to her family and household cares.
In many instances ft may become necessary to relin¬
quish the idea of keeping the old-tisne virtuoso techinque
up to its highest point. Still, in spite of all this, it is
a great mistake to lose all the benefits which musical
gifts may confer upon the home-life. Even if one
must be contfflit to perform simpler tasks than here¬
tofore, leaving out the old difficult concertos, arias
and other technical fireworks, there is such a vast
amount of beautiful music which may well be kept
within reach without an undue expenditure of strength
or time. It seems to me that the influence of the
mother in the home, through the exercise of her mu¬
sical attainments, can be all-powerful in the molding
and directing of her children’s tastes and inclinations
in regard to music.
Nowadays,
when the air is full of rag-time and
“jazz” music, and when one sees in
many cultivated households a piano
strewn with copies of music that is
of the lowest possible value, there is
great need of a counterbalancing in¬
fluence in the direction of refinement.
Otherwise the downward trend of
musical taste among our yomng peo¬
ple is likely to be as rapid as the
tempo of the modern dance! It is
so easy, if the mother knows how to
play m a truly interesting and in*
spiring manner, to draw the little
ones into the magic circle of good
music while they are still young
enough to be easily impressed. Th$ri
the mother and wife may also be
able to keep her place to some extent
in the musical life of the com¬
munity through the activity of the
musical clubs, church work, com¬
munity singing, etc. If she keeps
even a small part of her former
skill she may often serve a valuable
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purpose in whatever musical need may arise. The
effect upon herself and her own life must be consid¬
ered, and to many women the giving up of all their
treasured musical joys is a positive grief. If she can
only be content to do what she can do well, regardless
of what she did in former years, much' happiness may
yet be hers through the exercise of her voice or fin¬
gers. There must be no regrets for past glories or
triumphs, but a constant attempt to make the most out
of what can easily be retained, and employed for the
good of one’s self as well as of others.

I have observed that mothers are not generally suc¬
cessful teachers of their own children, but if they
are placed under the instruction of an outside teacher,
they are greatly benefited in their practice at home
by the assistance of the mother who has an under¬
standing of music. Should a woman, who has con¬
tinued after marriage to study and progress musi¬
cally, be thrown later upon her own resources, there
are many fields of musical activity into which she
can enter, in this day and age, and support herself
and family. I have named a. few reasons why I
believe a girl should continue her musical work after
marriage, but after all I believe that one who really
loves music, can no more help expressing it in some
form than he can help breathing.
Personally, I
realize that I have advanced only a very short way
in my understanding of the science of music, but I
am looking forward with the greatest delight to con¬
tinued study and progression.

Mrs. Noah Brandt
While in many instances the gift for music is so
great, the art so fascinating, that to neglect it after
marriage would be an impossibility, it is nevertheless
true that music often plays a secondary role after the
young wife assumes the cares of matrimony.
It is very fortunate for the young girl when her
husband is a genuine music-lover, as the music is
such a pleasure to him that it stimulates her ambi¬
Cecile Ayres de Horvath
tion to higher and greater effort.
The problem of a woman’s keeping up an active
However, in time, when children are old enough to
interest in music after marriage is one of many com¬
study, the mother invariably concentrates her entire
plications due to the circumstances of the various indi¬
attention upon their musical development, and often
vidual cases. In order to simplify consideration of
resigns in their favor. This is usually the case when
this interesting matter, let us differentiate between the
children show exceptional ability.
dilettante and the professional.
Musical clubs, however, are invaluable for arousing
Presupposing that the dilettante has acquired pro¬
and retaining interest in music after marriage, and
ficiency enough to derive satisfaction from her perthat it is continually increasing is attested by the new
' formance, she marries—what are the chances that she
ones constantly cropping up all over the country.
will continue to progress? Do her domestic duties
In justice to young married women, it is very cred¬
claim her time to the exclusion of her accomplishment?
itable for some of them to continue a serious study of
Does she receive encouragement from her husband?
music, especially when there are many household cares
Has she still opportunities to attend concerts? These
and young children. However, when such is not the
case, it is nothing short of criminal to neglect an art
and many other questions bear directly on the likeli¬
that has taken years of hard study to attain, and it is
hood of a woman’s keeping up her interest in music.
safe to say that in every instance where there is real
Many a woman has in later married life come to
ability, the study of music is continued after marriage,
regret bitterly, for her children’s sake as well as her
in spite of almost insurmountable obstacles.
own, the loss of pleasure that her music once meant
With a deep inherent love for music, it is an im¬
to her.
possibility, after accomplishing something really worth
Could every gifted woman make a point of setting
while, to neglect it altogether, and these cases are the
aside a small period in the day for practice, she would
exception, not the rule. It; is not necessary always to
be under the guidance of a teacher, as the individuality
inevitably be glad of this in the later years of her
of a pupil, once arriving at maturity, must sooner or
married life.
later assert itself, but the study of music, once seri¬
The case of the professional is very different, as is
ously commenced, should continue forever, to be a joy
shown in the lives of all artists—the woman who has
and pleasure in the home in prosperity, and a solace
devoted her energies to the pursuit of music as a
and comfort in the saddest hours of adversity and
career, has traveled the road of many difficulties and
bereavement. By all means, continue the study of
discouragements. Can it be expected of her that, hav¬
music after marriage.
ing overcome these and finally arrived at the objective
Clara Clemmens Gabrilowitsch
towards which the labor of years was directed, she ■
can drop her art and remain contented?
I have your letter of March 1st and regret to say
that, as I am still ill in bed with influenza, I am not able
It is well known that every true artist! has developed
to write the article you ask for. I should otherwise
that stern self-criticism and restless desire to progress
have been very glad to make a few remarks against
further and further towards the high ideals that have
the habit of girls dropping their music when they
made her art not a matter of an accomplishment, but
marry. It seems as unnatural as suddenly to decide to
a duty to the gifts with which she has been endowed.
banish beautiful flowers from your home or refuse
Were a census taken of such women who, having
ever to read an inspiring book again. The benefit
arrived at some measure of success before marriage
derived from hours spent with music can be put to
even' greater advantage after marriage than before,
relinquished all active interest in it, the percentage
for this benefit will then accrue not only to the girl
would be, no doubt, very small.
herself, but also to her husband and children.
The most ideal happiness in married life might palli¬
ate, but never efface, the sense of barren loss that
Matilee Loeb-Evans
would be the result if music, which once meant a
To my mind it is certainly a great mistake for a girl
vitally important thing in a gifted woman’s life, were
to discontinue her musical studies after marriage.
relegated to a place of obscurity after marriage.
Home duties, of course, are many and various, espe¬
To sum up what has been said, let us recognize that
cially where there are children in the family, but, by
whereas the amateur who has kept up active interest
careful planning and conserving of time, a woman
in music after marriage has done wisely in point of
can devote some part of each day to the study of
pleasure and personal satisfaction—the artist who has
music..
done likewise has but responded to the necessity o»
The recent war has brought to the attention of
propitiating a constant craving, the satisfaction of
the world, as never before, what an inspiration music
which is vital to her happiness.
is to mankind, and the power it has to give peace and
consolation to the troubled hearts and minds of all
x'tio. ucuiy nuiuen nuss
humanity.
Should a woman keep up her mu,sic after marriag(
Even though active professional life may have
By all means, and at any cost. Should a woman gi,
been given up at the time of marriage, the knowledge
up her music after marriage’ Most emphatically no
that one can give pleasure and happiness, not only
and never!
Within the immediate circle of the home, but to friends
Is there any reason why, when a new happiness hi
as well, should prove an inspiration to one to study
come into her life, she should neglect and lose s
and progress in the art of music.
great a joy as music has been to her? Or, becam
Music in the home certainly has a refining influ¬
she is living among new furniture and costly weddin
ence upon the young folks, and if the mother is an
gifts, will she no longer need the beautiful gift c
accomplished musician and cultivates the love of good
music? Few men are so fit for “treason, stratagei
music in her children and 'the desire on their part
and spoils that music is disagreeable to them an
to play some instrument, many pleasant hours are
may those few who are, spend their lives in so’litar
spent together in the home.
blessedness!

The temptation of our present day life is to sacri¬
fice much time and strength in un-worthwhile pursuits
and occupations. Many a young married woman taxes
herself to the last degree with social duties—often,
it is true, in order to further her husbandls interests
quite as ’much as for her own pleasure. Surely a
person with an artistic accomplishment may be at least
as great a success socially as the young woman with¬
out such an asset? Then, if you have married the
right man, he will not only be proud of his wife’s
accomplishment, but your music will be to him a source
of pleasure and will rest him after the day’s work
and stress. You would gladly keep yourself in trim to
do good with your music to a shell-shocked soldier
victim—how much more should it be worth to you to
rest and refresh your husband’s spirit and nerves ?
There can be no more beautiful thing to do for
your children than to lead them early into the won¬
derful realm of music. The songs we sang (my sisters
and brothers and I) with mother at the piano, two and
three-part songs, are with me now, as some of our
happiest experiences together, and I am convinced that
my mother’s habit of “keeping up her music” is re. sponsible for my early, passionate love of singing.
As a child of four, having been wakened by the sound
of her glorious voice, for she sang for my father
almost every evening, I would often weep as if my
heart would break, but always beg that mother would
go on singing, though I said, “I must cry.”
From my experience as a woman—not as a public
singer—I would most earnestly say to all married
women, that one of their most worthwhile achieve¬
ments will be to “keep up their music.” Observe a
little system in this: Make up your mind to do a little
work every day; put your music before several other
duties. For instance, cut out the unnecessary hours of
“shopping” without buying; cut down your allowance
of “movies” and matinees; it is not necessary to see
every famous film or every good play—and don’t
waste your time on any of the poor ones! Do twenty
or thirty minutes singing, or as a player, an hour’s
practice on your instrument, and though with this al¬
lowance you may not keep in “virtuoso” trim, you
will still be fit to sing or play many numbers which
will give joy to you and pleasure to your friends, and
if, while keeping up this regime you are asked to play
or sing on any occasion of importance, a little extra
practice time will make you fit, whereas, if you habit¬
ually neglect your musical work, a great' deal of
practice would be required to “whip” you into shape.
Mme. Louise Homer
I think it most important that girls should not drop
their music after marriage, but it seems to me that
much of the trouble comes before they have ever
thought of marrying. They practice, go to their les¬
sons, “learn their pieces” (and as promptly forget
them), but they do not use their music for the enter¬
tainment or uplift of their families. They do not seem
to know how to do this. Either they practice too hard,
and want to forget it when they have done their al¬
lotted amount of study, or they do not know how to
make it practically useful. This is too bad, but don’t
you think it is true?
Then, another reason why they give it up, I believe
is because so many girls study music who should not
have studied it! Just wasted time, which might much
better have been given to studying sewing, cooking, and
domestic science generally.
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KLeP UP ™stc after marriage
May I reply in question-Should a conservatory flow*
continue blooming in the drawing room?
I see absolutely no reason why the poorest, busic
woman in all the world should deprive her home c
this beautiful, joy-giving and refining art. Within th
heart of every woman lies a secret longing for the e>
pression of refinement and culture. What do we mea
te^nrVr™!10'^^ High'brow nonsense, a smat
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Uncommon Chords
By FREDERICK CORDER

IP I ill

Professor of Composition at the Royal Academy of Music, London, England
(Professor Corders Notable Series began in the January issue of THE ETUDE with a preliminary Chapter.
Interference in Ocean travel prevented the
Publication of an installment in the February issue but the series was continued in March and has appeared in every ETUDE since then. Each article is inde¬
pendent of the others to a remarkabl degree in a series of this kind.
The next installment will deal with “The Mtnor Mode.
FIFTH MONTH
Of course, in a sense the only uncommon chords in
modern music are those we have been describing in
these articles. Many people love to have their un¬
trained ears tickled by elusive combinations, which they
describe as “weird,” and which, after all, are only the
rubble and waste scraps of the musician’s material.
Let us examine our stock a little more closely than
we have yet done. I am purposely leaving the minor
key for my sixth paper for very good reasons. At
present we know—or we did know a few months ago—
that common chords, major and minor, together with
their first inversions, comprise all that we have in the
way of Concords—that is, harmonies complete in
themselves. All others are called Discords (which
does not mean, necessarily, ugly sounds), and re¬
quire one or other of these concords to be taken
after them, exactly like jam after medicine, to soothe
the supposed irritation of our nerves. The chord
of Dominant Seventh, already described, is the mild¬
est and pleasantest of these Discords, because it is
of Nature’s own manufacture. But some musicians in
quite early days looked at the written scale and failed
to see the difference between a step and a half-step—
as alas! too many do still—and argued that if you could
build a common chord on one degree you could do so
on all; if you could have a chord of the 7th on the
Dominant, why not have one on every degree? There
are the notes, certainly, but if your ear does not rebel
at the sound of a Triad on the Leading-note you must
be Tone-deaf; if you can perceive no difference of qual¬
ity between these chords

or, still more, between these

all I can say is that you had better sell your piano and
buy a typewriter. Now, I wonder whether you could
find out for yourself which of these chords are hope¬
lessly ugly and which are orfy slightly so. To do this
you need to play a few familiar chords in the key (C
major or minor) and then, playing just one of the
sevenths (not more than one at a time) try whether
you can make it sound possible. If you are really
musical it will soon occur to you that the top note (the
7th), being the one that jars, if it were sounded as a
note in the previous chord its harshness would be miti-

This is called preparing a discord. Try to realize the
difference between a harsh sound occurring thus by the
note in the previous chord its harshness would be miticoming plump and unexpected. This preparation is an
idea very likely hit upon by accident, as when some
singer held a note too long and came after the rest.
The harsher the discord, the more desirable is prepara¬
tion.
Having got your discord you then need to Resolve
it. Notice two things, which should be already familiar
to you in handling the Dominant Seventh :
1. The dissonant note, whether 4th, 7th or 9th, wants
to fall.
2. The underlying harmony wants to be followed by
a chord whose root is a fourth higher.
So the chord in our last example wants to be fol¬
lowed by a chord of F, and the B wants to fall to A,
not rise to C, except in one instance. We have seen, in
discussing the Dominant Seventh, that instead of re¬

solving a discord upon a concord, we may follow it by
another discord. This may be continued ad infinitum,
if you don’t mind the risk of losing all sense of key,
and so making nonsense of your music. But in follow¬
ing one discord by another, it is noticeable that any
note in a chord may move up or down a semi-tone
(half-step) or may remain to be a note of the next
chord. To know when notes may do more than this
demands considerable experience and development of
To return to our ugly chords of seventh. You ought,
I say, to be able to discriminate at least between the
unmitigated harshness of the first chord in Examples
1 and 2 and the comparative harmlessness of the last.
In the minor key this chord on the leading note is
very- much used, and I had better reserve a full account
of it till we speak of the minor key and its peculiarities.
Of the others, the least harsh is that on the second of
the scale. The hardness of this is still less noticeable
if it is used on the first inversion, thus—

because when the treble and bass sound nice and the
discord is not a discord with the bass, a chord natur¬
ally sounds at its best. The chord in this form has a
special name, Chord of the Added Sixth, which was
conferred upon it by some ignoramus who did not
grasp the fact that C was the added note, not D. And
so conservative are musicians that they have kept this
wrong name, knowing it to be wrong, to the present
day, even taking the trouble to say, “the so-called Chord
of Added Sixth,” to preserve their reputation for
knowledge.
Notice that this chord (so useful in a Cadence) may
either resolve directly upon the Dominant (with or
without the seventh), or with the interpolation of the
Tonic Second Inversion. (Notice, also, how ponderous
is this last sentence to read, and how simple are the
facts mentioned.)

The only other tolerable chord of Seventh in the
major key is that on the Leading Note. If resolved
upon a chord a fourth higher, this would land us on the
common chord of the Mediant, which is unsatisfying
to the ear unless it is part of a Sequence (I will explain
this term presently), so it is generally treated as though
it were part of a larger chord, called the Dominant

which you will perceive to be an extension of the
Dominant Seventh. It is a tiresome chord to use well,
being apt to involve consecutive fifths, especially in the
inversions. The only safe rule is: Keep the ninth at
the top and the root as far from it as possible. You
will find it sounds best with the fifth omitted, and the
following are the best positions;

Notice the exceedingly disagreeable effect of S, caused
by the ninth being lower down than the third; 5a avoids
this by treating the ninth as a mere passing note, when
it becomes another kind of discord altogether.
And now we are prepared to grasp the fact that dis¬
cords are of two quite different species, which ought

to be’distinguished thus, though I have, never seen this
distinction made:
1. Dis-chord: One belonging to the harmony.
2. Dis-sonance: One outside the harmony.
To the first class belong diminished and augmented
triads and all these chords of seventh we have been
describing, besides others which the present course will
hardly be able to include.
To the second class belong Passing-notes and a curi¬
ous disorderly set of transient discords known as Sus¬
pensions.
But before turning to these there is an important
matter first to speak of. We have suggested above that
the chords of the seventh on all degrees owe their origin
to the eye, rather than to the ear, and sight rather than
hearing is undoubtedly responsible for that curious kind
of musical pattern known as Sequence. If you play any
natural phrase of melody and then repeat it on other
degrees of the scale, it will sometimes sound well and
sometimes sound ill, owing to the whole-steps and half¬
steps in the scale coming in different places. But it
will, of course, sound slightly different each time, and
the difference is not enough (save in very peculiar cases
in the minor key) to be unpleasant The ear is, in
fact, better satisfied with this imperfect repetition of
the pattern than it would be with an exact transpo¬
sition. Thus—

If the third phrase here had Bb instead of Bb the
pattern would be followed more exactly, but it would
change the key and not sound so agreeable. Yet ob¬
serve that our melody skips between F and B, which is
generally an uncouth thing to do, and for the preser¬
vation of a Sequence in the scale in which it begins the
quality of the intervals can be quite disregarded so that
we get some rather rough effects sometimes, as of the
Leading-note jumping down, etc. Sequences thus stick¬
ing to their key whatever happens are called Tonal
Sequences, while those that preserve the quality of
their intervals become mere transpositions, and when
these occur scale-wise can be very repulsive, owing to
the lack of key-relationship. Thus, the pretty song of
Schubert beginning—
I’d cut it deep on ev’ry tree that grows,
I’d shout it loud to ev’ry flow’r that blows.

would not be at all nice if the F’s in bars 3 and 4 were
F sharps. To have a phrase repeated a note higher
with its harmony going as above is one of the most
usual and pleasant musical effects. If you will exert
your memory you will be able to find countless ex¬
amples. Of course good composers, to whom any¬
thing purely mechanical is abhorrent, are always trying
to make sequential repetitions more interesting and
less trite by devices which I cannot go into here. What
I want to impress upon you is that this idea of pattern
is largely responsible for, and best applicable to, those
ugly chords of seventh we have been speaking of.
Thus
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Here each chord prepares the seventh of the next and
they fall into a natural sequence which can only ter¬
minate when we arrive at a Dominant seventh. This
is the most satisfactory way of using these chords.
We will now turn to another class of discords which
you will at first find perplexing. They are called sus¬
pensions. If you have two successive chords of any
sort, any note that is going to move a step down (not
so well a step up) may be delayed and come in after
the rest, in the mean time making practically a wrong
note.

>.

J

J’i

mi

When the moving note has settled down we per¬
ceive that after all there were only two ordinary chords
here and that the combination sounded on the first
of the measure is a new kind of discord, more akin
to a passing-note than anything else. But it must be
prepared—hung up—suspended—and then fall into its
place, or else it does not sound aright. Any suspen¬
sion that is going to move a semitone (half-step)
may rise or fall, but one which is moving a whole step
sounds well only if it falls. It is of course better that
the note it is moving to shall not be already present,
else you get the ugly jar of a 9th going to an 8th.
You may suspend even two notes of a chord at once,
or the entire chord bodily, but this is not often done
except thus:

So chords of Seventh, Passing notes and Suspension
comprise all the harmonic effects that are possible so
long as we confine ourselves to the notes of one major
key. You will not find it easy to discriminate between
these different kinds of discords nor to use them well
except by acute listening. People of imperfect aural
development give themselves away hopelessly by em¬
ploying “bogie” effects without rhyme or reason. There
is, indeed, no wiser advice to be given to the young
musician than Mark Twain’s to the literary aspirant:
“Above all try to keep your feelings where you can
reach for them with a dicfionary.”

Jamie’s First Piano Lesson
By Arthur Schuckai
Of course, Jamie did riot know me and he naturally
felt strange, but, vainly proud of two weeks school
experience, he just could not help boasting of what he
had learned; and soon he was reciting his fund of
school-won wisdom. It was this new feeling of power
and importance that led him to a ready acquiescence in
the piano study proposition. I took him on my lap (for
sitting on the high stool for a small child is very much
like what sitting on a lighthouse and playing on the
clouds would be for me) and in a few moments we were
friends.
So I told how interesting music was—perhaps as
interesting as soldiers. As a matter of fact it was very
much like playing soldiers. “Just for fun,” said I, let
us suppose this white part of the piano is a camp. Do
you know what a camp is ?”
Most certainly he knew what a camp was. There
was an armory right around the corner and had he not
seen the soldiers march away to camp?
“Well,” said I, “this is very much the same thing.
All the white space on the piano is the front of the
camp and these black posts are the tents of the camp.
Some tents in the winter quarters are large and have
three posts, some are small and have two posts. You
see there are many tents and it is a big camp.”
■-fTT'Ti <rr

I wonder if you can count the tents?
Jamie could and he did. With great care he placed
his chubby, little hand on the tents all the way from
the* river to the hillside and this was the beginning of
the music study: noting the arrangement of the keys.
“Now,” said I, “bring me scissors and some card¬
board and we’ll see if we can’t make some really truly
soldiers for this camp.” Down jumped James, his lit¬
tle mind certainly resolving that this was “some game.”
And very carefully I cut out the soldiers, giving each
a letter and making each fit on a particular key from
A to G.

You cannot get more out of music than you put into
it. If you study to amuse yourself—to sit down to the
piano and strum out the gaudily covered “populars” on
the piano rack, or to play a catch-as-catch-can accom¬
paniment to college songs for an impromptu crowd—to
turn over the leaves of new music and snatch at the
contents with ,a careless eye, and leave it—if you have
no higher purpose than this, you will get from the
divine art of music—just this, and nothing more.
Amusement, and nothing else.
You won’t have to work very hard to do it, either.
Have you ever seen a bird fly over a lake and tip its wings
across the surface of the water, flying low? How much
'did the bird get of the lake? Just a few drops of water
on its feathers. So with the lighter view of music—
some people are content to skim over it, as did the bird
over the lake. And they get only a transient pleasure
out of it, while the whole, lovely, deep water lies un¬
plumbed beneath them.
Music is all things to all men—a fillip for the mo¬
ment, an entertainment for otherwise empty days, a
comfort for the grieving, a purpose and a labor of love
for the serious student. And for that infrequent, and
happy mortal whom we call the “genius,” music is a
religion, for which he would sacrifice everything that
other men prize in the world.
You cannot know what you personally will get out
of music, until you put something into it—to wit, earnest
and whole-hearted effort. And whether your particular
trend and degree of talent will entitle you to receive
from the goddess of harmony a great gift or a little
one, from her vast and enticing store, you may always
be sure of one thing. And this is, that you will acquire
character from your serious study of music, as you will
acquire it in no other way.
Put your best self into music, and—like the bread cast
on the water—it will return to you. And it will bear
the stamp of a higher purpose and destiny.

Jamie knew the alphabet and watched the proceed¬
ings with greatest attention. He wanted to know what
the letters meant. I explained it was a certain drill
the soldiers had. When the bugle blew so:
„ -Drill Call

,

-

three-post, etc. And the streets between the tents are
guarded by the soldiers of Companies B, C, E and F.
“The game I want you to play this week,” I contin¬
ued, “is this: First, you are to blow the bugle call
before each station all the way from the river to the
hillside. Of course, that may be some work, for it is a
long way. But you can change hands on the way.
Then when that is done the whole army of soldiers will
rush out to their positions for the first drill.”
“But there aren’t soldiers enough,” exclaimed Jamie,
“and I don’t know the bugle call—and what is the first
drill ?”
“Don’t be in a hurry,” I said. “As soon as I am gone
you get to work and cut out soldiers just as I have
done—one set a day. The soldiers of Company G, A
and D are all long and thin, the others are fat fellows.
The general ordered the companies so made up for
very important reasons which I shall tell you some
time. At any rate, by next week you will have the
whole army cut out and I want you to learn the posi¬
tions of the companies so you can place any soldier in
his position as quick as a shot. This means a great
deal of study for you and I hope-” “And the
bugle call!” exclaimed Jamie. “And the bugle call,”
said I, “you can learn now if you want to.”
Jamie did want to, and I taught him the five-finger

exercise, which he was to play with each hand alone
from the bottom to the top of the keyboard. His
fingers placed themselves easily, and I showed him how
to work them, explaining that bad buglers were not per¬
mitted in the army.
“Now show the drill,” said Jamie.
But I told him that must wait until the next lesson
The first thing to learn was to place the soldiers cor¬
rectly, and if you did not know that you could not
play the drill.

The “Drudgery” of Teaching
By Norman H. Harney
Said the lecturer, speaking of a certain great com¬
poser, “At this period of his career it became possible
for him to escape from the drudgery of teaching.” Of
these last three words lecturers and writers on musical
subjects seem to be altogether too fond. Why this
assumption that the teaching of music is necessarily
drudgery, a thing to be freed from at the earliest pos¬
sible moment? Why the “drudgery” of teaching, any
more than the drudgery of practicing law or medicine,
or preaching religion, or managing a railroad? Each
of these jobs may be drudgery in some cases; each one
nojdoubt carries with it a certain amount of drudgery
in any case; but we never meet with the assumption
that it is all, or very largely, drudgery in every case.
It is no doubt true that the composer of whom the
lecturer spoke found the teaching of music a most irk¬
some task; but this would be due to the fact that he
had neither the temperament, training nor inclination
for such work. It is the absence of just these qualifica¬
tions which will turn any work into drudgery. There
is nothing nearer the truth than the popular saying
that there is no fun like work, but this proverb presup¬

By CONSTANTIN VON STERNBERG

Why Ear Training is of Paramount Importance
The soldiers of A and G stood at the doors of the

What Do You Put Into Your Music?
By James de B. Rawlinson

The Ear Imperial

all the soldiers rushed to take their places. The sol¬
diers of Company D took their position at the door of
the two-post tent.

poses that the work will be of deep and genuine inter¬
est to him performing it, that he will have some nat¬
ural ability for it, and that he will have received the
necessary training.
There is, of course, in music teaching, as in every
other line of work, a certain amount of uninteresting
labor to perform; but the teacher to whom this is the
outstanding fact may as well accept at once the con¬
clusion that he is engaged in a field of activity for
which he is not intended. There is no more necessary
work, no more fascinating and inspiring work, than
that of teaching, whether it be privately, in school or
college, on the public platform, or through the medium
of the printed page. The music teacher is the means
of bringing beauty and joy into the lives of many peo¬
ple. It is he who spreads the gospel of the cheering,
purifying and uplifting effect of music. Let him
remember this at all times and the little drudgery
which may be part of his work will seem of no more
consequence than an occasional shower during the sum¬
mertime. Indeed, like the latter, it may serve a very
useful purpose.

Little Mary, aged 8, thought of making a new dress
for her pet doll. So, she selected some crSpe paper of a
nice pink hue and, having possessed herself of mother’s
scissors, started to cut into the paper: right, left,
straight, crooked, any old way—until mother asked,
“What in the world are you trying to do ?”
“Make a dress for dolly, mother.”
“Well, what is your idea? What kind of a dress is
U “OM don’t know; I’ll see what it will look like when
I’m through cutting-”
“Yes, dear; but have you no plan in your mind?
You, surely, do not leave it to the scissors and paper
to tell you what you are making“N-n-o, but-”
“Now, see here, child, first decide what kind of a
dress it’ is to be, a tea gown, an afternoon dress or,
maybe, a ball dress. Decide on the color, on the style,
“But, mother, how can I decide all that without any¬
thing to go by-”
“That’s just it, dear. You want to invent something
and you leave it to the scissors to do the inventing.
That’ of course, will never do, dear. Tell me what you
wish’to make and I shall help you all I can; but—you
will have first to see in your imagination how the
finished dress is to look and then begin to make some¬
thing that is too look like what you imagined.”
I am told that little Mary sat down for a long “think”
and then described with very fair exactness what she
had thought out; whereupon mother helped her to make
what turned out to be a really pretty dress.
The readers of The Etude, mostly grown-up people
or nearly such, may have smiled with pity upon little
Mary’s primary attempt to make the scissors do what
could come only from her mind and yet—give little
Mary about ten years more, change the intended dress
into a newly selected piano piece, put fingers in the
place of the scissors—and you have the self-same thing
happening in the majority of lessons. To boot, Mary
is just a(s often a Jim or Harry.
The pupil plays something. Teacher says: “Play that
run with a much lighter touch.” Pupil plays it again
and asks: “Was that better?” Teacher replies^“Did it
seem better to you?” And the pupil says: “I—er—
really do not know-” The teacher .asks in astonish¬
ment: "You do not know? What do you mean? Do
you strike the keys without any preconceived idea of
the sounds you wish to produce?” Great pause—and
after a while the shame-faced confession: “I really
believe, I do-”
Is this an overstatement? Alas, no! In all my long
experience as a teacher I cannot recall more than, say,
twenty pupils who said something like: “I do not like
the way I play this passage; I want it to sound more
like a mere spray from an atomizer, but I do not know
how to produce that sound.” Needless to say that I
helped this student, and that after a little practice it
did sound as he meant it to sound. But if the pupil had
not had the sound fully prepared in his mind, all my
advice would not have helped him.
Hearing Beforehand
This “fore-hearing” is the corner-stone of all music
making. Imagination first, and then a trial under close
examination of the result by the ear!
There are books and teachers galore to tell that for a
leggiero touch the finger tips should flit lightly over
the keys: that for sustained chords the wrist should be
raised in support of the hand; that for this or that
touch such and such muscular action should take place
—but what does it all avail if the player’s “inner” ear
(the ear of his imagination) does not “forebear” the
sounds which the fingers are to produce?—if he plays
without a fixed plan?
When I say of a painter that he mixes his pigments
so as to produce a certain tint, do I not imply by these
very words that he has this particular tint distinctly in
his mind’s eye? Would it be thinkable that he should
start mixing his pigments at random without knowing
precisely what tint or shade he wants to produce? And

_
asleep while its fingers are working c 1 the
is not a great deal of our pupils’ playing exactly of this
keys? Don’t we all know the boy and girl who
absurd kind?
play everything as if somebody told them how. Does
Someone—whoever it was—has said that we can
it not sound as if they were reciting a poem, of which
obtain whatever we wish if we wish it only hard .
they do not understand the meaning? And oh, how
enough. Within certain natural limitations I believe
glad we are when they are through!
this dictum to be quite right. For, I believe that our
Our teachers—those to whom I referred before—are
hand will do on the piano whatever the imaginative ear
not the only ones to be blamed. Inasmuch as they have
commands. The hand may make far too much of an
to live from the altar for which they are working, they
exertion in obeying this command, but—and this is the
must—even against their will—comply with the de¬
point—i: will go even to unnecessary trouble to obey
mands of the (sometimes underbred) parents of their
the ear if its command is definite.
pupils; and it is the utterly wrong idea such parents
A well-known teacher with whom I recently discussed
hold of the meaning of "technic.” What they have
this matter admitted that I was right “theoretically,
generally in. mind is “mechanism” plus “speed”—great
but that a child in the first grade could not be expected
speed! We music teachers know that the word technic
to hear inwardly how the notes should sound. How¬
designates the perfect control over the mechanical
ever, his contention was of very short duration when I
means to express what we feel; but that is too abstract
told him that in the first place he betrayed the fact
for some parents. They seem to think (what “father”
that his child pupil had received very negligent ear
thinks of money making), “get the means first, the
training—if any; and that secondly, there was no reason
feeling, the refinement will come afterwards— some
why the child should not form an idea as to the proper
time or other—somehow. The human element can
expression of a phrase after the notes have been deciph¬
wait and, if killed by too long neglect, ah well, we’ve
ered The trouble is that many teachers let their little
got the money (technic) anyway” But here’s the rub:
pupils read, of their piece, the entire part which they
if father has acquired more money than did his old
are to practice for the next lesson. This is funda¬
chum, the janitor, he cannot continue to associate with
mentally wrong. A child whose previous teacher
him on terms of equality. His very money will be in
neglected the training of the ear, should read no more
the way. And socially higher circles will regard his
than one phrase, read it several times, first with one
uncouthness with poorly disguised amusement, if not
hand alone, then with both hands and when a fair idea
with disgust. Why? Because there is no harmony,
of the melody is formed the teacher should ask, “What
no proportion, no relation between his means and his
do you think of this little tune? Is it sentimental? Or
personality. And this is the most precise analogy to
cheerful? Or ponderous? Or what?” Suppose the
the person who has on the keyboard more mechanical
child answers without thinking—as children often will,
ability than knowledge or instinctive incentive for its
and says: “Sentimental!” Well and good; no matter
proper use.
how wrong the reply, let the child try to make it senti¬
An Actual Experience
mental. Let her make it anything whatever, so long as
An actual experience may find a place here. A
the child tries to express something.. If the unthinking
woman, dressed with simple elegance, brought her
reply was wrong and the experiment did not convince
twenty-year-old daughter to me and said : “I have heard
the child of it, the teacher may suggest: “Now, let us
that you are good on expression. My daughter is an
try it in some other way—say, cheerful! Of course,
‘advawnced’ player, but she is lacking in expression."
you will have to play a little faster-not very much,
I asked the girl to play something, which she did with
but just a little—and then think of something cheerful,
the air of a wood-chopper. Then I asked: “Now,
a Christmas tree, a sleigh ride, one of your friends com¬
what is it you wish to express in this piece?”
ing to visit you, or something else that is very much to
“I don’t know; it is perfectly immaterial to me--”
your liking; and now play it this way and tell me
“Well, but how has the piece impressed you? Has
whether you think that this expression suits the phrase
it made some appeal to your imagination? Did it seem
better. Do not reply to please me—for I do not care
to be a heroic piece, or lyric, romantic, humorous:”
one way or the other—but to please yourself. Tell me
“No; it really is all the same to me. This is what I
came to you for-”
truly which way you like best!”
“Yes, I see; now let me explain. If you wish to
Piano Drumming vv. Music Making
express something, and do not know how to do it, I
The result may not be very wonderful at the first
shall help you all I can. That is the best part of my
occupation. But—I cannot give you an imagination. I
experiment, considering that the child is making an
cannot make a heart for you. Now go home, take this
entirely new use of its little thinking power; but this
very piece which, mechanically, you master fairly well;
first experiment should be persisted in long enough to
think it over; try to find out what sort of feelings it
convince the child that no unthinking playing will
awakens in you, what pictures it suggests to your mind,
hereafter be accepted, and that it is better to play four
and then come back to me.”
measures with proper expression than four pages with¬
Needless to say that I never saw her again. That
out it. True, it may take some time until the first
girl
had no desire to be musical. She wished only to
piece is finished, but the child will soon learn to re¬
appear so and wanted to think with my head, to feel
gard the deciphering of notes as a preparation for
with my heart. Her’s to be only the fingers and—oh
making music, instead of considering it—as it did be¬
yes—the right foot.
fore—the exclusive purpose of its work. In this way
I know many students of the piano whose teachers
—.and only in this way—can the child be brought to a
•insist upon it that scales, arpeggios, and other finger
realization of possessing that force which alone dis¬
exercises should (except at the very beginning) never
tinguishes piano drumming from music making. There
be practiced without rhythms and dynamic shadings
is no piece too easy or too simple to be played so that
of various kinds. This is, of course, very good; but
“it says something.” And this quality can never be
when they play their pieces their rhythms are, never¬
grafted into the child’s mind; it must be drawn out
theless, often very feeble, and the shadings are absent
of it.
because they play them without a plan, without a pre¬
There is, speaking generally, altogether too much
conceived idea, without “the great inner urge.”
in-ducating and too little e-ducatmg in music. What good
That a teacher, be he the greatest that ever lived,
does it do to tell the child, “Play this softer; play this
cannot give this “inner urge” to a student is self-evi¬
louder; more connected; don’t you see that accentuation
dent ; but there is no -need of giving it, because kind
mark? You must never stop at the last note of a run
mother Nature has implanted it in every human heart.
in sixteenths; always attach the note that follows the
All that is necessary is that its promptings should be
run; do not make your pianos and fortes alike; didn’t
heeded; that they should not be ignored, as they so
you hear that horribly false note?” What is the good
often are—and not in music alone.
of all this, if the child’s inner —and, alas, also the outer
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Time Directions and Their Meaning

I am not unaware that certain forms of touch can be ,
transmitted from teacher to pupil by precept abne.
By E. H. Pierce
But, when the pupil has thus acqmred a fine
or leggiero, or whatever it may be, and he employs ;t
In glancing through a very concise little dictionary
merely because it is prescribed, instead of using t
of musical terms—not one of the best, we regret to
to express his conceptional idea, his feeling, w 11
say_we were astonished to see that the words Adagio,
be worth anything to the auditor? On the other hand,
Andante, Largo and Lento were all explained merely
if he feels distinctly that this or that place should be
as slow,” Grave as “very slow,” Andantino as "rather
flitted over with great lightness, he may-in the absence
slow.” ’while in a sense this is all quite true, yet
of good advice-enploy an enormous apparatus to pro¬
there are some incomplete truths almost as mis¬
duce that desired lightness, but he will produce it,
leading as falsehoods, and this is a good example of ;
somehow, some way and come near enough to his
such.
inwardly heard tonal effect to convey the idea of it to
As used by composers, these words mean much more
the auditor, however imperfect it may be technically.
than a mere difference in metronome mark: they indi¬
He will convey-that is: express-his idea because he
cate something about the style and character of the
has an idea 1 And that is the small nutshell that har¬
piece. Largo and Adagio may happen to have about
bors the most important and most expansive matter in
the same number of beats to the minute, in some
all music making—as in anything else. First catch your
cases, but Largo is used for a slow, stately movement
hare! First get your idea! Let the mind dwell upon
of majestic simplicity (Handel’s Largo is a good exam¬
it until the idea becomes quite clear and definite; until
ple), while Adagio is used.for one in which the heats,
you can hear it inwardly so plainly as to make you
although slow, are broken up into more or less rapid
wonder why it is not audible to everybody around you.
Then experiment until you can show your teacher just ' subdivisions here and there during the course of the
piece. Consequently, if you are beginning an Adagio
what you mean to produce and rest assured that your
in which the first few measures are in quarter or eighth
teacher will give you the technical advice by which you
notes, it is well first to glance ahead and see if there
can accomplish the desired effect with greater ease and
are any passages in thirty-second or sixty-fourth notes
thus make others hear what you heard ringing and
later on; if there are, you must begin slow enough so
singing in your mental ear.
that you will not be obliged to slow up ignominiously
Ah yes! The ear—! I have often felt like trans¬
when the time of the notes “doubles up” on you. The
cribing Shakespeare’s words in “Love’s Labor Lost”
best examples of Adagios are in Haydn, Mozart am!
Beethoven.
Largo, by the way, means literally
“Music’s prosperity lies in the ear
“broad;” Adagio means “leisurely.”
Of him that hears it, never in the hand
Lento, the only one of these words which literally
Of him that makes it.”
means “slow,” has no such particular distinctive char¬
If our pupils could be made to care how their playing
acter, and has been less used than the other words herestrikes “the ear of him that hears it” they might feel
mentioned. Sometimes it is used in connection with
induced to listen to their playing instead of pounding
other terms, to imply an extra slowness, as Andante
away with utter disregard of the effect upon the hearer.
lento, or (with a negative word) to guard against ton
much of it, as Adagio non lento.
The term Andante has a somewhat curious history
Moods of Temperament
in its use. It now implies a moderately slow move¬
ment, yet not too slow to have a certain feeling of
By Wilbur Follett Unger
motion, like a leisurely walk. Literally the word means
“going,” and was so used by early composers. Thus
condition, the room too heated, or a hundred other little
If I have not gained anything more of value during
Handel sometimes writes Andante moderato (going
though perfectly valid excuses that go to make up
my career as a pianist and teacher, I have at least
moderately) or Andante allegro (going cheerfully).
“moodiness.” No, they are not apt to pause and ques¬
observed the unfortunate fact that a musician cannot
This brings us to the word Allegro, which properly
tion conditions!
perform twice alike. And the further away the artist
means nothing more or less than “cheerful,” although
is from the mechanical, machine-like player, the truer
Even Rosenthal Not Always at His Best
it is now universally understood to indicate a rapid
this is.
,
No one who has heard him will deny that that great
rate of movement. This change in the meaning, how¬
Unfortunate, in one sense, perhaps, yet fortunate for
technician, Rosenthal, can play. Yet a friend of mine
ever, is of very respectable antiquity; as long ago as
the sake of art, for it is this fact that lends color to an
told me of an instance in which he could not play!
about the year 1785, dementi, although himself an
artistic performance and is the basis of temperament.
The story was that my friend was conversing with the
Italian and, of course, perfectly familiar with the lan¬
A player-piano can make an indefinite number of exact
great
pianist
one
morning
shortly
after
breakfast,
and,
guage he was using, wrote the direction Allegro agi¬
repetitions, but the artist can no more play a given piece
while discussing a certain passage in a particular piece,
tato e con disperatione (Allegro, agitated and with
of music every time dependably the same than you can
asked him to demonstrate how it should be played.
desperation) in one of his sonatas. Now if he had
write your name with replica-like fidelity several times.
Without waiting to properly seat himself at the piano,
thought 6f Allegro as “cheerful,” this would be mere
True, in the latter case, it is your signature, more or
the great pianist merely leaned forward in his arm¬
nonsense, which shows he thought of it as we do i.ow,
less recognizable, yet there is some slight alteration in
chair
and
essayed
two
or
three
times
to
run
over
the
merely
as “rapid” or “fast.”
each effort.
passage, but finally had to give it up, saying, “I can’t do
The meaning of the word Andantino is a subject
The layman must not think that because it is Paderew¬
it myself, this morning!”
which needs to be handled with gloves. In modern use
ski he is sure to hear a great performance. I consider
it is applied to a movement much like an Andante,
Paderewski one of the greatest living pianists, yet I
Weather Has a Powerful Influence
but of a lighter and slightly livelier character—possi¬
am certain that he could not play well were he to fall
My friend just referred to, who is himself a great
bly something about half-way between Allegretto and
and break his wrists. In spite of that even he would
artist, was playing to me one evening during a torrid
Andante,
but some composers and some dictionarybe no less the great musician.
midsummer. I begged for a particular piece which he
writers, too, have taken it in just the contrary sense:
But it is not always a physical condition which af¬
began to play, but in the middle of it my friend broke
namely, a movement slower than Andante. Where this
fects playing; there may be no end of mental condi¬
down and apologized, saying, “You’ll have to excuse
really is meant one can tell by the general character
tions, environments and circumstances which create
me; I’m so much out dff practice, I can’t seem to re¬
of the music.
“moods.” But the fact remains, a great artist cannot
member this to-night!” And yet I’ve heard this same
Bach was perhaps the most sparing of musical timealways perform greatly.
pianist win laurels in concert halls of New York City
directions of any of the great composers. Those found
Placed at a Disadvantage
and elsewhere in highly artistic recitals!
in modern editions of his works have been put in by
A fine pianist, for example, may be called upon to
In a way, this is encouraging to young students,
editors, in almost every case. He is alleged to have
play in an impromptu manner at an informal gathering,
for it shows that even great artists are not infallible.
said that if one was not musician enough to judge
but the spontaneity may be lacking in the performer.
But by no means should this be misconstrued into sanc¬
from the character of a piece how fast or slow it
He may feel obligated to be .agreeable to his friends,
tion to students to break down or to affect moodiness
should go, it was useless to try to tell one in words.
without possessing the necessary mental or spiritual
when called upon to play! With the true artist,
strength at the moment. If he refuse to play, he is apt
the mood is not sought; it is his nature that is keenly
to- be criticized as affected or eccentric or “tempera-, sensitive to the slightest changes in conditions, and the
The Most Profitable Parts of Practice
mental,” and so he does his best under the circumstances
effect is thrust upon him.
—although it may be a very indifferent “best”—rather
From an instinctive sense, an artist can almost invari¬
By E. H. P.
than disappoint his friends and thus create a false im¬
ably feel before beginning to play whether his audience
pression. But unfortunately, the false impression is
is in sympathy with him or otherwise. How gratefully
When you encounter a difficulty which seems to be
created anyway, for more than half the time the listen¬
will
he
give
his
best
to
an
audience—be
it
composed
of
uniquely awkward and bears no. relation to the kinds
ers do not care for the style of pieces the pianist’s mood
one person or a thousand—if he knows that the audi¬
of skill you have already acquired, do not regard it
has made him choose, and accordingly, they pronounce
ence is keenly appreciative and sympathetic! And how
impatiently as a sort of nuisance, but rather as an op¬
hasty judgment upon the poor performer.
indifference kills inspiration!
portunity. It has discovered one of your weak points;
What if the pianist is not quite up to the mark in his
once conquered, it will make you forever afterward a
If you are a young student and you realize that you
rendition. Little does the audience question nor care
more .able player. The same difficulty, encountered in
have the “artistic temperament,” be thankful, for with¬
whether the musician may have just received bad news;
other pieces, will no longer be a difficulty, but will be
out it you may not become great; but at the same time
whether he may be suffering from some illness or per¬
taken as a mere matter of course.
chance mental troubles; whether he is exhausted from
let me advise you to cultivate such control of nerves,
overwork and want of sleep; whether the atmosphere is
moods, emotions and facilities that you may develop
“Tf little labor, little are our gains •
uncongenial; whether the instrument is in wretched
Man’s fortunes are according to his pains.”
an even temperament that can respond to all conditions.
(Herrick.)

It seems so absurd that a living being, a human being
endowed with intelligence and spirit, should sit before
a dead box containing wires and things and ask that
dead box what it is going to produce instead of telling
it, commanding it to produce what the mind of the
manipulator has preconceived. Would a telegraph op¬
erator strike away at his key in order to find out what
he has telegraphed? Would even a typist be in such an
inquiring attitude before her writing machine? Are
not all machines made to serve the human will? And
is the piano not one of particularly delicate construc¬
tion? Was it not the work of centuries to make it
responsive to the human will in all its degrees of in¬
tensity? Yet, it seems to be the only machine in exist¬
ence which is operated without a will: operated at
random, trusting to luck as it were—expected to tell
the operator something which he ought to have told it
to do! Is the word “absurd” too strong for such a
situation? And to think that it is only the indolence of
the ear that ig to be blamed for it all.
Once, after reading one of my essays on a kindred
subject,, my late and unforgetable friend, Edward A.
MacDowbll, wrote me one of his charming letters (his
style was exquisite) which ended with the words: “Is
it not too bad that these simple things have to be said
over and over? But since it is so necessary I am glad
to see them said by one who-” (the rest is too com¬
plimentary for reproduction here).
He was right. While “too bad” that unceasing repe¬
tition should be necessary, he recognized the necessity,
and it is with the support of his spirit that I urge the
teachers to see to it that their pupils should never
be at the piano without employing their ear in its two¬
fold function:
(1) To “forehear” (inwardly) the sounds to be pro¬
duced and
(2) To examine (outwardly) whether the result is in
accordance with the intent.
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How the Art of Playing the Piano Developed
By the Noted Critic, W. J. HENDERSON
[ EDITOR’S NOTE.—Mr. Henderson, who has given innumerable lectures upon the art of mustic in all its phases, has elected to
to thousands of piano students.]
of the piano in three independent articles, of which this is the first. The articles will be welcome helps

upon the development of the technic

I. Early Clavier Technic
If one seeks for a date at which to begin a story of
piano playing, he need not strive to penetrate too far
behind the curtain of obscurity which hides the early
records of instrumental music. It is true that Fran¬
cesco Landini, a blind poet and organist, was crowned,
amid the glories of Venice, as far back as 1364; but
his achievements were in organ playing. A more con¬
venient period is that of Adrian Willaert, who presided
at the keyboard in the church of San Marco, in the
middle of the sixteenth century.' Here we find evi¬
dence that there was a domestic instrument of the
clavier family, and that the young women who were
educated in convents were taught to play upon it
Pietro Bembo, the famous poet, had a daughter named
Elena, and she asked permission to study. This is
what her father wrote in reply:
“Touching thy request for leave to play the monocordo, I answer that by reason of thy tender years thou
canst not know that playing is an art for vain and
frivolous women. And I would that thou shouldst be
the most amiable and the most chaste and modest
maiden alive. Besides, if thou wert to play badly, thy
playing would cause thee little pleasure and no little
shame. But in order to play well thou must needs give
up ten or twelve years to this exercise without think¬
ing of aught else. And how far this would befit thee
thou canst see for thyself without my telling it. Should
thy schoolmates desire thee to learn to play for their
pleasure, tell them thou dost not care to have them
laugh at thy mortification, and content thyself with the
pursuit of the sciences and the practice of needlework.”
What kind of playing was this which demanded a
dozen years of application in those far-off days? In
the first place, the instrument, though called a mono¬
chord, was in reality an embryo clavichord. Strings
had been added till there were twenty-four tuned in
unison and struck by brass uprights on the inner ends
of the key levers. These uprights served also to divide
the strings and thereby determine the pitch. Know¬
ing the mechanism of the instrument and the character
of the music composed in those days, we can hardly
be at a loss to reconstruct the technic and the general
style of performance. The clavichord can still be heard,
for there are many in good condition in various collections and these are sometimes used for purposes
of illustration in historical lectures.
I have played upon several clavichords and heard
them played by far better performers than myself.
But the feel of the key under your own finger tells
you more than hearing some one else play. The
string of the clavichord yields to the key pressure.
One discovers in a few minutes that the true clavichord
touch must have been the pressure touch—a slight

stroke at the beginning with an immediate increase
of the finger push.
This, of course, applies to cantabile playing. In the
running passages so common in the old contrapuntal
music the touch was naturally lighter and less cling¬
ing. One can readily understand why the clavichord
was beloved of organists. It was their chosen instru¬
ment for home practice. It lived to be the beloved of
Bach. And what could have more endeared it to or¬
ganists than its invitation to the lingering touch? It
had no pedals, of course, and when the finger was
lifted from the key, the string ceased to sound. On
the other hand, if the finger were vibrated a little,
after the manner of the violinist’s on the stopped
string, there was a response in the gentle vibrato of
the tone, an effect not to bd had from the stately
organ.
In the early days of the sixteenth century the music
performed on this instrument was not, as a rule, written
especially for it. For example in 1559 there was pub¬
lished a collection entitled Fantasie, Ricercari Contrapunti a tre voci di M. Adriano ed altri autori, appropriati per cantare e sonare d'ogni sorte di stromenti. Like so much music of the time these pieces
could be “sung or played on all sorts of instruments.”
There could have been no clearly drawn instrumental
style in such music, which must have displayed the
common characteristics of the polyphonic a capella
works of the period.
Willaert’s Influence
Jachet de Buus, a Fleming, was made second or¬
ganist at St. Mark’s in 1541 and in 1549 published a
collection of pieces for the organ and “altri strementi.’
These compositions, according to the report of Weitzmann, were wanting in specifically instrumental charac¬
ter. More significant must have been the contribu¬
tions of the successor of Buus, Girolamo Parabasco,
who acquired some celebrity through his free fantasias
and other improvisations on the clavier of the period,
which, “instrumento da penna,” must have been of
the harpsichord family.
In the development of a clearly marked instrumental
style Cyprian di Rore, Claudio Merulo and the two
Gabrielis (Andrea and Giovanni) played most import¬
ant parts. They were all influenced by the teachings
of Willaert, who occupied in that period a position
similar to that of the so-called modernists of our own
time. In other words Willaert sought for the eman¬
cipation of instrumental music from the rule of dia¬
tonic harmony established by the long reign of the
a capella vocal style. The chromatic scale was the
agent of freedom in the hands of these masters.

Tonality was not the only department in which lib¬
erty was sought, for we find in this period that com¬
posers had begun to note the availability of the music
of the people. This at least appears to be the meaning
of the publication in 1551 of a work entitled “A new
Collection of Various Kinds of Dances to be played
on the Harpischord, ■ Clavicimbal, Spinet or Monochord.” Here we are certain that we are in the pres¬
ence of instrumental music, written in a form entirely
independent of church counterpoint and necessitating
the employment of monophonic technic. The fact, then,
is that in this collection polyphony is almost absent,
while the dance melodies appear in the treble with a
simple chord accompaniment, a manner of writing al¬
most as modern as the waltzes of Johann Strauss.
More ambitious was the music of Merulo, who pub¬
lished organ toccatas of much importance. The evi¬
dence indicates that these compositions were origin¬
ally made for the clavier and transferred afterward
to the organ. They abounded in rapid passages well
suited to the tone of the clavier instrument. Naturally
all the forms of this period are simple. The narrow
range of modulation made this imperative. While va¬
riety and color were easily attained in vocal counter¬
point by treatment of the voice parts, an instrumental
work, inexorably repeating its primitive thematic mat¬
ter within the breadth of two or three closely related
keys, must soon have become exhausted. It was the
artistic instinct of the progressives already mentioned
which led them to feel that the path to instrumental
freedom lay along the line of chromatic progressions.
Any approach to untrammeled modulation, however,
was rendered impossible by the existence of the scien¬
tific temperament. It is not the purpose of the writer
to digress into an account of the development of the
modern system of tuning, but merely to remind the
reader that the equal temperament now employed dates
only from the era of Bach and Rameau, both of whom
worked upon it independently. Bach demonstrated the
value of the compromise tuning by composing fortyeight preludes and fugues for the clavichord rang¬
ing through all keys. On the early instrument it was
impossible to modulate into remote keys because of
the want of enharmonic relationships.
With the evolution of a purely instrumental style,
not subservient to that of the organ, there naturally
arose a special technic. Strange indeed, seem some of
its features to us moderns, and we have only to ex¬
periment with some of their rules to learn how far
removed their methods of playing were from ours.
We need not go so far back as the curiously named
work of Girolamo di Ruta, published in Venise in
1993, but may content ourselves with a view of Lo-
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renzo Penna’s Li Primi Albori Musicali, printed in
Bologna in 1656. Amuse yourself by playing some
scales according to his directions. Ascending, you use
the middle and ring fingers alternately, taking care
that they do not strike together. Descending, you use
the middle and first fingers alternately and will have no
interference to trouble you. There i« nothing new
after all, even in keyboard technic, for every pianist
crosses the middle finger- of the right hand over the
ring finger in certain passages, a little feat introduced
by Chopin.
Penna tells us that the hands must not lie lower than
the fingers, but high, and that the fingers must be
stretched out. This stretching out of the fingers sur¬
vived many years. It naturally determined the charac¬
ter of the touch and the general brilliancy of the
technic in whiofa lightness, smoothness and fluency
were the prevailing features. The compositions of
these early years show us in no uncertain manner that
the writers had artistic regard for the powers of the
instruments for which they wrote.
As John Comfort Fillmore long ago pointed out in
his excellent “Pianoforte Music,” this kind of technic
was especially suited to the polyphonic style of com¬
position, in which both hands ware usually occupied
in the performance of interwoven voice parts. The
character of this polyphony, however, was not precisely
the same as that to be found»in the organ music from
which it was derived.' The evanescent tone of the clav¬
ichord and still more of the harpsichosrd demanded
that the fundamental conception of the'melody should
be somewhat diffierent. The organ was capable of
the broad simple utterance of the plain chant, but for
the clavichord and harpsichord a species of florid song
was imperative. The various so called ornamental de¬
vices of clavier music, the trills, turns, appogiaturas,
were not mere embellishments nor should they be
treated as such in the performance of this old music.
They were invented to disguise the vanishing tones of
the instruments and every student of clavier music
who desires to play the captivating inventions of Scar¬
latti, Rameau, Couperin and the rest, ought to analyze
every page with a view to grasping the underlying
melodic form of which these so-called ornaments are
essential features.
First Use of the Thumb
It. would be fruitless to enumerate the various curios¬
ities of fingering in the early years of the harpsichord.
Casper Majers, who wrote in 1741, was still at sea in
many respects, but he did give rules for the employ¬
ment of all the fingers, including even the thumb. For
these rules' he may have been indebted to Sebastian
Bach, for that supreme genius was a progressive in the
technic of the clavier as well as in other branches of
musical art. The technic of his pupil days was still
closely akin to that of Lorenzo Penna. The thumb
was practically disregarded, and as the fingers were
employed in an extended position with the hand well
outstretched, the thumb could not easily reach the
keyboard.
Bach, however, was unwilling to rob himself of so
valuable an assistant and he began to employ the thumb
systematically in his clavichord performances. One
readily sympathizes with Bach’s love for the clavi¬
chord. An organist, first, last and all the time, he
could not become enthusiastic over the thin tinkling
tone of tire harpsichord, nor could he reconcile himself
to the impossibility of obtaining accentuation from it
■ by finger discrimination. With the clavichord instantly
responding to pressure, such accentuation was to he
had; and furthermore, there was at least’ an approach
to sustained tone. Bach’s studies broadened the powers
of the clavichord. His employment of the thumb.not
only contributed to this, but led the way toward modern
technic.
It is a fact not sufficiently emphasized that in order
to make the thumb play an important part in clavier
performance it was unavoidable that the fingers should
bend. The whole hand had to be pushed forward so
that the thumb could be used and then, in order to pre¬
vent the fingers from going too far toward the inner
end9 of the keys, they had to be curved and the player
had to learn to depress the keys with the extreme tips.
Any pianist can prove for himself the great difference
between the two ways of playing by simply strumming
on the edge of a table first with the fingers stretched
out and the thumb not reaching the edge and afterward
with the hand in the position now regarded as normal
for elementary five-finger exercises.
We must not forget ‘that Purcell, about 1700, sug¬
gested some use of the thumb in his “Choice Collection
of Lessons for the Harpsichord,” and that Couperin, in
his De la Toucher le Clavecin” (1717), also spoke of it.

piano keyboard was derived, was an instrument of 2
ore xsacn
made beyond condi¬
But before
Bach i:W
little progress v
sustained tone, not especially favorable to staccato ■
tions set forth as far back as Ammerbach s Orgcl odcr
effects though a semblance of these is not entirely
Instrument Tabulatur” (1571). The truth, indeed as
impossible, and that it was, therefore, tne source of the
nearly as we can reach it in the absence of exhaustive
pressure touch, which is regarded as a peculiarly mod¬
evidence, seems to • be that neither thumb nor little
ern development. Two clearly marked positions of the
finger were used by the earliest players because these
finger in creating touch are familiar to contemporan- '• >■?<
members could not conveniently reach-the keys so long
eous pianists, the thrusting and the clinging. The ten¬
as the other fingers were held flat.
dency to point the tip of the nail at the key is character¬
Tlie far-reaching significance of Bach’s innovations
istic of the former while the latter employs to a larger
therefore must become clear to us; and when we con¬
extent the fleshy pad behind the nail. We shall not go
sider them in their fullness we can hardly hesitate to
far astray if we accept the clinging touch of to-day as
s- $ that their introduction marks the beginning of an
the product of organ playing cultivated in the young
era in piano playing. Certainly the character of the
field of clavichord performance. The thrusting touch is
mechanical blow and the peculiar sensitiveness of touch
more akin to the early harpsichord method though of
required for the modern piano could never have been
course, here we must allow for infinite variations.
attained with the hand in the primitive position. Not
The’question of adapting modern technical methods
that we may net use that pos:tion for special effects,
to the performance of early clavier music is a difficult
for in modern virtuosity we reject no variety of finger,
one and those'who evade it altogether by utilizing the
wrist or arm mechanics; but this primitive position,
fullest resources of the contemporary piano and ignor¬
which was the technical norm in 1700, is now excep¬
ing the peculiarities of the instruments originally
tional. The technical norm is now the position intro¬
employed to make known the music have much in their
duced by Bach when he brought the thumb and also the
favor. On the other hand, one wonders whether a
little finger into command of the keys.
finer discrimination in styles would not result from ;t
In conclusion we need to remember that there were
careful consideration o.f the schooling and tendencies of
certain radical features of clavichord and harpsichord
the composers and of their experience in instruments.
playing which presented sharp differences and that
Certainly no pianist would be likely to make funda¬
these had tp. be gradually assimilated in the formation
mental errors in the application of touch to the music
of the subsequent mechanism of modern piano technic.
of Bach if he would always bear in mind that this
In the clavichord, as I have already noted, there was
master was first of all an organist and secondly a
the foreshadowing of the modern singing tone and of
clavichordist, to whom the clinging touch was natural.
the pressure touch, while the harpsichord called for the
Domenico Scarlatti and Handel, on the other hand,
exercise of the lightest and most rippling type of finger
were famous harpsichordists and their music shows
work, which expanded itself in later years in the
tl.eir schooling in the treatment of the instrument “da
music of such writers as Henselt, Hummel, Moscheles
penna.” For such music without doubt the clinging
and their kind and in that virtuoso style which reached
touch should be sparirfgly employed, while the crisp
its■ fullest glqry in the playing of'Tausig.
utterance of the finger thrust would give us something
It is interesting and suggestive to the reflective mind
like a modern echo of the ripple of the harpsichord.
that the organ, from which the first technic of the

Enthusiastic Teaching
By Harriet Seymour
Music has been too long considered simply as a
pleasant accomplishment. Those of us who have been
teaching it along psychological lines, and have seen
what it will do, are convinced of its being one of the
greatest helps to better living that we have. We
know it because we have seen the results.
The world is in a pretty poor state; no one can be
really happy while there are so many unhappy, down¬
trodden ones. Social conditions are anything but satis¬
factory and i sometimes it seems as though we should
never find a way out. But it appears to me that there
is a way out, and that music will help us to see it—and
to get out. .
If every child could be educated to know himself.
his own divine powers, he would rise out of his diffi¬
cult condition, no matter what it was. There is a
force waiting to help everyone, an invisible power in
us, waiting to be recognized and used. The thing is to
help the children to awaken it in themselves. Begin
at once. Study your pupils and meditate on their char¬
acters and upon their physical condition. You can
help them inVwo ways: one is by seeing them as full
of power, arm the other is in stirring "up that power
while you a® teaching them. Sometimes the worst
pupil—the most obstinate and self-assertive—one that
you have pronounced almost “impossible”—will turn
out to be the most satisfactory. “Badness” is simply
power gone in the wrong direction. It is for us to
direct it.
Take, for example, a dynamite bomb used to blast
a rock and make a tunnel. It is necessary and valu¬
able. Used to blow up people, it is a curse; but the
bomb itself is all right.
You see this new psychology puts everything up to
the teacher. If my pupils are lacking in concentration.
I must look to my own thoughts and see whether they
are scattered^ If the pupil is nervous, I must examine
the state offmy own nerves. If phlegmatic, am I
imagining myself weary? The problem is with myself.
You may not’, like the idea, but it is true, nevertheless.
A great many children have been disgusted with
music through having started with finger exercise.
Isn’t it better to have something to express—a feeling
or a thought—and to express it awkwardly—than not
to express anything?
To play well, one needs technic, just as a soldier, in
order to be of real service, must know the technic of
marching, or'the orator the technic of oratory; but
give me a raw recruit who loves his country and has

the spirit of loyalty and devotion rather than the alldrilled slave, or give me an enthusiastic man burning
to serve his fellow-man. In other words, give me
feeling and thought rather than drill; but for per¬
fect expression, give me both.
Get the technic in order to express something beau¬
tiful. First must come the vision, and after it the
way of bringing it to pass. “Love always finds a way,”
We can never say that we have art—art has us! And
when she has us we work for her, drilling our fingers,
our muscles, ourselves, in order the better to serve her;
but we must love her first.
The children naturally love music. They come with
this love to us and if we respond first with finger ex¬
ercise we are failing them. They ask for bread and
we give them a stone. What shall we do? Begin
with music, I think, for children with a good ear;
just letting them pick out a tune on the keyboard
and sing it is a good way. Of course, the ideal thing
is for them to sing in a class for a year before they
come to the piano, but we have not attained the ideal
condition yet. Ask the children a lot of questions :
get their point of view in regard to music and to
things in general, and treat every child according to
his own view of things, his own desires and feelings.
You can then make a mental connection between him
and the music and you, which will make the teaching
easy. Take boys, for instance; why do they come here
for music lessons? What led them to come? A great
many boys have already been able to pick out tunes
when they come here; shall we frown down all such
irregular ideas, and start them on page 1 of Beyer’s
book?
I once had to examine a blind man, who had been
studying under a very old-fashioned teacher. He was
not burdened with timidity, and right before his
teacher (a man) he began a tirade of abuse: “I have
learned exercises out of a book, my fingers so high
over the keys; or to count and count every note; but
the three chords that I need to sing by and that I have
begged for he refuses me. Why"? Because we have
not come to it yet.” Needless to say, he and the
teacher parted company, and in three lessons he was
taught, by some one else, to harmonize simple tunes, to
his great and lasting joy.
, We are living in a new era. Life and every study
are to be consciously connected—and there is con¬
structive work to be done by music teachers, not only
in France, but here in America.
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Prosperity and Business Methods of
Great Composers
By HENRY T. FINCK
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There seems to be a general impression that the
musicians of the past were very poor men. This has
n„t been invariably the case; not a few, indeed, were
quite well-to-do. The editor of the Etude has asked
me to write an article about some of these, and the
business ability of great musicians of the past and
present. It’s a good subject, yielding interesting facts
and biographic gessip; also a few incidental lessons.
While he had his ups and downs and was bank¬
rupt repeatedly. Handel must be classed with the
great composers who prospered. As a youth he had,
or made, plenty of money to travel in Italy and learn
bow to compose operas, and in London, which was his
home during the last forty-nine years of his life, lie
earned sums of money which made him a very rich
man compared with his great colleague, Bach, whose
widow died in a poorhouse. To begin with, Queen
Anne granted him, in 1713, (when he was twenty-eight
years old) a pension of £200 a year, which had, of
course several times the purchasing power of $1,000
today : and to this was added later by the Elector of
Hanover, the new King of England, an additional £200.
He coined money, too, by writing opera after opera¬
tor the Royal Academy of Music, fourteen of them
altogether. When this company failed, losing £50,000,
Handel had enough in his pocket to be able to risk
a company of his own and write more operas; but
after four years of varying fortunes, this also failed,
and he found himself the poorer to the tune of
£10,000. Imagine Bach, or any other composer in Ger¬
many, losing $50,000! Handel had been able to earn
and lose it, by becoming a British subject and appeal¬
ing to the taste of the English public.
His oratorios, which are as English as English can
be, became even more popular than his operas had
been. Prosperity returned and enabled him to follow
his generous impulses. During the last nine years of
his life, he gave every year at least one performance
,,f the Messiah for the special benefit of the Foundling
Hospital, the receipts averaging $2,500 a performance.
The trustees of the hospital tried to get Parliament
to grant them the sole right to perform that oratorio;
hut this was too much for the irascible Handel.
“The Devil!” he exclaimed, “For what shall the
Foundlings put mine oratorio in the Parliament? The
Devil! Mine Musick shall not go to the Parliament!”
Handel one day went to a restaurant in London and
ordered dinner for three. After a quarter of an hour
he called the waiter and asked what was the matter
with his dinner. “Beg pardon,” said the waiter, “you
ordered dinner for three, I am waiting for your guests. ’
“There are no guests!” roared the voracious Handel,
“Bring on that dinner!”
Beethoven and Money
Concerning Ludwig van Beethoven, who could also
have afforded to eat a dinner for three, a different story
is told. After sitting in deep thought at a table in a
Viennese restaurant, he called the waiter and asked
for his bill. “Your bill?” said the astonished waiter,
“Why you haven’t eaten anything!”
Sometimes his bill amounted to a considerable sum,
for he had a habit of ordering and sampling various
dishes and then eating those he liked best. In the
restaurants the waiters gradually got used to his eccen¬
tricities and didn't mind even when he threw a plate of
stew at one of them, or left without paying for what
he had eaten.
Undoubtedly, if being absent-minded and acting
like a big child are hall marks of genius, Beethoven
was a genius. For various reasons, he was always
changing his residence, and at one time he was paying
rent for three lodging places at once; which didn’t
help to make him rich.
As a youth Ludwig had made his living by giving
piano lessons. His father was a minor musician with
a very small income, most of which he spent for drink.

In Vienna Beethoven continued his piano lessons, most
of them in aristocratic and wealthy families. In spite
of his eccentricities and rude ways, he became a grea
favorite with members of the nobility. Prince Lobkowitz, Archduke Rodolph and Prince Kinsky together
provided him with an income of $2,000 a year; to this
Prince Lichnowsky added another of 600 florins, be¬
sides providing him with free lodgings; so that, alto¬
gether, the great man ought to have been able to get
along very well, quite apart from his earnings as a
composer.
,
These were considerable. The publishers soon found
him out and competed with one another for Ins works.
In 1800, when he was only thirty years old, and had
not yet written any of his greatest works, (his genius
being slow in maturing) he wrote to Dr. Wegeler:
“My compositions are bringing in a goodly sum, and,
I may add, it is scarcely possible for me to execute
the orders given. Also, for every work I have six or
seven publishers and if I choose, even more. They do
not bargain with me; I demand and they pay. ^ on
see how pleasant it is. For example, I see a friend
in distress, and if my purse does not allow of my
helping him, I have only to sit down and write, and
in a short time he is relieved.”
That last sentence helps to explain why Beethoven,
with all his opportunities, did not get rich. His inter¬
est in his spendthrift nephew provides another reason.
By 1805 he had become quite peremptory in His
demands, writing to Breitkopf and Hartel: The de¬
lay in the publishing of my works has often been most
prejudicial to my business relations as author; it is
therefore my firm resolve in the future to fix such
periods, and stick to them.”
To Seyfried he once remarked that he wished he
could have just one publisher, who would pay him a
fixed sum a year for all his output. This, he thought,
had been Goethe’s arrangement with Cotta, and Han-

Speculation or Art?
The Music Publisher’s Losses Often Very Large
Mr. Finck’s article will answer many
questions that have been coming to The
Etude during past years. The reader should
understand one important thing about the
relations of the composer to the publisher.
In order to exist, the publisher’s business
must be conducted upon strict business
principles; otherwise he will not be in a
position to remunerate any composer. The
. wise publisher endeavors to issue music for
which he knows he can find a market. Often
very fine compositions are turned down be¬
cause the publisher knows that he cannot
handle the market for that kind of a com¬
position. It is a great injustice to the com¬
poser to tie up a composition that another
publisher might be able to put out with suc¬
cess. Another matter of interest to the
general public is that “hits” are amazingly
few.
Publishers spend thousands and
thousands of dollars “taking chances” be¬
fore a real “hit” turns up. The money re¬
turns from the majority of pieces published
just about pay the cost of publication; and
in a very great many cases there is almost
a total loss. The instances of huge re¬
turns for either the composer or the pub¬
lisher are so rare that they occur only a
few times a decade. Indeed, it often hap¬
pens that the composer who has received
an advance fee of a few dollars for a com¬
position collects more real profit than does
the publisher, who takes the risk.

del’s with a London publisher. On another occasion
he declared that there ought to be some sort of ex¬
change building (Magazin der Kunst) to which a com¬
poser could take his manuscripts and “take what he
needed.”
“I am no business man,” he declares in a letter to
the.Leipzig publisher, C. F. Peters, dated 1822; yet in
the same letter, he offers his Mass for 1000 florins,
a pianoforte sonata for 40 ducats, a quartet for 50
ducats, and so on; then he adds: “Nearer to my heart
than all these things is the edition of my complete
works, which, while still alive, I should like to see to.
I have really had many offers, but there were ob¬
stacles which I could scarcely overcome.” He offers
to contribute new works to the list; “and for the
whole I should want ten thousand gulden.”
Mendelssohn, Meyerbeer and Rubinstein
If Beethoven and Handel had been of the Hebrew
persuasion they would probably have been still more
prosperous. Neither Mendelssohn nor Meyerbeer, to be
sure, needed and shrewd business sense, for the kind of
music they wrote made such an instantaneous appeal
to the masses, including the rich as well as the poor,
that that was sufficient to insure their prosperity.
Mendelssohn’s parents were so wealthy that they
could afford to live in Berlin in a princely mansion
with a large music room for the entertainment of celeb¬
rities. At no time in his life did he feel the pinch
of poverty, and there was no need of bargaining
with publishers in the case of one so popular. He
could have whatever he asked for.
Haydn attributed his development as a composer
largely to the opportunities he had as leader of Prince
Esterhazy’s orchestra, to try over his new pieces and
make the necessary changes. Mendelssohn needed no
prince to help him. He was, as Sir Herbert Parry has
noted, the first great composer who came of a rich
family, and from the time he was a mere boy he had
opportunity in his father’s large music room, to con¬
duct his own works.
A further advantage, which only a rich or very suc¬
cessful composer can enjoy, lay in this, that he could
make changes in his music even after it had been
printed. Parry relates that Mendelssohn altered and
rewrote so much of his Lobgesang after the experience
he had gained at its first performances at Gutenberg
and Birmingham, that the plates which had been en¬
graved for the publication of the work in England
had to be destroyed and the entire work re-done. In
the case of his D minor trio for piano, violin and ’cello,
also, as Hiller'relates, he went on correcting and alter¬
ing up to the last minute, and many of the plates had
to be engraved over again.
Poor Bach had to engrave some of his best works
with his own hands, and the sales were so small that
they didn’t pay Tor the metal used.
Concerning Meyerbeer, it is sufficient to know that
his Robert le Diable not only made his own fortune,
but that of the Paris Grand Opera; and that its suc¬
cess was even surpassed by that of his masterwork,
Les Huguenots, which yielded 300,000 francs in forty
performances. It was the enormous success of Meyer¬
beer that induced Wagner to try Paris when he was
at work on Riensi.
Of Rubinstein’s songs and piano pieces, many had
large sales, which helped to enrich him. But his chief
source of income was, of course, his piano playing. In
America alone, he earned, in 1872-73, $40,000; but the
task of giving 215 recitals proved so irksome that he
declined a subsequent offer of $125,000 for fifty more
concerts in America.
Paderewski earned over $200,000 in more than one
of his American tours. Before the war began, he was
: a millionaire, owning one of the finest hotels as well
as large estates in Poland, a chateau in Switzerland,
and other valuable property. In Chicago he once took
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in $7,000 at a single recital. His compositions have
not been as remunerative as they will be when they are
better known.
Liszt, too, did not derive his wealth from the sales
0f his compositions. It’s different now; every pianist,
'public or private, plays his’pieces; but in his own day
, the attitude was such that he often said, I can
wait.” He could have been the richest musician that
ever lived, had he not given up playing the piano
thirty-nine years before his death, because he preferred
composing, conducting and teaching (for nothing per
hour!) He always lived in comfort, but most of the
money that came to him, he gave to Wagner and to
other musicians who needed help.
Should Wagner be classed among the rich or the
needy composers? Both! During the three years lie
spent in Paris he was so poor that his wife had to
pawn her last jewels, and even to beg on the street.
During, the twelve years of exile from Germany, he
constantly borrowed or begged money from Liszt, and
other friends, because, as in his Paris days, every
effort to make a living failed. While he was at work
on Tristan there was a day when he had to pawn his
watch and his golden snuff-box, a Ducal present. He
wondered why he shouldn’t have a pension of, say
$1,500 to $2,000 a year, such as others had had, in¬
cluding Mendelssohn, who did not need one. This
was at the age of forty-six.
His operas for many years did not bring him much
income. He was forty-four years old, and had written
all but three of his works before any of his operas
were sung in Vienna, Munich or Stuttgart.
It was partly his own fault that the royalties from
his operas always remained small, for he had a way,
when in immediate need of money, of selling his rights
for a mess of pottage. Had he been a better business
man, he would not have been obliged so often to
borrow money.
Wagner’s Fortune
From the publishers he did not get much. In 1843
the leading German publishers, Breitkopf and Hartel,
were inclined to print his Plying Dutchman; but when
he wanted a modest honorarium, they dropped it.
Some years later he sold, to the same firm, the pub¬
lishing rights to Lohengrin, for 224 Reichstaler, which
he owed on the purchase of a piano! If lie had
received 224,000 Reichstaler, he would not have been
overpaid, in view of the millions this opera after¬
wards brought the publishers, managers, singers and
players.
Ten years after his death, Vienna alone was paying
his heirs about $4,000 a year in royalties from his
operas. As Liszt once wrote to Wagner concerning
a famous actor: ’Dawison told me the other day that
his recent series of performances in Berlin paid for
the purchase of a villa near Dresden. At this rate,
you ought to be able to buy, with your scores, all
Zurich, besides the seven Churfiirsten and the lake!”
At the time when I wrote my Wagner biography, I
figured out roughly that Wagner’s heirs must be get¬
ting at least $50,000 a year on royalties from his operas.
Of the seventeen or more volumes of letters by
Wagner that have been printed, none are more inter¬
esting than the two which contain the correspondence
with his publishers. In the first of these, we discover
that Breitkopf and Hartel were amazed at his demand
of $7,500 for the publishing rights of the four Nibelung
operas: Rheingold, Walkiire, Siegfried, and Gotierddmmerung, and even balked at half that sum! Ulti¬
mately these valuable scores went to Schott.
For Tristan and Isolde Breitkopf and Hartel paid
Wagner the equivalent of $800. That wasn't much, and
it probably would have been less if they could have
known that seven years would elapse* before this opera
(considered at that time “impossible”) would be staged.
Now and then Wagner had a windfall, as when he
was invited to St. Petersburg, where he was paid a
princely sum for some concerts. This sum he “blew
in” in Vienna—and why not?

To Praeger he once wrote: By nature I a .
ous, prodigal and extravagant, much more than bar
danapalus and all the old emperors together.
io
Frau Wille he once said: “Is it really such an out¬
rageous demand if I claim a right to the little bit of
luxury which I like—I who am preparing enjoyment
_AifJllirtnc ViP chnUld
nave said.
•
During the last two decades of his life he was able
to indulge in these luxuries without running into debt,
thanks chiefly to the admiration and friendship of King
Ludwig II of Bavaria, who placed at his disposal the
means for enjoying life in a material way.
Verdi, Massenet and Grieg
Verdi was born the same year as Wagner, but very
different was his career. To be sure, he had his ups
and downs# and more of his operas failed than suc¬
ceeded; thirty there were, and only eight have sur¬
vived. In Italy, however, the failure of an opera does
not necessarily impoverish a composer; Mascagni and
Leoncavallo have grown fat on their failures, backed
by one huge success in each case.
At the age of twenty-three Verdi had the good luck
to win the love of a girl who was not only worth
having on her own account, but because of her wealthy
father, on whom the young composer could count for
help in time of need. Gradually his fame grew, and
with it his own fortune. For his masterwork, Aida,
he received $20,000, with an offer of $10,000 more if he
would go to Cairo .and supervise its first performances;
and to this were, of course, added royalties from all
countries, amounting in all to many hundreds of thou¬
sands. He made good use of his fortune in various
benevolent ways, and at his death he bequeathed a
large sum to found a Home for Aged Musicians in
Milan.
Probably Verdi earned more money than his prede¬
cessor, Rossini, who stopped writing operas thirty-nine
years before his death because he felt lazy and had all
the money he wanted.
In France, probably the wealthiest composer was
Massenet. When I wrote my book on him I asked him
for details regarding his comparative profits from
various operas, but he replied that he couldn’t give
me them as he had not kept account of them. As a
youth he had to beat kettle-drums in a theatre for a
living. To this day his operas lead all others in the
repertory of French opera houses, and that means big
royalties.
Let me .conclude with Grieg, another composer whose
life I had the privilege of writing with his own assist¬
ance. While never really wealthy, he must be classed
with the prosperous composers. The Scandinavian
countries believe in genius, and they aid it. Denmark
gave Gade a pension, while Norway .aided Svendsen
and Grieg. What Grieg got was only 1,600 crowns
a year, but that was equal to more than as many dollars
to-day. His compositions brought him in a handsome
sum. yearly, .and when I visited him, in July, 1901, he
lived with his wife in an elegant villa overlooking the
. picturesque Fjord. He left $65,000 at his death. This
was not quite so much as Brahms, who left about $80,000
to his heirs. Grieg’s minimum demand for appearing
at a concert was $250; once he refused, because of illhealth, a London offer of $750 for one concert.
Enough has now been said to show that a consider¬
able number of composers were able to enjoy all the
comforts of life. The list might be further enlarged,
especially by including Offenbach, Lecocq, Johann
Strauss (Richard Strauss, too, is a Croesus; for de¬
tails I must refer to my book on him), Sullivan, Milloecker, Suppe, etc. Regarding the composer of The
Merry Widow, Grieg said: “I think I can say truly
tli at my music, too, is played .all over the world. But
all my. compositions have not brought me in much more
than Lehar’s income from this operetta in Christiania

Ten Famous Rules for Piano Practice
Ten years ago the ETUDE published “Ten Rules for Piano Practice” condensed from
letters by Bloomfield-Zeisler, Sherwood, Lang, Liebling and others.
The rules have been
widely adopted. We will print them again in the August issue with comments from Percy
Grainger, Rudolf Ganz, Mme. Hopekirk, Oscar Beringer and others.

This collection of

significant educational hints coming from so many experienced and renowned men and
women is bound to be of unlimited help to “Get Ahead” teachers and students.
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Some Facts About the Nocturne
By E. H. P.
“ Music that trentier on the spirit lies
Than ti ed eyelids upon tired eyes
These words from Tennyson’s Lotos Eaters would
serve admirably to characterize the spirit of the Nortunic a piece full of dreamy quiet and calm, the
mystery and tranquility of night. From the deriva¬
tion of the word, a Nocturne means a ‘night-piece” 'Jh...
of any sort, but custom has more or less defined it ■
as a piano piece having a slow song-like melody
with a widespreading accompaniment largely
founded on broken chords.
The originator of the Nocturne was an Irishman
—John Field—born in Dublin in 1782. He was a v
pupil of Clementi, but the idea of the Nocturne must
be accounted a pure stroke of original genius, for
we might search in vain for any suggestion of the
kind in all dementi’s brilliant but rather dry and
formal compositions. Out of some twenty pieces |
called nocturnes, Field’s best are those in A, E flat
C minor, A flat and B flat. (Numbers 4, 7, 2, 3 and 5
of Liszt’s edition.) The last-named is possibly the
most familiar and the favorite with many players.
The finest nocturnes, however, are those of
Chopin; they have the same general character as
those of Field, but far excel them in variety of
harmony and depth of sentiment. There are nine¬
teen in all, but the most popular are those in F.
flat (Op. 9), G minor, F sharp, B major and G major.
Possibly we should mention also the one in F minor.
One peculiar excellence of Chopin’s nocturnes (in
common with all his works for piano) is his in
stinctive feeling for the character and possibilities
of piano tone. When one attempts to write a slow
song-like melody for the piano he is confronted by
the difficulty that the piano is not capable of really
sustained tone and that consequently a simple
melody which might be beautiful if played on a
violin or ’cello or sung by the human voice will be
comparatively ineffective on the piano. This diffi¬
culty Chopin surmounts by the use of repeated
notes and various embellishments of such a charac¬
ter that they do not appear “grafted on,” but as
growing out of the very nature of the melody. In¬
deed, Chopin’s musical ideas seem so idiomatically
bound up with the nature of the piano as an instru¬
ment, that it is quite possible he never felt himself
conscious of the difficulty we have described.
Since Chopin’s day many composers have essayed
the Nocturne with varying success; there is a very
beautiful one by Karganoff, a Russian composer.
This same remark would apply to Schumann’s
Nachtstiicke (“night-pieces”) and to the well-known
and beautiful Nocturne in the Midsummer Night's
Dream music of Mendelssohn.

Interest Through Opera
By Lucile Collins
To keep our high school girls interested in their
music is often a perplexing problem for the teacher.
With increased school work and many outside inter¬
ests, it is not surprising that something has to be
neglected and, as so frequently happens, music is the
chief sufferer. A great deal depends on the teacher
at this period. If she can make the pupil realize that
music must not be looked upon as an additional amount
of work, but rather as a pleasant relaxation from school
duties, she has made a good start towards holding the
pupil’s interest. Unless this can be done successfully
we find many pupils will discontinue their musical
studies or else pursue them with apparently no good
will.
Wouldn’t it be better to do away with some otherwise
necessary technical work just at this time and make an
appeal to the romantic side of the pupil’s nature? The
average high school girl loves romance, and where can
we find more than in the stories of the operas? Give
her a collection of these fascinating stories at her next
lesson instead of new Czerny studies you had planned
for her. These, used in connection with the pretty
tuneful piano arrangements of the operas to be found
at the various publishers, will attract her as nothing else
can. She will find a real pleasure in interpreting the
piano parts after reading the corresponding stories.
We, as teachers, may seemingly be sacrificing a few
principles in doing this, but if, at the same time, we
can create in the student a renewed interest in music
and an increased love for it at a crucial time, is it not
worth while?.

Secrets of Success of Great Musicians
By EUGENIO DI PIRANI
DMd,°

Franz Liszt
To the American business-trained mind it may appear
strange that some of the great masters have looked
at the commercial side of art with a kind of contempt,
and that their idealism sometimes went so far as to
neglect totally the financial- possibilities of their pro¬
fession, and even spoil the advantageous chances of¬
fered to them in order to attain their lofty, artistic
a But. as in the case of Frans Liszt, to whom the pres¬
ent essay is devoted, it often happened that just this
seemingly absurd way of thinking and acting procured
them general sympathy and admiration, and brought
them nearer to immortality. In spite of its paradoxical
aspect, through the law of compensation, even glory
and wealth are often awarded to those who do not
seek them, to those who do not kneel in abject ador¬
ation before false gods.
“When and where my compositions will be per¬
formed,” wrote Liszt to a friend, “I do not care. To
write my works is an artistic necessity for me. It is
enough to have written them.” And, speaking of his
Symphonic Poem Hamlet, which did not seem to appeal
to the public, he said: “Probably this work is going to
be severely criticised, but, like some parents who show
a preference for their crippled children, I have a predi¬
lection for it.”
Liszt’s Unselfishness
He preferred to use his gifts and his influence in
favor of his fellow artists. Especially he showed this
noble unselfishness in the case of Wagner. He worked
in his behalf, even on the occasion of tne Billow ca¬
tastrophe, which was the cause of so many troubles to
him. He went on working in favor of the Bayreuth
1 cstspiele, so that Wagner had to exclaim:.“I praise
Cud for having created such a man 1” And on another
occasion: “Do you know of a musician who is more
musical than Liszt, who prides himself on a greater
and deeper possession of every branch of music, who
has more refined and delicate feelings, who knows and
can do more, who is more gifted by nature and more
educated through study? Can you tell me of anybody
like him? No. Then trust yourself wholly to hts
leadership.”
This activity in favor of Wagner alienated the sym¬
pathy not only of a great part.gf the press, but also of
l.iszt’s best friends, such friends as Meyerbeer, Berlioz
and Schumann.
His was a compelling personality, as if by the exer¬
cise of an irresistible force of nature which attracts
everything. High and low, princes and persons of the
common people, were among his followers. He was
full of affection for his pupils, in whom he sought to
arouse and develop the best, qualities. Wherever he
showed himself, he was surrounded by a crowd of
admirers, in the midst of whom he appeared like a
saint. Once, when he heard that nobody would give
work to a former convict, he took him into his service
and kept him for years. All who were employed by
him were passionately devoted to him, for he was kind
and indulgent toward the serving class. Somebody said
that Liszt had only weaknesses, but no faults.
Liszt’s Unusual Traits
As soon as circumstances allowed him, that is from
the year 1847, he gave his teaching gratuitously. He,
who through, his playing had won millions for others
had no wants for himself. The man of the wor d
lived like a hermit without any desire for worldly
possessions. He even deprived himself of necessities
to help those who were in need. He rarely wore any
ornament, although uncounted gifts and distinctions
were presented to him. His door and his purse were
open to everybody and, for all that, he knew how to
give with grace, so that the recipient would not be
offended.
No wonder that this marvelous, radiant figure of a
man and artist won admiration and love from all who

had the privilege of coming near him—admiration for
the unique combination of genius and knowledge, and
love for his noble altruistic character, for his readiness
to recognize the talent of others, to give freely of his
belongings, to impart instruction to all thirsty for it,
and for his fascinating personality. No wonder that au¬
diences were electrified by his wonderful playing, and
that brilliant women fell in love with him and, in re
turn for his affection, gave him sublime, divine inspiOf course, such an artist cannot be measured with
the common and accepted standards of society. Phil¬
istines may protest against his irregular liaisons, but
when we consider that even two popes, Pius IX and
Leo XIII, who by their high office were sufely the
most competent judges of morality, closed their eyes to
Liszt’s peccadillos and accepted him at the Vatican
with the utmost cordiality, we shall certainly not
show ourselves “plus royalistes que le roi” and con¬
demn him too severely. One cannot overlook the-fact
that, in spite of the external break with social conven¬
tionalists, Liszt remains a lofty, ideal figure.
Liszt dedicated his nine “Symphonic Poems” to
Caroline, as he writes in his dedication, “the one who
exalted her faith through love, who built her happiness
through self-sacrifice,” and in his testament for Caro¬
line, which he wrote in 1859, he declared: “I would that
I possessed an unlimited genius to be able to sing with
sublime tunes this sublime soul! If, however, anything
of my works should remain after my departure, it
would be only those leaves in which Caroline, through
her heart inspiration, had the largest part.” He used
to call himself the ’’twin spirit” of his beloved.
On the occasion of a concert he gave in Odessa for
the victims of the great conflagration, he met for the
first time Caroline Princesse Wittgenstein, who played
such an important part in his life. She was the daugh-

L1SZT AS A YOUTH.
This portrait was made in oils from life by Lauehert in
me. It indicates that even as a very young man
Liszt affected long hair.

ter of the Russian nohleman Ivanowski and of his
wife, born Princesse Po.tocka.
Another contrast ip Liszt’s life is his enthusiasm for
the gypsies, thpsgvljalf savages, whos^ morale does
surely not harmonize with the strict dictates of the
church. But perhaps it was chiefly their music which
enchanted him. He became, indeed, the artistic expo¬
nent of their nappe, using freely of augmented inter¬
vals and of the characteristic rhythmic peculiarities of
their tunes, as a fundament for his famous “Rhap¬
sodies.” In his 1'ove for the native country he also
gave the first impulse to the foundation .of the “Hufigarian Music Academy,” in Budapest (1873), of which
he became the honorary president.
We will only mention glissando his short infatuation
for George Sand and the brilliant Duchesse de Fleury.
hut must dwell longer on his relation with the Count esse
Marie <KAgoult. History, of course, explains that she
was unhappily married, that being the common excuse
for capricious wives. Liszt was among the intimes of
her fashionable salon. The charm of the countess,
then 29 years old, did not fail to enchain the sensitive
■ and fantastic youth of 24. Liszt tried first to fly away
from the enchantress, but, as he was in Berne, she ap¬
peared before him unexpectedly and declared: ‘ Now
you have me forever!” They went together to .Geneva
and then to Italy. In 1835 their first daughter, Blandma
was born, and 1837 the second, Cosima, who played
afterwards such a momentous role in the lives of three
famous musicians, her father, Liszt; her first husband,
Hans vote Billow, and her second, Richard Wagner.
In Rome finally the countess bestowed upon him
their third child, Daniel. Liszt legalized the three chil¬
dren and assigned to every one of them a small fortune. After ten years of more or less discordant lite,
• both lovers became aware that their affection was not
of the kind “that never dies” and thev separated m
the year 1844. His daughter, Blandina, was married to
the French statesman Olivier, and Daniel, after having
been educated as a lawyer, died of tuberculosis.
I shall quote here a letter Liszt wrote to Daniel as
he received a prize in Paris for a historical essay, as
it can be held as an example to every one who strives
after success and happiness.
Liszt’s Letter to His Son
“Impress upon yourself that only continuous' work,
uninterrupted striving, give freedom, morality, fame
and true greatness. Since my 12th year I was compelled
to work for my own and my parents’ existence and to
attend only to musical studies, but afterwards I found
that I lacked ihe necessary culture to enable me to be
equal to all the prominent men with whom I came
into social connection. So 1 learned to think over dif¬
ferent matters and educated myself through lectures,
so that I made up for the lack of regular literary and
scientific studies and I began to distinguish myself
. from the most of my profession, who only busy them¬
selves with sixteenth notes and waste their life with
trivialities and vulgarities.”
The peculiar direction Liszt’s genius took was due
to the influence of Berlioz and Wagner. Liszt stands
as the foremost composer of the programme music.
He makes the musical form depend solely upon the
development of the poetic idea. He thus gave to the
world the Symphonic Poem, in which programme music
has said the last word up to the present time. In
the beginning he found, of course, bitter opposition.
On ,the occasion of the Music Festival in Aix-le-Chapelle (1857), which was under his leadership, he said
that the “Liszt-chase” originated “after a hiss given
with his door key by my old friend, Ferdinand Hiller."
It developed into a regular boycott on the part of the
“Firm Brahms,” as he called it. The members of that
clique gave out a declaration as follows: “The under¬
signed declare that they repudiate and condemn the
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public hearing.” As the greatest part of
Amencam
Italian, Spanish, French, Russian, Danish an D
pupils desired to play his E flat concerto, he declared
one day "If anybody dares to bring again that con¬
certo he will have the choice between the door and
the window!”

LISZT IN HIS ADVANCED YEARS.
products of the so-called ‘New German School’, which
practice the principles of the Brendel musical paper
(the Zeitschrift fur Musik’) and strive to introduce
the use of monstrous theories as contrary to the es¬
sence of music. Signed: Johannes Brahms, Josef
Joachim, Jul. O. Grimm, Bernhard Scholz.”
Liszt regarded Brahms as only a rhythmicist, but he
could not find sympathy: with his formalism. He said
that he could not speak with Brahms more than a
quarter of an hour, as. he had something repulsive
about him. “He is published and played, but I never
heard anything of his that gave artistic enjoy¬
ment or had a real success. He thinks much, but he
has few musical thoughts.”
Raff, on the other hand, accepted the congratulations
of people who thought he was helping Liszt in the,
orchestration of his works, as long as he seemd to be
successful, but, as unfavorable criticism began to ap¬
pear, Baff declared that Liszt had become stubborn
and did not accept his advice any more.
Liszt and a Corrupt Critic
An influential critic took advantage of the precarious
position of Liszt and offered to write ,a favorable re¬
port of his works if he would pay his expenses. Liszt
answered: “I never paid money for music criticism,
neither do I seek thee no'r thy kindred,” whereupon in
the first music paper of Leipsic one could read: “Liszt
is not worthy of German appreciation, as his prefer¬
ence for the French language is compromising Wagner
and Bayreuth.”
.
.
Concerning his marvelous piano playing, Heine used
to say that “it was the purest expression of love—the
piano disappeared and music alone was revealed.” His
unparalleled charm resulted from the complete mastery
over all branches of musical art, from the most inti¬
mate style to the greatest and most complex forms.
Even as he interpreted the works of other masters he
was not simply an interpreter but a creator and, al¬
though the greatest piat'io virtuoso of all times, he
rang the death-knell to virtuosity.
He was opposed to straining after effect in piano
playing as well as in composition or in life. He used
to say to his pupils, “Do not shake thus, my child; that
is only external expression; the sentiment does not seat
in the shoulders.” “No economy, no sparing in the
trills. I like rich, long1 trills.’' In his lessons there
was an audience of concert pianists, that made nervous
the most of his pupils. One had to be very quick-witted,
as he used to give new things to play at sight, and
even from intricate scores. He said he liked to hear
men and not academical pedants. “I am not a pro¬
fessor,” he said.
He said that pianists were like sheep. “If some
famous artist brings out a seldom-performed compo¬
sition all the others are jumped after the model, other¬
wise only a small part of the important works gets a

Liszt’s Creative Work
Liszt’s creative work comprises all forms of music,
instrumental as well .as vocal. Among the most im¬
portant are his “Symphonic Poems,” two piano con¬
certos, fifteen “Hungarian Rhapsodies,” Phantasie on
the name Bach, the piano transcription of Six Bacn
Preludes and Fugues for Organ, “Transcendental
Etudes,” Graner Mass, the oratorio “Chnstus and the
“Legend of Saint Elizabeth,” also ^produced on the
stage as sacred opera.
His literary works, many in support of Wagner,
were published by L. Bamann in 6 volumes (Liszt
Writings). The correspondence between Wagner and
Liszt was published in 1887.
Of Paganini’s playing he said that it was fascinating
but superficial. “Thalberg,” he said, “was for a time
more in vogue than myself, only he appeared to be so
smooth, so spick and span, while I was so wild, so
effervescent.”
In a Vienna salon Liszt was asked if he was jealous
of Thalberg. “Yes,” he answered; “I am jealous of his
complexion, because he has so fresh colors while I am
so pale.”
As Wagner showed Liszt for the first time his
“Parsifal” he said: “You will see how I have stolen
you.” For a time the opinion prevailed that Wagner
was the originator of the leitmotiv, while, as Liszt re¬
marked, the legitimate inventor of the leitmotiv is
Berlioz with the "idee fixe” of his “Symphonie Phantastique.” Liszt afterwards took up the idea and used
it before Wagner in a time when Wagner had only
arrived at his Rienzi. Wagner himself recognized that
and wrote to Liszt: “Thou hast truly helped me.”
On another occasion he said: “Since my acquaintance
with Liszt compositions I have become quite a dif¬
ferent man as a harmonist." Liszt was indeed never
tired of seeking unusual harmonic combinations. He
used to say that no new composition was worthy of
consideration which did not contain some novel
chord.
As Berlioz could not find any publisher for his
“Symphonie Phantastique” Liszt made a piano tran¬
scription of the same, fifteen years before the publi¬
cation of the original score, and played it in his con¬
cert tours. iAs Miss Smithson, the “idee fixe” of the
said Symphionie, would not accept with favor the ador¬
ation of Berlioz for her, the unfortunate lover had
decided to. end with life and poison himself. Liszt
succeeded in dissuading him from his suicidal purpose.
Afterwards he engaged in Berlioz propaganda and ar¬
ranged a Berlioz week in Weimar (1851) at a time
when France hesitated in recognizing her great son.
Berlioz'showed his gratitude through the dedication of
his “Faust Symphonie” and “Damnation de Faust.”
Later,'however, his gratitude did not prevent Berlioz
from leaving abruptly the Salle Erard in Paris as one
of Liszt’s “Symphonic Poems” was performed, with
the 1 remark that “Liszt’s music was the negation of
music.”
Of Rubinstein, Liszt said that he played his para¬
phrase on Erlkoenig” better than himself. “He has an
astonishing capacity for work and gives birth to twins
and triplets without finding time for correction.”
On the occasion of the Christmas festivities in Rome,
the sculptor, Ezekiel, presenting to Liszt a bust he had
made of him, remarked that to Liszt we owe the bless¬
ing that in every home there is not only one, but sev¬
eral pianos.
Liszt had almost no income from his compositions.
He wrote very few commercial things. Publishers
asked from him only transcriptions. His most importI ant works found no market at all and Liszt had to pay
for their publication.
He was very particular concerning manners. He
was often shocked when people could not eat decently.
He said once to a friend: “If you did that in England
they would throw you out. You must know that I
am a professor of the art of eating.”
He was in favor of cremation. He said that he would
prescribe it in his testament for himself, but he feared
to have troubles with the clergy, although as a matter
of fact, the church had condoned him many more
momentous deviations from the path of righteousness,
as, for instance, his being a master freemason!

Liszt Anecdotes
When he went to Leipsic with his usual Weimar
retinue to hear the'rehearsal of ^s Chrtstus he was
searching at the end his silk hat All looked after it
in the church pews, but could not find it. Finally as
he got up from his seat, he discovered that he had
sat on it and flattened it beyond recognition.
One day as he was at his breakfast in Weimar,
light pebbles began to fly through the open window.
They were thrown by two American girls who wished
to call attention upon themselves, as nobody was ad¬
mitted to Liszt’s presence at such an early hour. They
declared that they wished to see and hear Liszt.^ Quite
an original idea,” remarked Liszt, “let them in.
“I suppose you wish to hear me, just because I
happen to be the fashion.
“Exactly,” answered the one.
“What do you wish to hear?”
“Anything you know by heart,” answered the other
with unheardof impudence.
Liszt, smiling, played Chopin’s Third Etude. Some¬
body reminding him of his extraordinary generos.ty,
he said: “America has treated me kindly in the time
when Europe ridiculed my works.”
Such an extraordinary artist, of course, cannot be
imitated. He can only give inspiration to those who
strive to elevate and exalt themselves above every¬
day routine'and petty professional envies and rivalries.
However, some prominent traits in his life ought to
be taken as guiding stars; first of all the broadmind¬
edness, with which he judged his contemporaries, help¬
ing them with his generous support, recommending
them in his writings, playing publicly their composi¬
tions even contributing pecuniarily to secure their
performance. In this time, when everybody works
feverishly only for his cherished self, it sounds quite
fabulous that an artist of Liszt’s caliber often disre¬
garded himself and concentrated all his activity for
other people’s propaganda. Dear colleagues, do .not
forget the lesson and, as hard as it may appear to
you, try to overcome egotism and to be friendly and
sympathetic toward your brothers. Make others happy
and happiness will reverberate to yourself.
Another delicate point is the great influence women
had on Liszt’s life. His father, Adam Liszt, on his
deathbed, expressed the fear that women would prove
troublesome in his son’s life. So it was; but what
wonderful inspirations he owed to them!
Elements in Liszt’s Success
1. Hard Application.
2. Unbounded Generosity.
3. Broad Learning.
4. Self-sacrifice.

ORGAN ON WHICH LISZT STUDIED.
This very crude Instrument wa« used by Liszt as a student.
Many of the pianos and organs used by the great
masters of the paBt were greatly inferior to
those used by the average student
in America to-day.
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How to Become a Good Sight Reader
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Simple Processes Whereby the Average Musician May Become Able
To Read Correctly and Rapidly
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By CAROL SHERMAN
Probably one of the reasons why there are so very
few good sight readers is that the subject is slighted
by about nine teachers out of ten.
Think back over your own musical training. How
much time did your teacher actually give to sight read¬
ing ? Was there not a lesson routine something like this ? :
Teacher arrives at the lesson room. Greetings. Five
minutes of technic. Ten minutes of studies. Twenty
minutes devoted to the new piece. Ten minutes to
the review of old pieces.
When you took up a new piece, ten chances to one
it was just enough beyond you in difficulty to make
sight reading out of the question—you had to study
it, and you usually had to study it in bits.
Advanced Students and Sight Reading
It very often happens that students reach a very
creditable stage of advancement, and yet are totally
incapable of reading at sight.
The writer recollects a student who could play some
of the more difficult Chopin nocturnes very creditably
who was nevertheless an indifferent sight reader. He
offered her a ticket for the opera if she could read
through the first grade of the Standard Graded Course,
making less than twenty-five mistakes.
The pupil accepted the challenge with a laugh, and
made, by actual count, over fifty mistakes in reading
the simplest kind of music.
Naturally this led to a self-introduced reform upon
the part of the pupil, who was willing to take tedious
pains to do at an advanced stage what should have
been done years before.
The first steps in sight reading should be taken care¬
fully, like all other points in technic. Attention to the
main principles from the very beginning will help the
student to avoid slipshod habits—those outgrowths of
carelessness, that are so hard to weed out later.
Good sight reading is just as much a matter of
practice as good scale playing is a matter of practice.
If vou have enough of the right kind of drill you
will' have little difficulty. But what is the right kind
of drill?
The Psychological Basis of Good Sight Reading
The psychological basis of good sight reading is
properly the co-ordination of the hands with the eye,
so that what is seen may be immediately and accu¬
rately plhyed. Back of this, however, are many, many
things.
First is the clear mental concept of what all the
signs mean. This implies;
a. A thorough knowledge of notation.
b. A finely-developed appreciation of rhythm.
c. A knowledge of keys (learned through scale drill).
d. A good working grasp upon the various arbitrary
fingering forms which can come only through good
drill in finger exercises, scales, arpeggios, chords, etc.
All the foregoing should be as automatic as pos¬
sible. As long as the mind has to balk at little tech¬
nical puzzles, the student cannot hope to become a
good sight reader.
Edgar J. Swift in his recent work on psychology,
stresses the fact that “Acts of muscular skill should
be reduced to habit and then no deviation should be
tolerated. Habit eliminates attention.”
In fact, a person’s real muscianship shows itself in
the ability to read at sight far more than in the
ability to play a few pieces acceptably.
Watch the best sight readers you know. Note how
the whole process seems to be an automatic one. They
never look down at the keyboard to decipher a difficult
fingering, the brain takes in the picture of the notes
and the fingers play at once.
“A very beautiful goal,” you say, “but I can play
scales, arpeggios, chords, etc., and yet I cannot read
at sight.”
Very well, we shall try to show you how others have

Keen Attention Required
First. Do not attempt to study sight reading when
your mind is tired. Take it first instead of last. The
attention must be very keen.
Second. Employ music for sight reading far behind
the limits of your technical skill.
Third. Go only fast enough to play confidently and
accurately—accurately in all particulars notes, time,
rhythm, phrasing, accents, expression, etc.
Fourth. Never stop because you make a mistake, and
never look down to the keys because you blunder.
Keep right on. Of course, you will blunder, but keep
at it.
Fifth. Get all the drill in ensemble playing duets,
etc., you possibly can, but endeavor to get some one to
play with you who is just a little better player than
you are.
Sixth. See straight. Half of us don’t look at a
thing quickly and clearly. We get a picture of the
measure and passage, yet we do not see the whole
thing. This last point is very important. Psycholo¬
gists know that the eye can be trained so that its
grasp may be vastly improved, sometimes 500 per cent.
The old game of going into a room looking at a table
of various objects for a few seconds and then writing
from memory what was seen is often a great revela¬
tion of what the eye can do. Some will write down
five times as many things as others. This is a very
good game for music teachers to employ at pupils’
gatherings, and then point the moral in sight reading.
Seventh. Endeavor to form the habit of reading a
little ahead of where you are playing. Lord Macaulay
is said to have been able to read a book a page at a
time. Many good sight readers with advanced technic
can read most pieces one, two, three or four meas¬
ures at a time. You probably can do this now with
very simple music, but never have realized your ability.
Take some very simple piece and try it, read whole
measures at an eyeful, just as you are reading these
words not as separate alphabetical symbols, but as
signs representing thoughts.
Attention and Sight Reading
Even the best sight readers may become inaccurate
if the mind is fatigued. This is one of the reasons
why opera singers sometimes have two “coaches” or
“accompanists.” By such means they have the ad¬
vantage of having two minds to help them drill. If
one is a little out in rhythm or otherwise, the second
coach is likely to remedy the faults of the first.
Take a brisk walk around the block, breathe in
plenty of oxygen, get the mind in sharp, clear state,
and then devote twenty minutes or a half hour to
sight reading, playing just as carefully as though you
were on the platform of Aeolian Hall accompanying
a singer or an instrumentalist. Whip your attention
into keener shape than you have ever known before
and compel it to keep keen as long as you are prac¬
ticing sight reading. It will not be easy. In fact, to
many it will be a real strain, but remember that you
are working for a definite purpose, to make yourself
a far better sight reader, and, with patience, you will
succeed.
Go about your work as naturally as possible. Because
you are holding your attention up to the mark, don’t
screw your nerves up to an unnatural state. That
is, be attentive without being conscious. You know
how the perfectly natural process of walking may
become unnatural if you walk over an empty ball-room
floor before the gaze of many people. That is because
you are ultra-conscious and are giving undue attention
to something that you forget in everyday life. Be nat¬
ural while you are practicing sight reading. If you are
over-anxious and nervous, you will defeat your own
purpose.

Use “Easy” Music
Manage to get a supply of easy music. How easy?
Ah, that is for you to find out 1 Don’t hesitate to start
at Grade 1. You may run across some things that will
prove very humiliating. So much the better. Remem¬
ber, you are to keep tab on.yourself. Nothing is to slip
by unnoticed, but if you make a mistake don’t become
irritated. Merely make a mental note of it, and when
you have finished the piece analyze the mistake.
Why did I play that wrong?
Was it a blunder in fingering?
Did I read the notes right?
Was it a tie left out?
Was it a mistake in syncopation that I should have
been looking for?
All these and similar questions are helpful.
Don’t make the mistake of passing on to more diffi¬
cult music until you have gone over Grade I so exten¬
sively that you have formed the habit of correctness in
that grade. If you do not do that, there is absolutely
no use for you to go further. Keep at it and you can
master it. It may take months to do it so that you
can play anything in the grade absolutely right the first
time. That is good sight reading and nothing else is.
You cannot be too strict with yourself.
Don’t Go Too Fast
Hurried playing is the reason for much bad sight
reading. Certainly you must acquire the skill to read
rapidly at sight, but why try to read rapidly until you
can read accurately at a slow speed? Don’t worry be¬
cause you progress slowly. It will all come out right
if you persist and if you have the drill in scales, arpeg¬
gios, chords, etc., which we have mentioned.
There are certain pieces, however, which baffle the
best sight readers for peculiar reasons. There is, for
instance, a very well-known song by an American com¬
poser which he evidently wrote in one key splendidly
suited to the accompaniment as far as the lay of the
ivories and ebonies on the keyboard is concerned.
Transpose that song into one or two other keys and it
is fearfully difficult to play. In fact the pianist must
almost memorize it to play it at the proper speed in any
but the original key. Such cases, however, are rare.
Sight reading often reveals technical weaknesses
that the ordinary routine study does not uncover. For
the student who is studying without a teacher this
information is very valuable if you can only “catch on.”
Don’t worry because you make blunders. Correct your
blunders, they are rungs in the ladder of progress.
And when you find yourself blocked in rapid reading
by a technical difficulty, put special work upon that
difficulty—until it no longer interferes with the flow
of the reading. Thus two ends are accomplished.
Duet Playing Vital
Years ago duets were the show episodes of occas¬
ional recitals. Nowadays one. rarely finds an instruc¬
tion book without them in abundance. It is one thing
to rehearse duets and another to use them for the
purpose of learning to read at sight. Get a good set
of duet books, if graded so much the better, play
them through with a good player and then turn about
and play the other part. It is a great mistake to con¬
fine oneself to the primo.
It was the writer’s custom for years, if r. pupil ap¬
peared who apparently was having difficulty with the
bass, to correct it by having the pupil play Secondo
parts in duets until the defect was remedied.
Seeing Straight
We all think that we see straight, but very few of
us do. This has been proved over and over again in
psychological laboratories so often that argument is
unnecessary. The annals of our courts are filled with
instances of witnesses on the stand who were en¬
deavoring to give a truthful report of what they have
seen, but who are far from the facts.
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Therefore, in your sight reading work, recognize
{he fact that the human vision under ordinary cir¬
cumstances is liable to inaccuracies, but that it can be
improved with drill. See straight, if it’s a*dotted
half note, don’t make it a half note or a whole note,
if the phrase ends on the first beat, don't let it end
on the second beat, and so on. ,,
Reading Ahead
i The writer used to employ this test with students
'who were backward in sight reading. Take a piece
of music without too many or too intricately arranged
notes. Tell the pupil that he will have an opportunity
to look at it while you count ten. Then have the
pupil write down ever note he can remember. Next
take a similar piece of music and count five and have
the pupil write. Eventually count one, that is one
second, and have the pupil write. Some pupils are
slow at making a record at this, but in all instances
it intensifies the habit of reading many notes accur¬
ately, and all cases showed improvement.
Like everything else, sight reading improves in pro¬
portion to the efforts, time and intelligent attention
you give to the subject. The whole trouble is that
few people who are advanced in music are willing to
go back laboriously and make a thorough study of
sightreading. They would rather limp along and suffer
the ignominy 'of being incompetent. In the slang of
the day, “it is up to you.” This article shows the
ways in which the writer positively knows that many
students have benefited. What is the animal who may
be led to water, but who cannot be made to drink? .
Material for Sight Reading
If you are at loss to make a beginning, take a good
hymn book and play it through. The hymn book is
valuable because the part leading in good hymns make
v it good eye drill. Of course we do not refer to the
cheap evangelical hymns in which the bass consists
of the repetition of a few chords throughout the en¬
tire hymn. Such a book as the Episcopal Hymnal or
Laudes Domini is splendid material. The following
collections taken in order will prove most helpful to
many students:
Landon’s Sight Reading Album, Vols. I and II;
First Studies in the Classics; Schmoll’s Sonatinas;
Album of Lyric Pieces; Popular Parlor Album; Popu¬
lar Recital Repertoire; Four Hand; Juvenile Duet
Players; Two Students; Two Pianists.

Opera Revivals
The news that Mr. Gatti-Cazaza planned to revive
Verdi’s La Forza del Destino (The Force of Destiny,
first given in St. Petersburg, November 10, 1862), and
that the Chicago Opera Company had planned to give
Don Carlos (first given in Paris in 1867) has stimulated
an interest in operatic revivals.
Careful reviewers of the life of Verdi find in La Forza
del Destino, that wonderful quickening which indicated
a new era in the life of the great Italian master. His
whole scheme took on a richness and force which had
not thus far distinguished his earlier operas. In both
harmony and in instrumentation we begin to see the
musical transition of the Verdi of the delightful melo¬
dies of Trovatore, Traviata, and Rigoletto, to the
Verdi of the majestic and brilliant Aida. The opera is,
therefore, extremely interesting to the musician. It
will be warmly welcomed.
There can be no question that operas wear them¬
selves out with most publics. This is peculiarly so in
America. Only a few years ago Faust was given so
very many times that the public grew sick of it. The
same was the case with Carmen and also with Lohen¬
grin. A little rest, a series of performances given less
frequently, and the taste is revived. Some operas, how¬
ever, have unquestionably so suffered from being over¬
done that they have been laid upon the shelf entirely
too- early. In some European countries where less
attention is given to wise en scene (especially in
theaters where audiences are still content to see the
furniture painted upon the scenery and witness the
chorus appear in the same costumes through several
different centuries) operas are revived far more fre¬
quently. The operatic repertoire of many continental
theaterc is limited only by the memories and the libra¬
ries of the musicians. There is some scant musical
advantage in this, perhaps, for the student; but in
America it would do only for barnstormers. There are
doubtless dozens of successful works that could be
revived with success, but the expense and the possi¬
bility of risk make them as much a venture to the
manager as any new production.
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(Symposium continued from page 408)
There are three common types of disappointed timewasters often found among our young matrons,
are sorry for the discouraged one, with the pessimistic
outlook upon life, wasting her time in sickly regrets
that she cannot continue her music. She never
the opportunity of telling others of her sad lot in
.
Then there is the egotistical young matron, who is al¬
ways boasting about her wonderful talent and what she
could have done if only she had had the chance. My
feelings regarding her are best expressed in the words
of a Boston critic, who remarked after a concert where
a harpist had been much in evidence, that a little
harping goes a long way.” Then we cannot help pity¬
ing the narrow outlook of the envious young matron,
who is frankly jealous of the woman with a career.
She wastes her time in vulgar curiosity about the life
and morals of her successful sister artists. She is per¬
petually in a state of petty, commonplace criticism;
certainly not a desirable object of association.
If only these young women could stop and realize
that every hour of malicious gossip, discouragement
and egotistic boasting are golden hours wasted! If this
time were spent in progress towards an ennobling and
beautiful ideal, how much lovelier would be their
homes. But I hear the mother of six or eight children
saying: “That is impossible; I cannot find time for
the ordinary duties of each day.” But my reply is,
"Yes, you can; my mother did.” Take at least thirty
minutes daily for mental refreshment and real, genuine
pleasure in your music. This will not make a concert
pianist of you, to be sure; but you can accomplish a
great deal.’ A bowl of bread and milk contains perfect
nutriment for children and adults. Unstarched and
unironed crepe frocks are comfortable and fresh look¬
ing. Children have wonderful imaginations. Teach
them to be happy; play them to sleep instead of rock¬
ing them to sleep.
Fancy a country where the musically uncultured no
longer exist; where every home in every walk of life
is fully awakened to the presence of melody and har¬
mony expressive of the secret life and rhythmical
emotion of the human heart. I long to see music in
the soul of our American people. 1 do not mean by
that a nation of great artists, for the great artist must
live upon the mountain tops, where the clouds burst
and the sun burns. But it is possible for every human
being to appreciate music in some one of its various
moods of expression. How well I remember the in¬
fluence of music in the home of my childhood. The
nearest railway station was seven miles away. The
really important things to me were my mother’s voice,
her ability to play the piano, and my father’s delight in
playing the violin. There was a large family, with its
attendant cares and problems; but through it all my
father and mother founa time for our musical even¬
ings, and so we grew up—every member of the family
sang, and every one likewise played either violin, piano
or viola. In the springtime, woodland violets, dogwood
blossoms, lilacs and locust blooms beautified our simple
home. In this home, where music was the principal
means, of pleasure and education, I learned something
that superficial refinement cannot attain and money
cannot buy. This thing I learned was a knowledge of
soul and a love of the pure and the beautiful. I took
it out into the world with me. Some did not under¬
stand. A woman with talent and ideals is not always
understood, but the spirit crucifies the lies of coarse
mouths and the slander of vulgar tongues, and stands
like a beautiful flower untouched. It penetrates the
prejudices and the ossification of society; it finds its
way into the hearts of humanity and speaks to the
soul of great, men and great women.
What do you think of music as an influence in the
home? I think it the greatest medium through which
God expresses love, spiritual elevation, joy, comfort
and the healing of wounded hearts.

Lilly Strickland
To the real musician the idea of dropping music
after marriage seems an absurdity and a paradox
Knowledge of the real facts however show that
the subject cannot be disposed of so easily. A faule
disposition of the problem is to say that no one of
true, musical instincts and attainments ever gives up
the tonic art, no matter what the vicissitudes of fortune.
If the question of the effect of matrimony on a
women’s attitude toward music be confronted bonestly, it will have to be admitted that only too fre- I
qyently women of infinite possibilities are content to
be musically barren after marriage.
.
It is true also that girls sometimes recognize their
musical accomplishments as an asset in courtship days!
The love-sick swain always “loves music and assures
his fiancl, and himself, that he is more passionately
fond of music than he really is.
For a time at least after the wedding day the
woman feels that the whole ambition of her life lias
been attained. A consequent slump 111 her musical ex¬
ertions follows, and the husband too, finds himself
quietly sleeping upon the sofa while the charming
young wife renders Chopin’s E flat Nocturne or somebody’s Berceuse. Three., months before, perhaps, he
would have been leaning over his silken-draped lady,
whh ardent gaze and gallantly turning the leaves ot
her music.
It is natural for the average woman to substitute,
for her own amhitions, those of her husband. Her
whole thought comes to be centered .on his success
and attainments, while what she does in life becomes
incidental and the once cherished talent is laid on the
shelf of girlhood along with the other lady-like ac¬
complishments of drawing and elocution.
This is a sad commentary upon human nature, and
a serious reflection on the ancient and honorable cus¬
tom of marriage. It gives the cynic philosopher an¬
other choice morsel in argument against matrimony,
especially for the musician. It is only fair, however,
to repudiate such cqmmon reactions as the dropping
o-f music after marriage, as that indicates lack of
true artistic gifts, the incurable weakness of human
nature, or the general disastrous nature of the matri¬
monial step. A woman’s loss of grip upon pre-marital
accomplishments is only too frequently what may be
expected.
The great tendency of mankind and womankind, to
follow the line of least resistence. would make the
estrangement of a woman and her music the common
sequel of the hazardous step.
Perhaps some of the most obvious reasons for the
dropping of music are that during the period of court¬
ship, the utopian honeymoon days and the joyous ex¬
citement in months immediately following the adven¬
ture, that new interests take possession of the woman's
life and crowd out the old. Her accustomed pursuits
and duties.are enlarged and new activities absorb her
hours, formerly devoted to practice. Economic, social
and domestic problems become of prime importance.
And, alas, too often, the new husband forgets to e
courage his wife in continuing her music and accept
with blind complacency the inevitable result in the n
order of things.
But having faced these conditions and related why
they exist, I cannot too strongly urge every girl and
every woman of musical instinct and desire to hold
fast to the ideal in music, and never abandon her
work, and she will pass safely through the shoals and
rapids of early married life to emerge safely on the
calmer waters of adjustment with her music nature

g

The value of music in the home is inestimable; the
beneficent effect priceless; the psychological value
vitally important, and the refining touch, that all beau¬
tiful and good things give, of untold benefit in the
spiritual and mental development of the family life.

Keeping Up Your Musical Interest
What keeps up your musical interest? First your innate desire to hear music and make
music. Next the spur of musical associations (whether you get this through friends or through
the inspiration that comes'from reading articles on music by inspiring writers) and finally
the opportunity afforded by having plenty of music to hear and plenty of music to play.
It is the ambition of the makers of THE ETUDE to leave nothing undone to make it a per¬
petual sun of inspiration. How well we have succeeded in this can be measured best by the
continuous stream of letters from pleased ETUDE readers everywhere —letters that are a con¬
stant source of inspiration to us.

The Teachers’ Round Table
Conducted by N. J. COREY
. .
„„
T.nrt,” “What to Teach” etc., and not technical problems pertaining
This department is designed to help the teacher upon questions pertaining to How 0
,
..
and address must accompany all inquiries.
Music1 Theory, History, etc., all of which properly belong to the Musical Questions Answered department. Full name
line and space, as well as leger lines, with certain keys
Making a Start
on the piano. Teach them to compute this in practice.
A Dubious Youth
For learning to name the notes, use writing exercises.
_ _
anyone
s told r
Charles W. Landon’s Writing Books for Music Pupils
successful
_Ji and
for my playing often si
is one of the best. Three other good books for children
iggest a course for me for
when’I am playing _ing of Chopin,
“2.
Will
you
please
si
mple, after
- 1I have
h—- studied it seemingly
about two years and
arc Sutor’s Note Spelling Book; Marks’ Writing Book,
beginners? I have "studied
"f"
rmlnable time before getting it committed.
people
say
I
play
w
and Morris’ Writing Primer for Music Students.
. Does this show lack of talent?
“1. Do you appro of studying piano by mall?
i Am I too old to become a virtuoso f
2 Use same method with Landon’s books.
i How much practice should I do a day at tne
1. This, will depend upon the intelligence and stud3. This should be governed by circumstances
A
. shoulders to ache
iousness of the person. Many self-taught players have
certain amount of the student’s practice period should
i deal?
done well, but they generally display a lack of under¬
be given to exercises. Also occasional exercises are
ivise me to go to ft
standing of certain principles, both as to playing and
best handled by a certain number of repetitions.
action of hand- and fingers. The self-taught teacher will
4. Learn them first one hand alone, one octave, then
■■6. Is athletics injurious for my hands? The other
encounter innumerable difficulties which will trouble
bovs disparage me for avoiding baseball, etc., hut
two ocataves. In beginning, two counts to a note is a
they Stiffen mv Angers. Will you give your candid
hint greatly because they have never been explained to
good plan, especially when first practicing two hands
opinion of bovs taking up music 11s a lifework as
him. Meanwhile there are also some teachers who have
compared with the other things boys do? —P.
together. Later, one note to count, two notes, then
had an excellent musical education, but whose teaching
four notes to count are good. When pupil is, familiar
1. Here is another of those difficult questions that
is so bad as to be almost impossible. If you have the
with fingering of all, practice in four octaves. Pupils
really demand that one should know the playing of the
right kind of mentality you can do better than this, al¬
should be taught to build their scales without a book.
youth at first hand, as well as the sort of teaching he
though I note you have had enough teaching to ground
Mastering the Scales and Arpeggios will give you
has had before a just appraisal of talent can be made.
von in elementary principles. Your wise plan will be to
elaborate direction as to method of procedure in scale
The rough playing does not show lack of talent if the
secure as* much work as possible, save your money and
practice.
teaching has been poor and the practice badly managed.
as soon as possible go away for somj teaching, perhaps
Some good players learn slowly, but accomplish excel¬
to a summer school, if you can only spend a limited
The Standard Course
lent results. I f you are passionately fond of your music,
amount of time to begin with. I do not know of a “suc¬
do your practice eagerly, apply your mind closely, con¬
re the books in the Matthews G
cessful” teacher who has never been taught.
1 to he given at the rate of 0
centrate your attention, and study hand and finger posi¬
Could pupils praetlclngjOOe^
2. The new Beginner’s Book is just what you need.
tions from every angle and minutely, as well as analyt¬
Study it very carefully yourself, however, before you
ically. your plating ought not to sound uncouth. With
lav any selection he omitted?
try to teach it, especially the use of the preliminary ex¬
out more complete knowledge it is impossible to apbook is arrange! In steps, eu
ercises without notes. When the pupil is well alf.g in
praise yourr talent.
hindered by the old objection to pupils
this add the first volume of the Standard Graded
1 are not too old to become a player of high
to learn fundamen.als before rushing
Course. If the pupil is backward. First Steps in Piano
rank, but your description of results produced does not
Playing may be used as a review, omitting the first part.
promise confidently for a position such as is held by
Do not inform your pupil however, that this covers
Bauer or Godowsky.
1. No specified time is set for the completion of anv
substantially the same ground. In due time the first
3. Two hours at least; better, three. Three hours in¬
one of the books of the Standard Graded Course. This
bo K of the Czerny-Liebling Studies may be added.
telligently observed is better than six indolently entered
depends on the amount of talent possessed by the pupil,
Very early in the game supplement these with little
and the time spent in practice. One pupil practicing one
into.
pieces, the shorter the better, as little minds desire and
4. Possibly sitting stoop-shouldered on ; backless
hour a day might finish one of the books in six months,
need frequent change. After the instruction books are
stool; or holding your body rigid and stiff ir practicwhile the next one might require more than a year.
finished, use Mastering the Scales and Arpeggios(
ing too long at a sitting; or perhaps “1 slight
~,'~1 rheumatic
2. When you have become very experienced you will
as a basis for technique. The Standard Graded
settle the omission problem by the immediate needs of
tendency.
Course will keep you posted as to the advancement and
5. If you are going to take up music as a life work
the pupil. Until then you would better omit none.
grading of pupils. Intersperse pieces between the stud¬
1 would advise, at your age, that you proceed at once to
Furthermore you will need to add instead of omit. The
ies, and keep the Czerny-Liebling going. I will answer
course is intended more as a compendium by which to
your musical study, whether it be with a private teacher
the fourth question here. The publisher will send
measure advancement. Each selection is a sort of
of the first order,’ or at a Conservatory. If you go to
you pieces on inspection. Arrange with the publishing
standard of attainment, and needs to be practiced after
company directly, stating what you want, and select
college first you will be about twenty-two years old be¬
other work has been done with them. This applies
what you need for the beginning pupils. Keep a list of
fore you are ready to start on the study of your life
particularly to the volumes following the second. If
the pieces you use for ready reference when you wish
work. This is too old. A good deal of college work is
you should confine your student’s study to this course
to
order
in
future.
Keep
a
graded
list
of
the
pieces
done for mental training. You will get this discipline
you would find it inadequate. The pupil should reach
you find successful, and in the course of time you will
out of your music, especially harmony and counterpoint.
out in many directions. Properly used the course is
find you have a very comprehensive list for choosing
6. All boys need exercise and athletics. You should
for the individual needs of various students. The pub¬
invaluable.
look well after your physical health. Base ball is
3. Preliminaries must, of course, be attended to. As
lisher
will
gladly
send
you
gratis
a
graded
list
of
the
very bad for the hands, therefore select some other
you find them, for example in The New Beginner's
studies.
kind of game. Many pianists play tennis, learning to
3. There are certain theoretical matters that can be
Book. Meanwhile the mastery of fundamentals is a
relax their hands on the racquet so as not to induce
long process, and you should by no means avoid sheet
taught by mail, but I do not see how it is possible to
stiffness. Golf is alsp good. Walking is always good
teach piano by mail, as a large part of the instruction
music until they are “finished.” There are many little
also. You will find few men held in higher esteem by
pieces, even on five keys, that are very pretty, from the
consists in knowing whether the student is making cor¬
business men than such artists as Frederick Stock, Wal¬
beginner’s standpoint, and it affords infinite encourage¬
rect application of principles in touch, etc.
ter Damrosch, Josef Hofmann, Rudolph Ganz, and
ment to your pupil to be given some of these. He is at
many others, to say nothing of the local renown of in¬
Note Reading
once set up at the idea he is having “sheet music,” or a
numerable musicians actively engaged in towns and
“piece.” It is difficult to make the pupil consider the
“1. Will you kindly give — -b advii
-training pupils to read the notes more readily
cities. What boys think of you is of no consequence;
melodies in any instruction book as pieces. The same
“2. I have a pupil ol twenty-two who Is equally
they are still in the “calf ’ stage, with a range of knowl¬
melodies given in sheet form will please him immensely
troubled with the small children in reading. Will
the same process apply to her?
edge and vision that is so short that it is negligible. In
and will bore him in the instruction hook. Learn to
“3. Should exercises be practic
* time the same boys may Come to be the members of the
take
account of human nature, especially when it is
ber of times or a given period c- .
“4.
What
is
the
best
routine
for
scale
practice?’
community who have the highest respect for you. Do
harmless. You will find it a help. Therefore, as soon
not forget that these same boys .are being developed
1. The main thing is to get pupils to note quickly _ as possible provide yourself with a stock of little pieces
as well as you. Do not look upon them as on a superior
that a given note on the staff represents a certain key " of the very simplest possible nature in sheet form, and
tickle your pupil by their early introduction. There is
plane, and question what they think. Meanwhile mingle
on the piano. That the name of that note is C, is of
no better way to improve hind and finger position than
with. them, drop your music for the time being, and
minor consequence in the beginning. T have known
to take a little piece that has been committed to mem¬
any other ideas, other than being just boy and getting
players who could read like “chain lightning,” that
ory, and use it for that purpose. Make the pupil
is could play any music placed before them that was
all the good health, life and good spirits you can. Meet
understand that he is using it far that purpose, when he
within their grade of technic, at sight, and could name
them on their own ground. The boy who will eventu¬
can give his entire attention to hand position. Pupils
the notes only with constant stumbling. This is of
ally become a banker does not constantly flout that in
cannot watch the hands while deciphering the notes. A
more
importance
to
the
player
than
merely
knowing
the
the other boys’ faces. Be a boy while you are one, and
pupil with fairly good control will let his hands lapse
names of the notes as letters, a matter that will grow
you will work better when you enter your study and
into very bad condition while picking out his new piece.
with experience. Teach them as rapidly as may be.
forget the boys; vice versa, forget your study when
Learn the piece, then train the hands by it.
which
will
probably
be
slow
at
best,
to
identify
each
you are with them.
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The Ensemble Class

By Herman Schwartzman

Manner of Playing
Enter into the spirit of the piece you are playing.
If it is gay and frolicsome, play it in the same manner.
Use a caressing touch if the composition is of a tender,
gentle character. Characteristic pieces pertaining to
clowns, elephants, coquettes, etc., should be played so
as to help convey the meanings suggested by the titles.
I. M. Brown.

AN OLD FASHIONED DANCE

By Dr. N. J. Penfield

Control Your Voice While Teaching

“Voice and Nerve control! Goodness! what has
that to do with piano teaching?” is what some of my
readers may exclaim, on glancing at the above title.
We are not discussing the mechanical side of Voice
Culture (which, however interesting, may not aid you
much in your daily teaching of piano), but the
very important subjects of how to act and how to
speak to, your pupils at the lesson in order to insure best
results.
How often have you said to your pupils: "Your
fourth finger, not the third!” or “I said the fourth,
you blockhead!” or “Play softer, softer!" or "Didn’t
I always say to play slower ?” “No! that’s too fast
Slower!” Did you ever make any of the above excla¬
mations, with your arms sawing the air, and your
nerves up on the Alps, and every word loud enough to
break a hole through the ceiling, and at such a speed
that the pupil could scarcely understand a word you
were saying? And you expected results? You poor, ar¬
tistic soul! It is to you that these lines are dedicated.
First, improve your health. The style called “bad
health” doesn’t “wear” much with musicians nowadays.
Just look at some of our great ones in music. Neatly
all giants. Health is everything to a musician and more
to a teacher.
After health come habits. One of the most danger¬
ous habits is bad temper.. (You see, I believe even that
is a habit.) Bad temper in teaching is a curse to the
pupil, a nerve wrecker to the teacher. It is only by
great efforts that one may be rid of that monster. Make
the effort 1
Telling a pupil to take the fourth finger is some¬
times not enough, and stamping your foot and doing a
lot of temperamental circus tricks is not the remedy.
Instead, cool down, relax and try this:
“Look hfere, Anna; this is your third finger, you see,
and this is your fourth. Now what we want is not
this (point to third), but which? Yes, this finger. And
on which note? Yes, that’s correct. Now let us try
it so with the left hand alone. You have it! Always
do it so. Remember!” And ten to one the pupil will
remember, but don’t forget to say the above slowly
and quietly. A pupil will always hear you better when
you speak softer and slower. Your own energy will
also be saved.
In getting a pupil to play softer when he is not
playing soft enough, don’t command at the top of
your voice for soft playing. Instead, simply say to him:
“Listen, Aleck. Now let us do this passage softly. Sh—
just like a whisper,” and make sure to speak in a
whisper. Your pupil will play softer and as soft as
you want him to play. The same may be said in get¬
ting a pupil to play slowly (a mighty difficult problem
with modern children); But you can not get results by
speaking at ninety miles an hour. Instead, speak slowly
and draw your words out more. Be patient, if not slow
enough at first and never, never lose your temper. A
lost temper often means a lost lesson period; some¬
times a lost pupil, and always lost energy and health.
You will lose more strength in one hour of exaspera¬
tion than if you starved yourself for a week.
One more important example. You say you can’t
get your pupil to loosen his wrist. And so you say
gruffly: "Loosen that wrist!” or “Please relax it!” Your
own face and entire body may at the moment be stiff
with nervous tension. No result, you say. I’m not a
bit surprised. Try and say to such a pupil: “Watch me,
Harold; see my wrists? Relax yours just this way
(let your wrist fall). Now always play that way.” Say
your words in an easy manner. Make the pupil feel
relaxed by the sheer force of example.
You will find his wrist much more amenable, unless
the fault is so ingrained, due to bad training previously,
that special exercises must be given. Of course, that is
a different problem.

THE ETUDE

Giovanni Romilli
Giovanni Romilli was born in Lynn, Massachusetts.
He began his career with the view of becoming a pian¬
ist, appearing in public at an early age. Entering Bowdoin college much of his spare time was given to
singing and after his graduation from that institution
his voice revealed such promise that he went to Italy
and studied singing under the celebrated Maestro Lom¬
bardi, teacher of Caruso and Scotti. Remaining with
Lombardi for two years, he made his debut in La
Sonambula, thereafter singing the baritone roles in
Norma, Rigoletto, La Favorita, Lucia, Barber of Se¬
ville, Traviata and Trovatore. At his debut in La So¬
nambula he assumed the Italian form of his name, turn¬
ing Romilly Johnson into Giovanni Romelli. The war
made it impossible for the singer to continue his career
in Italy and he returned to America and diverted his
attention to composition. He has published some
twenty-five songs, many of which have been sung by
prominent singers, including Geraldine Farrar. For
many of his songs he has written his own words. The
charming lullaby, "Pillow Time,” in this issue will be
sung by Miss Farrar.

Playing With Closed Eyes
By Caroline V. Wood
Nearly everyone knows that the blind have a very
keen sense of hearing, and the reason for this is, of
course, that by not being able to see things, all their
thought must be concentrated on listening. Their
ears must do for them what their eyes cannot.
It is very hard for one who plays a stringed instru¬
ment to tell just whether he is playing exactly in
pitch or not, and any one else who is listening can
hear your mistakes better than you can yourself, unless
you close your eyes when playing. Whoever has tried
this knows what good results can be accomplished by
closing the eyes. It enables him to concentrate more
completely than when his eyes are open. He can hear
himself more nearly as others hear him, and can come
much nearer getting the correct pitch. He will also
find that it aids wonderfully in the production of a
beautiful tone.
As soon as a student has studied enough so that he
can keep his bow in position very well, he should be
encouraged to practice with closed eyes as much as
possible. It teally is not so hard as one might think,
after a little practice.
Those who have heard Pablo Casals will probably
remember that he always plays his solos with his eyes
shut, and this is undoubtedly one of the secrets of his
wonderful tone, as well as his accuracy, although we
know, too, the immense amount of work back of it all
—the greatest “secret” of all!

What is ensemble music? Ensemble music is musjc
with different parts or voices sounding simultaneously
vet blending, which will thus give us the effect 0f a
number of parts separate from each other. For in. J
stance, players in a piano duet or in a piano and
violin duet give us ensemble music as does the sing¬
ing of a chorus. An orchestra, whether large or small,
gives us ensemble music, for it will give us the inter¬
esting tone color and con.rast between the various
instruments in the orchestra which is so essential.
The term (ensemble music) is as a rule used with
reference to instruments in an orchestra. Thousands
of music scholars study in a school of music or in a
conservatory. There is properly a decided difference
between the two. A conservatory of music is neces¬
sarily a school of music. But a school of music may
not be a conservatory. Properly a conservatory is
founded on an orchestra and the backbone of the
orchestra is the string quartet, and the leading class of
the orchestra is the violin class. Then a second violin
class must follow soon after the first class. The
next step is to start some student at the 'cello. And
the following step will be to find some one for the
viola. This is generally some one who has already
started in a violin class. It is often a little difficult
to find a viola player, because a viola is mostly re¬
garded as not a solo instrument. But having found
a viola player there is then a string quartet under
way. When the orchestra is spread out so as to
include reed and brass instruments, we have then a
variety of tone color and the study of ensemble music
can then be undertaken in earnest. In simple schools
of music we hardly expect to find real ensemble music,
but in conservatories we do look to find it. The head
of the ensemble class is necessarily the bead of most
of the activities of a conservatory. In ■ r hestral mat¬
ters it generally develops that considerable of the
active forces have to be built from the bottom up so
that the conductor must perforce be a musician who is
a practical teacher and performer understanding the
fingering and playing of all the instruments. In a
small orchestra there should be perhaps the following
lay out of instruments. First violins (on the left hand
of the conductor), 4 to 6; second violins (on the
right hand), 4 to 6; violas, 2 to 4; ’cellos, 3 to S;
double basses, 2 to 4; flutes, 2; piccolo. I; oboes, 2;
clarinets, 2, with A and Bb instruments each; bass
clarinet, 1 in Bb; cornets, 2 in Bb : Enylish horn, 1;
French horns, 2, 4 if possible; trombones, 2, 3 if possi¬
ble; tuba, 1; bass drum. Instruments specially favored
for chamber mucic, piano, violins, 2; viola, 1; cella, 1;
oboe, 1; clarinet, French horn, English born. Now
the distinction between a conservatory and a plain
school is thus given in Rieman’s “Dictionary of Music.”
The name of the great schools of music in which
great numbers of lessons in music are given free of
charge or at very moderate rates at which students
are trained to become composers, virtuosi or orches¬
tral players. The name “conservatario" comes from
the Italian and is supposed to conserve true art. In
Italian this means orphanage or hospital.. The oldest
founded at Naples was in 1537. The first teachers
numbered 35 and the scholars 2,000. The Paris Con¬
servatoire was founded in 1784. The most renowned
musicians in France esteemed it an honor to act as
professors. Its directors since the foundation have
been as follows: Sarette, Cherubini, Ambroise, Thomas
and Auber. Professors for theory, composition, etc.,
have been Massenet, Dubois, Gounod, Saint Saens.
The highest prize offered by the State for composi¬
tion was the Grand Prix de Rome. The stipendiary
having to send from time to time compositions as
proofs of diligent s udy.
A great deal is to be learned from the practical
experiences of the great musicians of the world, who
knew all the leading instruments, and who mostly or
in part got their accomplishments from conservatories.
In olden times pipe organs in churches were not com¬
mon, but string quartets as accompaniments to the
voices were common.
Why did our predecessors in the study of music be¬
come so proficient in so many instruments? We shall be
amazed to find how much Mozart, Haydn, Bach, or Han¬
del knew of all the other instruments, while they at the
same time wrote so much and so well for the human
voices. They recognized the fact that the orchestra was
the foundation of the varied music of the world and the
way to rapidly become familiar with it was to go into
the conservatories or into orchestras where teachers
and pupils were brought up on strings, brass and reed
instruments, and where chorus classes were also taught
1 and trained as well.
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A useful teaching or recital piece,
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did chord study. Grade 4
A characteristic recital piece of much merit. A splendid
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MARCH OP THE TOY BRIGADE
PETITE MARCHE MILITAIRE
A study in rhythm and in the

staccato
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SPANISH DANCE
A fascinating dance rhythm, affording good practice in the minor mode. Grade 3.

Graceful, in the style of a Barcarolle, with excellent practice for the left hand. Gra
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Gracefully

DAISY CHAINS
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QUASI SCHERZO

CARL MOTER

Rather in the style of Schumann, but original nevertheless both in ideas and working, A good study piece. Grade 4.
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ROMANZA
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from CONCERTO FOR PIANO in D minor
A charming theme from the slow movement of one of Mozart’s first Concertos. We should hear more of the older classics. Grade

VENETIAN SERENADE
FOR THE LEFT HAND ALONE

W. A. MOZART
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ARABIAN DANCE
A good easy teaching piece affording practice in evenness of finger work and in the minor key. Grade 2i.

M. GREENWALD

Allegretto energico m. m.J=ios
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NIGHT IN MAY
NUIT DE MAI

HENRY TOLHURst

This effective violin number is one of Mr. Tolhurst’s most recent compositions as well as one of his best.
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RIDE OF THE ELF KINO
“Spirit of beauty” mistress of the lyre,
Touching the poet’s lips with sacred fire,
Ride forth in brightness on the summer air,
And warble forth celestial music there.

Henry Fletcher.
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J0HN C. WALLING, Op. 100, N91
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The Why and How of Pedalling

SPRING SONG

Lyric and Adaptation
by Nicholas Douty

By Chas. Johnstone, Mus.Bac,

MINUET IN G

L- van BEETHOVEN

DUET or TWO -PART CHORUS

Moderato; tempo di minuetto
mf

y
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soft

per -

r- y V~ r .
r
wan - der mid the bud-ding flow’rs,

In the Spring, gen-tle Spring,While the

fumes

birds

fling.

wan-der ’mid the bud-ding flow’rs.

All the
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sky,

In the Spring.

Are

Spring.
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Some players put down the pedal at chord will continue to sound till the
the first of every bar; others, when they hands can reach the distant chord, and
see “Ped.” marked on the music page; thus the two chords will be smoothly con¬
some never use it at all; while, alas, some nected.
Till comparatively recent years, pupils
keep it down all through the piece. Hard¬
ly one in a hundred can tell you why were taught to bring down the pedal with
he does it, what its object is, and how the striking of each new harmony, but
such
pedalling still leaves a small gap
long it should remain down.
Unfortunately the teaching of the cor¬ between the chords. The correct way to
rect use of the pedal has been sadly use the pedal is to raise the foot a shade
neglected. If the average pupil were after the moment each new harmony is
asked why the pedal were used the answer struck, by that means releasing the pre¬
would be: “Oh! to make the music sound vious harmony at the moment of change,
nice.” The real object is to enrich the and connecting the two chords with the
harmony by means of sympathetic vi¬ utmost smoothness. However, after re¬
brations, and to connect each change of leasing the one chord, the moment the
next chord is struck the foot should im¬
harmony correctly and smoothly.
mediately press the pedal down again.
Every key of the instrument, from the
An illustration will make this point
lower end to within a short distance from
dearer. In the following diagram:
the upper end, has connected with it, a
C
small damper, which when the key rises,
falls upon the string of that note, stop¬
ping its vibration. By putting down the
right pedal a certain mechanism immedi¬
Suppose A-C to be a rod, working
ately moves the dampers from the from the pivot B. You cannot lower the
strings, thus allowing the strings to vi¬ end C, without at the same moment rais¬
brate, even after the key has arisen. ing the end A. Then let A represent
Here’ also comes into play the law of the chord being sustained and t the
Sympathetic Vibration.
By this law, new harmony about to be struck, then
not only does the string itself produce at the very moment of striking the
“upper harmonics,” but, at the same mo¬ chord at C the foot which is sustaining
ment, other strings also vibrate in sym- the previous harmony A, rises, only to be
pathv therebv enriching the harmony of immediately pressed down again the
the chord. Thus, by simply applying one moment the new chord is struck. This
of nature’s laws the original chord is will avoid any gaps. But the student
beautified.
inust always remember to raise tne pedal
Not only is this right or damper pedal instantly, on striking a wrong note, or
used for the enrichment of a single the error will be prolonged.
chord, but in the case of chords widely
The soft pedal (the one on the left)
distant from one another, whereas, with¬ should be very sparingly used, rather
out the pedal, there would necessarily be training the fingers to produce every
.. big gap of silence in going from one shade of tone even down to pianissimo.
chord to the other, by its use the one

hum-ming,The

Instrumentalists’ Physique
By Edwin H. Pierce

crick

Copyright

drum-ming, Ali
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A close observer, familiar with human
Piano playing is a much more strenu¬
nature as it is exhibited among musi¬
ous physical exercise than is commonly
cians, could pick out the various players
supposed by those unacquainted with the
of an orchestra without seeing their in¬
art True it takes only the pressure ot
struments, with reasonable accuracy. The
a few ounces to depress a single key
lips of a trombone player acquire quite
and produce a tone, but when this few
a different set from those of the flutist,
ounces is multiplied by the number of
and those in turn are quite different from
notes in a Liszt Rhapsody, for instance,
the oboist’s. All the string players ac¬
and is augmented by the extra force re¬
quire smooth little callous cushions on the
quired in occasional fortissimo playing, it
tips of their fingers, but the violinist has an
amounts to a surprisingly large number
air of nervous intensity and alertness
of foot-pounds a minute. Most pianists
which is seldom seen in the man who
have exceedingly firm and well-developed
plays the double-bass.
muscles, not only of the fingers, but of
A curious thing distinguishes players
the arm, shoulders and chest. Some vir¬
tuosos, such as Rosenthal, have a frame of the ’cello, which it is difficult to ac¬
like that of a healthy blacksmith. Even count for, yet an undeniable fact. They
all
have a peculiar set to the hair— a sort
pianissimo passages, if they are to sound
clear and not flabby, demand great re¬ of reversed curve in the forelock, a sort
serve force; the most delicate, soft play¬ of tongue sticking out over the forehead.
ing comes, not with weakness but with Several years ago the writer took a tal¬
ented young boy, who was a comparative
splendidly controlled strength.
Violinists likewise get good physical beginner on the instrument, to call on a
development from the practice of their professional ’cellist and play for him.
instrument, and curiously enough the Before the young performer had played
muscles of the left arm, which is com¬ a note, the artist ran his finger playfully
paratively quiet, seem to share an equal over the front of the boy’s hair and re¬
development with that of the right arm, marked: “He looks like a ’cellist!” It
which is more actively employed m bow¬ is pleasant to be able to state that his sub¬
ing The great Norwegian violinist, Ole sequent career justified the prophecy.
Bull, was a giant in strength. Once, Many of the best known ’cellists of the
when on a Mississippi River steamboat, past century have had this peculiar hair
being set upon by a bully who tried to formation. Victor Herbert’s head is a
pick a quarrel with him, he lifted the good illustration. It may perhaps be
fellow up in the air and threw him over objected that Pablo Casals, one of the
world’s greatest exponents of this instru¬
his head into the river.
It is interesting to note the different ment. is destitute of the characteristic
types of physique existing commonly Cupid’s-bow forelock, but the exception
among professional orchestral players. proves the rule—he is bald!

ORGAN MELODIES
““fferiWe Cloth Binding, "Price, $1.00

THE PRESSER
COLLECTION
An edition of standard studies
and classical collections in
book form at low retail prices.
WELL EDITED AND CARE¬
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Department for Voice and Vocal Teachers
Edited for July by D. A. Clippinger
“Thank

You

for

Your Most Sweet

Voices.”

SHAKESPEARE
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etude
PRIZE
CONTEST

Training a singer is a musical activity
be done successfully only, by a
and
musician.
The ear of the teacher is the most im¬
portant thing in voice training. If it is
not refined all manner of unmusical things
will pass by undetected, and instead of
producing beautiful voices he will per¬
petuate his own crudities.
The vocal mechanism must be con¬
trolled indirectly, not by direct or local
effort.

By D. A. Clippinger

A Sign of the Times
This conference was an unmistakable
sign of the times. It showed that voice
teachers are beginning to see the iniquity
of the so-called scientific wave that swept
over the world after the invention of the
laryngoscope, and which in the last half
of the nineteenth century was the direct
cause of more bad voice teaching than
ever occurred in any period of similar
length in the history of the world. The
country was full of teachers whose prepa¬
ration for voice training was gained from
the study of vocal anatomy and the use
of the laryngoscope, or—worse still—from
studying the books of one or more of
such mechanical inquirers. They had

picked up a certain amount of knowledge
of the vocal instrument, and some of
them could describe glibly the function
of every muscle and cartilage no matter
how small, but of the things necessary to
good voice, teaching, they knew little.
The writer remembers one such teacher
distinctly. He knew as much of vocal
physiology probably as any man of his
time, but when he was giving a singing
lesson he was so busy watching to see if
every cartilage of the larynx was func¬
tioning properly that he heard little or
nothing of the tone. In fact, he knew
nothing of the singing tone and was alto¬
gether unmusical. He wasted his whole
lift trying to make every part of the vocal
machine do what he thought it ought to
do, and never produced a single voice
that could sing acceptably.
The failure of that class of so-called
scientific voice trainers was due to their
having studied the mechanical side of
voice teaching rather than the aesthetic;
but a mechanical knowledge of the voice,
no matter how profound, will never make
its possessor either a singer or teacher.
Such knowledge bears the same relation
to singing that piano building does to
pinao playing.
What was the particular lure that drew
so many to the mechanics of voice teach¬
ing? It may be traced to the old saw,
as untrue as it is ancient, that “seeing is
believing.”
The human mind delights itself in hardboiled facts, in finalities. It argues that
when one has discovered a fact, he is on
a rock, and sometimes he is, in more ways
than one. It argues that if one holds his
larynx in a certain position and the tone
sounds fairly well, it is only necessary to
make the next pupil hold his larynx in

'.he same position and the same tone must
inevitably result.
Now. o e might follow this plan for a
lifetime and produce no effect whatever
on his ow>. musical nature or 'hat of his
pupils. Such teaching never produces
anything but a dry, mechanical tone,
'magine the musical barrenness of cue
whose preparation for teaching consists
of this uncertain mechanical knowledge,
and the deadening effect it has on the
pupil.
The training of a singer is a musical
operation and one who is unmusical will
never be successful. Many have tried it
and have fallen by the wayside. One
must have something more than cold
theories to offer pupils.
But it is urged that we use a physical
mechanism in singing, and therefore we
should know how to control it. Tt is true
we should, but the scientist who works
only with what he can see does not know
how to control it.
How much should the voice teacher
know about the mechanism of the voice?
The most important thing for him to
know is that under normal conditions it
responds automatically to all legitimate
demands. If the teacher be clear on this,
he may study vocal anatomy to any ex¬
tent without harm, but if he does not
understand this the less he dabbles with
the subject the better; for without this
fact clearly established in his mind, the
more he studies it, the less musical and
the more mechanical he will become.
There are certain things about the vo¬
cal organs that every one should know.
They are the following:
The vocal chords produce pitch and
nothing else. They do not form vowels
they do not make the tone bright or som-

T5>*
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her. The vocal cords do the same thing
when you sing <> as when you sing ah,
when you sing bright, and when you sing
somber.
The brightness or somberness of the
tone depends upon the form of the cavity
through which the sound waves pass after
leaving the vocal cords. The larger the
cavity the more somber the tone. If the
cavity be made too large it will be out of
tune with the pitch produced by the vocal
cords, consequently there will be no sym¬
pathetic resonance. It :■; as wrong to
make the cavity at the back of the throat
too large as too small. In the former the
tone will be too somber, in the latter it
will be thin, white, unsympathetic.
One or the other of these mistakes is
continually happening when the nupil is
taught to foi
his throat by dircc. effort.
H; will make the cavity either too large
or too small, and lie is certain to put some
rigidity into the throat, which will affect
the quality of the tone unfavorably. It
cannot be otherwise. It is not humanly
possible to form the throat by direct effort
and hold it so and produce a sympathetic
lone. But if this is part of the mechanism
is entirely free front tension, it will re¬
spond unerringly to the tone quality in
the mind of the singer and do it without
rigidity. Let us not forget that the part
of the mechanism above the vocal cords,
the part which affects the color of the tone,
must respond no less automatically to the
thought of quality than the vocal cords
do to the thought of pitch. This prin¬
ciple of automatic response is so impor¬
tant and far-reaching that it cannot be
mentioned too often. Nothing involved
in singing is acting correctly until it is
responding automatically to the thought
of the singer.

The Psychology of Singing
The process of singing is psychologic, do in learning to produce the pure sing¬
not physiologic. We live in a world of ing tone, but the singer, owing to the plas¬
thought. Ideas are the only realities, and tic nature of his instrument, has a far
they have definite form. To do anything greater task.
well we must first have the right idea of
Here enters the necessity of learning to
it, for the expression will never be better listen, especially on the part of the
than the idea.
teacher, for upon him rests the responsi¬
In the training of a voice the first step bility of forming the pupil’s taste.
is to have the right idea of tone and auto¬
Hearing is mental no less than seeing.
matic response. A tone is something to A French anatomist a long time ago said
hear. Therefore the voice teacher listens that the eye sees what it is looking for,
to the, voice; he does not look at it. There and it can look only for what it has in
is a gulf between those teachers who mind. We can see only that part of the
listen to the voice and those who look at universe of which we are conscious. The
it as great as that between Dives and Laz¬ same is true of hearing. One cannot cre¬
arus. The difference is as great as that ate mentally a tone better than the one of
between aesthetics and mechanics.
which he is conscious.
This I consider of supreme importance.
In listening to a pupil the teacher must
The training of a singer is a musical proc¬ hear two tunes, the one the pupil sings
ess no less than the training of a pianist, and the one he wishes him to sing. This
and in the production of tone quality it latter tone is the teacher's standard for
demands even a finer musical sense, be¬ his pupil and whether it be good or bad
cause the quality of the vocal instrument it in time becomes the pupil’s standard.
is not so definitely established as is that
Here, then, is the most important thing
of the piano. The pianist has much to in all voice training, the ear of the

most of the mistakes are made in vn
training. Unless the ear of the teach
which is his taste, is so thoroughly refin
by real musical feeling that it is sensiti
to the highest degree he will not be
much value to the student.
This reliable musical sense is the res
not only of native refinement of spi.
but of a long and wide acquaintance w
music itself. The mental reaction
music is different from all other thin
that come to us, therefore the thing •
call musical sense can be developed 01
through working with music.
The lack of this sensitive ear is si
noticeab.e in a cons'derable amount
the voice teaching of to-day. When ■
hear a voice that has been under the e
of one teacher for several years and t
throat is still full of resistance and t
tone harsh and unsteady there is but n
conclusion to be drawn, namely, that 'su
things do not offend his ear, hence th
are allowed to continue. This may

will be.

In the Studio

PIANOFORTE

At a recent meeting of the M. T. N. A.,
in St. Louis, there was a conference of
voice teachers which was attended by
representative men and Women of that
profession from all parts of the country.
The remarkable thing about that con¬
ference is that they were all of one mind.
Three papers were read, all of which
emphasized practically the same things,
namely, the psychology of singing; and in
the long discussion which followed, there
was not a dissenting voice.
The conference put itself definitely On
record as being entirely out of sympathy
with that brand of voice teaching which
believes in localized effort, direct control,
and which goes by what it can see rather
than by what it can hear. It declared in
no uncertain terms that the day of the
mechanic, the physicist, the scientific in¬
vestigator, and the so-called scientific
voice teacher whose' knowledge of the
voice has been gained in a physics labora¬
tory experimenting with an excised larynx
or a ipanometric flame, is rapidly passing.

If the teacher knows how to secure per¬
fect freedom in the vocal mechanism it
will become automatically responsive, and
if with this he has the right concept of
the pure singing tone the difficulties of
forming the voice will disappear.
There is abundant evidence that these
principles are more widely accepted to¬
day than at any time within the last cen¬
tury. This confirms our faith that the
art of bel canto is not lost and never

FOR

An Important Sign of the Times

traced to the fact that many voice teach¬
ers have but little real musical training
before beginning to teach, consequently
their tone concept is imperfect and they
do not set high standards for their pupils.
I am constantly amazed at the number
of teachers and singers who cannot detect
resistance in the vocal organ. A’his causes
them to resort to all manner of mechan¬
ical devices to “place the tone,” as they
call it, whereas the indisputable truth is
that when the mechanism is entirely free
from interference, or resistance, voice
placing takes care of itself.
My experience is that it is necessary to
keep working with this matter of resist¬
ance until long after the pupil thinks he
is free from it.
No amount of mechanical knowledge
will give the teacher the sensitive ear re¬
quired to detect the slightest degree of in¬
terference in the tone. It is a quality of
mind which comes with the development
of musical sense.
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Prizes

E TAKE pleasure in mak¬
ing the following offer in¬
tituling our new Etude
Prize Contest, being convinced of
the real value of a contest of this
nature in arousing a wider interest
ilk composition and of stimulating
the efforts of composers. In this
contest all are welcome without restrictions of any kind and we can
assure the contestants of a respect¬
ful hearing and an absolutely im¬
partial final judgment.

Seven Hand red Dollars
will be divided among the successful
composers in the following manner:

CLASS 1.

Concert
For the three best Coneeri puces for
piano solo
FIRST PRIZE .... $100 00
SECOND PRIZE
. .
75.00
THIRD PRIZE ...
00.09

CLASS 2. p”i2L
For the best three Drawing Rnom PteceS
for piano solo
FIRST PRIZE
... $75.00
SECOND PRIZE
. .
50.00
THIRD PRIZE ....
40.00
CLASS 3. Dance
For the four best piano pieces in
Dan e Form, such as Waltz, March,
Mazurka, Polka, etc.
FIRST PRIZE .... $50 00
SECOND PRIZE
.
40.00
TH1KD PRIZE ....
$5.00
FOURTH PRIZE . . .
25.00

R. W. (a man) wrote this morning: “I
have been using my light voice above the
staff and can sing high C easily, but peo¬
ple tell me it is falsetto and that I should
not use it. On the other hand, I can
sing C, third space, with chest voice and
carry it without much difficulty up to F,
but F# is very difficult and G almost im¬
possible. What is the matter?” The an¬
swer is at hand.
The falsetto, being the lightest mechan¬
ism in the male voice, can always be sung
without effort, therefore it is harmless,
but what this young man is doing with
his chest voice is so common, and has
been done so often and with such disas¬
trous results that one would think singers
would instinctively avoid it by this time,
but they do not; and every generation
has the same experience. He has forced
his thick voice up until hp has developed
such a resistance in the vocal organ that
by the time he reaches G he has not suffi¬
cient breath pressure to make the cords
vibrate, hence he must either stop or use
the falsetto. In either instance is he us¬
ing the head voice mechanism. To con¬
tinue to force the thick voice up will in a
short time put this voice out of commis¬
sion. He must stop carrying the chest

voice higher than C and above that must
use a lighter mechanism. In other words
he must carry the lighter head mechanism
down over the chest until they are
blended, and at all times must practice
with a tone he can produce without effort.
The development of the head voice is a
process requiring considerable time and
skill and is hardly likely to be done alone.
The sensitive ear of the experienced
teacher is necessary. The pure head
voice is as beautiful as it is rare, and like
the straight and narrow way “there be
but few that find it.”
A soprano came in this morning and
explained to me that she could sing up
to F, fifth line, but had nothing above it.
This is another chapter in the same story.
She was carrying her middle voice up as
far as she Could force it and ended there.
She was making no use whatever of the
head voice. Of the large number of
voices, young and old, that come to the
studio every year, only rarely do I find
one who can use his hea*d voice with com¬
fort to himself and others, which forces
upon me the conviction that the head
voice is a matter quite generally misun¬
derstood.

- o«

22

0IA11 of this, however, refers to the mis-
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ed shall be eligible for a prize.
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CONDITIONS

No restriction is placed upon the length

Its tone is purely that of the
Concert Grand, having great
power and sympathetic qualities.

Mass.

which the laws of Kepler could never

CLASS 4. Elementary
For the four best easy grade leaching
piece in any style for the piano
FIRST PRIZE
$50 00
SECOND PRIZE .
•
40.00
THIRD PRIZE
$5.00
FOURTH PRIZE
25.09

The"name and full address of the com¬
poser must be written upon the last
page of each manuscript submitted.
Piano compositions only will be cons'd
ered in this comp, titi >n. D,°
songs, organ pieces, violin pieces or
involve™* contrapuntal treatment of
themes and pedantic efforts should be

ties can make it.

™ e.'”™Ld“tote h‘s^“iS'b“<£“

ieft to ramble uncontrolled, leads us
astray into a w;iderness of perplexities
and errorSj a ianc] 0f mists and shadows;
^ which>
wmen, properiy controlled
cunuuncu by
uy experica|;cuAffirm becomes
hppnmpc the noblest
and reflection,
attribute of man.”
The imagination takes the materials of
experience and constructs therefrom new
and idealized images, but without a background of experience and the guiding
hand Qf judgment. it is only a flitting

have
AVn^fln^SwrDfenTlat8the top of the first
page "FOR THE ETUEE PRIZE CON-

This beautiful instrument seems
as nearly perfect as skill, experi¬
ence, and manufacturing facili¬

The Imagination
That the imagination is in bad repute

judgment have no part in i ,
tures are grotesque and impossible; a
that one who indulges it is flignty.
i
tell one that he only imagines so and so
' a more or less polite manner of informing him that in your opinion he
not telling the truth. It is the unreal
world we are told, in which Rousseau
. most of his tiriie with great pleasSP . himself but with little profit to any
ure to nimsen

Competitors must comply with the follow
ing conditions:
The contest will close October 1,1919.
The contest is open to composers or
every nationality.
.
, _ ,,TIir
A1ETUDE PRIZE CONTEST 1712 CHEST¬
NUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

An Ideal
Medium-Size Grand

usfo,v

A
Rose -Petal
Complexion
Smooth and velvety as
the petals of a rose is the
complexion aided by
Nadine Face Powder
This delicate beautifier imparts
an indefinable charm —a charm
which lingers in the memory.
The smooth texture of Nadine

When rightly used it is not a

“has a

'ts " —

the tenderest skin.

phenomena we habitually form mental
The singer must make constant use of
;
0f the ultra-sensible. There are the imagination in creating idealized ltnTories even in science, who regard imag- ages of feelings and emotions. Without
•nation as a faculty to be feared and it he cannot rise to anything above the
avoided They have observed its action commonplace. But the singer, no less
in weak vessels and are unduly impressed than the scientist, must have a large reshv its disasters. Newton’s passage from ervoir of experience upon which to draw,
/filing apple to a falling moon was an hence the need of musicianship and • a
act of the prepared imagination, without broad general culture.

Why not

:omplexions today.

it, by mall 60c.

If they hi

NATIONAL TOILET COMPANY
ris^Tenn.

The Real Annie Laurie
Annie Laurie was the real name of
the heroine of the ballad that has held
popular favor two and a half centuries,
She was the daughter of Sir Robert
Laurie baronet of Maxwelton, and was
born on December 16, 1682. The bard

gave “her promise true,’’ was William
Douglass. Did William lay me down
and dee, or was fair Annie s promise not
so true after all’ History omits details,
but supplies the fact that Annie Laune
married Alexander Ferguson, of Craig-
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Bffltri Ufllrntt
Discriminating travel¬
ers will find the Wolcott
very much to their liking; the
excellent appointments, the
faultless service and the unriv¬
alled cuisine. And, over all,
there is an atmosphere of re¬
finement and homelike dignity.

Doubtless many of the readers of this
magazine have heard the above expres¬
sion, either in some of the countries
abroad, where they have been traveling,
or from some foreigners traveling in this
country.
The charms of a beautiful speaking
voice have often been eulogized. But
you may say, “If my voice is not naturally
beautiful I cannot make it beautiful, can
I?” You can. Mary Lyon, who founded
the first college for women (Mount
Holyoke) had a habit of saying, “What
ought to be done can be done.”
I once went to a small town to give
some piano recitals and musical talks. I
mentioned the opinion that foreigners
had of the American speaking voice,
and said, “I can tell any lady how to have
an agreeable voice. If she will speak
: she will find herself
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Plano Wce.that will SeSboth performer and hSarer!
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acquiring an agreeable voice.” One lady
had been brought up in a university
town; she knew all about electricity and
magnetism, but she knew nothing about
the world of tones, so she went to one
of her friends, who was a fine musician,
and this lady showed her how to pitch
her voice on F and speak sentences, while
her voice moved, by inflections above
and below this pitch. After practicing
this for a few days she said to her hus¬
band, “Tack, have you observed any dif¬
ference in my way of speaking?” and he
said, “Indeed I h@ve.” So she explained
how it had come about, and he shouted
out, “God bless Madame Pupin; heaven
has come upon earth 1”
Many girls and women speak above
F, even on C. These are head tones and
are very disagreeable compared with
the chest tones. I have often wondered
why parents did not begin to train their
children’s speaking voices in early youth.
Perhaps they would not know how to go
about it. Well, first cease talking baby
talk to them. I shall never forget
my surprise when I heard a tot of
a baby saying, "See [ the [lit) tie | kitj tens f
play[ing|with|the|mit[tens. See|how[they[
roll [ them | all [a [ bout. |
See |how | they [pull [
the|stitch|es|out” It was more surpris¬
ing and far more beautiful than any baby
talk.
Mothers talking to babies usually
pitch their voices on a high key, and
that is perhaps the reason so many girls
and women talk an octave too high.
Now you may ask if there is any way
by which girls and women may change
their voices to more musical or, at least,
to more agreeable ones. Yes, there is.
You can have any kind of a voice you
wish
Here are the exercises They
are to be worked on these tones:
Ifi A

Bk

B

C
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You take the five vowels, a, e, i, o, u,
and pronounce them with the different
consonants, beginning ab, eb, tb, ob, ub,
spoken slowly and with decision, then
rapidly as, abbebbibbobbub. Repeat this
last four or five times. Begin all exer¬
cises on A and work up to F. Then take
the next consonant, d, and say, slowly,
ad, ed, id, od, ud on B flat, then rapidly,
addeddiddoddud four or five times, and
so on with the remaining consonants,
which are /, g, j, k, l, m, n, p, r, s, t, v, x, z.
As you go through these exercises you
will observe you get a different tone, ac¬
cording to the consonant used; for ex¬
ample—say with great decision ak, ek,
ik, ok, uk, and follow it with al, el, il, ol,
ul. The difference in tone quality may
help you to foresee that you will be able,
in time, to choose the kind of voice you
want. Your voice will be stronger, more
mellow and more flexible. (If A is too
low for your voice begin at C or D.)
After this exercise has been practiced
from the consonant B following the
vowel down to Z, following the vowel
it may be practised reversed, the vowel
following the consonant, but, in this case,
you add two additional sounds, viz., bo,
be, bi, bo, bu, boy, bow: da, de, di, do,
du, doy, dow. Give the perfect vowel
sound in each. Beginning on A take each
new consonant a semi-tone higher until
you reach F, then begin back at A.
A good way to practice this would be
to begin the ab on A and, having finished
with all on A, then reverse the order on
the same tone and repeat ba, be, bi, bo, bu,
boy, bow, as given above. This takes
more time, but is less fatiguing than to
follow out the ab’s, etc., and then return
to the ba’s.
When I was a girl I was very sickly,
and had a squeaky voice, but after prac¬
ticing these exercises I could speak
before 800 persons. Once upon a time I
resolved I would give an exhibition of
“Mi s. Jarley’s Wax Works” for a local
charity in my native town. A prominent
gentleman called on me and he was very
angry to think I would have the temerity
to try to do what he knew I could not
do. He said: “Think of the men who
have given ‘Mrs. Jarley’ here. Nobody
could hear your voice beyond the first
row of seats.” He went away quite indig¬
nant that I meant to persist in my idea,
and said he would not be present to see
me fail. In the afternoon I went into
the hall and, standing on the stage, I
went through these exercises, making my
voice as sonorous and as musical as I
could. The Jarley wax works were a
great success, and I was asked to repeat
it for another charity. I heard it said
that I was the first “Mrs. Jarley” that
had ever been heard to the door.
Now, dear reader, do not think of this
article as foolish nonsense. It has a
moral, a lesson for you. It is this: What¬
ever you would like to do or to be, just
know that you can do it and be it if
you are willing to pay the price; and’the
price is a mere nothing compared with
the glorious results.

Tricks of the Trade
The conversation at a frienH’c ),„„„„
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Two lady vocalists who had studied at
the same college happened to be singing
at a concert some years later, and the
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing
our advertisers.
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An Extraordinary Musical
Instrument

“Oh, That Terrible American Voice!”

D. A. CLIPPINGER

effectIve- and sounds natural, but ^ou
used not to have it.” “Well ” resnnndpd
her friend, “as it’s you and’ if P ^

Style F
grand
The quality of its tone
enraptures the heart as its
beauty of construction de¬
lights the eye.
Schomacker Piano Co.
Ettablished 1838
Philadelphia, Pa.

TINDALE MUSIC CABINETS
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have been wanting
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ious sizes, holding 200
to 1200 pieces or more.
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aJtjsical instruments have been made of
1 ifmanner of things since the time when
9
said that the dried sinews of the
il V*L fetched , across the shell, gave
idea for the first lyre. Perhaps the
th ' nnUsual musical instrument of modtimes is the Rockophone, which was
ernAo many years by a family of perthe Till Family (now
formers
d ; church choir work
of New York City). William
Till, the originator, found the rocks m
the Cumberland Mountains of England.
The rocks are gneiss and hornblende,
and were deposited prior to the mtroducti n of life upon the earth, possibly a
hundred million years ago. The instru¬
ment had a compass of five octaves, the
rocks being from six inches to four feet
long. Mr. William Till, who since his
retirement ha- been the organist of the
First Reformed Church of Bayonne, is
especially proud of the fact that John
Ruskin thought enough of the instrument
to write:
"i congratulate you most
heartily on the wonderful instrument, no
less than on the admirable skill of execu¬
tion with whi rh you exhibit its peculiar
qualities. You have given me a new in¬
sight into crystalline rock substance and
also a new musical pleasure.” The in¬
struments are not for sale, but there is a
small one which Mr. Till made for the
collection of the Metropolitan Museum of
New York. The instrument was played
after the manner of the Xylophone, and
the selections included a wide range from
Handel to Dvorak and Sousa.

Do You Remember
The Old Corn Doctor?
He stood on the street in the olden days
and offered a “magic corn cure.
It was harsh and it caused soreness, but
it did not end the corn. Nearly every¬
body had corns in those days.
That same method, harsh and ineffi¬
cient, is offered you in countless forms
today.

Grandmother’s Way
Another method, older still, was to
pare and pad a corn. That was grand¬
mother’s way.
Folks did not know the danger, for
they did not know of germs.
But they knew its uselessness. The
corns remained. Paring brought but brief
relief. Pads made the foot unsightly.
Ten-year-old corns

Then scientific men in the Bauer &
Black laboratories invented the Blue-jay
plaster.
It was based on research, on
knowledge, on many a clinical test.
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People began to use it. They found
that a jiffy applied it. They found it
snug and comfortable.

tht* most part inose vl

",
wantaa bPoeokeoflywS”
* l'l ssS significance to "the world, of
a- been possible for the editor-to
• Theodore Baker's, original work
,oim biographies. Great care has
with the matter of pronunciation,
0 Spacc is wasted with unnecessary
The most notable feature of this
„ mat the spirit of Dr. Baker’s original
judgment in apportioning the space to t‘10
composers and aligning the necessary
without over estimating or under-estimaiii =
the position of the composers, has Been pee
of appraising of^bro
served. _ matter
,
aii exceedingly difficult

They found that the pain stopped in¬
stantly, and it never came back. They
found that the corn completeiy dis¬
appeared, and usually in 48 hours. Only
one corn in ten needed a second applica¬
tion.
These users told others, and now mill¬
ions use Blue-jay. They apply it as soon
as a corn appears. Now at least onehalf the people never suffer corns.

onefand' few 'have done it with more.^sce^g
there are regrettable omissions m several
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16111 TipT. > March.
16112 A D.r
16113 J,
Josephine Ga.olte
Al The Soldier's Comp. -JJ
16115 SlroU in the Park. -J®
16116 Jolly Gipsies. •“
16117 Tender Farewell. -4“
16118 Under the Elm Tree. -4#
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leaving out some who should have been in
eluded8 We have not a record of the actual
number of biographies in this bookybutwe
should say that at least six thousand n^nes
are listed. As a shorter work it is mosi
desirable for the teacher.
The School Credit Course,
Sfn"
ence G. Hamilton. A.M., John P. Mai shall
Percy Goetschius, Will Earhart, William AimFisher. A series of lessons published in
KLftfcoU0 a eyear.V° publish^ by the
Oliver Ditson Co.
nri
System The thirty-six lessons correspond to
the thirty-six- welts of the school,year ana
embody many original and sensible ideas. «
with all material of this type, the actual 1
is that afforded by use, and upon this point
we naturally cannot dwell. Two features
deserving especial mention are ^
Illustrations and the very gradual pr 8
indicated. There is a commendable ansenc

of any attempt to rush the work along.
The lessons are put upon the market by a
reliable and old-established firm withou
t
attempt to browbeat teachers Into empioj b
this course to the exclusion of other maieim
under the threat that the teacher w m noi
Permitted to teach unless this material. •
used. In other words, the course stands m
just competition with any other cours ,
ng the teacher to make his own choice, x
books are substantially bound, uxcell t y
Printed and have been prepared by eaine
educators.

the millions ex¬

Then Came Blue=jay
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isted in those days.

Learn Harmony and Composition

You can, like them, keep free from
corns forever in this easy, simple way.
One test will prove this, and tonight. In
these scientific days it is folly to have
corns.

How Blue=jay Acts
A is a thin, soft, protecting ring which stops
the pain by relieving the pressure.
B is the B & B wax centered on the com
to gently undermine it.
C is rubber adhesive. It wraps around the
toe and makes the plaster snug and com¬
fortable.
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pedaling seem desirable.) However, this
STUDENTS PREPARED FOR THE
is not to be understood as meaning that
The study of the organ should not be the whole time is to be devoted to the
Church Service
undertaken until the student has a fairly pedals, but merely to emphasize the neces¬
and Recital Work
good piano technic. In the recognized sity of a variety of work for pedals at the
conservatories at least two years of piano
beginning.
work are required before the organ is be¬
After one hundred years at the pedal
gun. The philosophy of this is certainly
work alone, a student would still have to
right. If good pedaling is to be done, learn to play with hands and feet co¬
the hands must have had sufficient train¬ ordinated. So the music given in these
ing to be more or less automatic. Then books for L. H. and pedal, R. H. and
the mind is at liberty to attend to the pedal, two hands and pedal is to be prac¬
feet without a division of attention. But ticed. But the pedal exercises alone must
« .,
DR. WILLIAM C. CARL, Director
before any work is attempted with hands receive the chief attention for a long time.
c£taT
44 Weet 12th St., New York
and feet together, an unlimited amount of
Organ “Trios” Good Practice
work must be done on the pedals. And
here is the danger point. Every pupil
Trios are by far the most difficult—but
naturally wants to hurry on so as to play. also the most useful of all organ exer¬
The charm of the stops is alluring. But cises. They tend to the utmost independ¬
resist the impulse, for any defect in this ence of hands, feet and fingers. A hook
first work on the pedal board will show of twelve trios by Albrechtberger should
up later, if not in inefficiency, at least in not be overlooked. They are far from
being “pretty” or entertaining, but that is
uncertainty.
not what they were intended for. An
Instruction Book for Organ
algebraical problem is not attacked
Stainer’s organ instructor is the because it is pretty or entertaining, but
stand-by, and has been for over fifty because it is valuable mental discipline.
years. If this is used, care must be taken Exercises such as these trios (as well as
to transpose the pedal exercises wherever others which may be had) are disciplin-ki
it is possible. Where transposition is be¬ ary in their trend. They give security 1
independence—the
independence i
yond, the pupil, then enharmonic trans¬ and
positions must be attempted, i. e., exer¬ which makes the feet movements auto- |
cises written in A may be played in Ab, matic, and not until pedaling becomes
those in Eb may be played in E and so on. automatic does it become really artistic.
In Stainer’s book the exercises for the Before leaving this part let trie emphasize
Twenty.five Hundred in use. The highest grade
manuals may be omitted altogether. this truth, Bach Fugues, Mendelssohn
instruments. Gold Medals and Diplomas at Six
Manual practice is to be done on the Sonatas, the works of Merkel and RheinInternational Expositions. Satisfaction guarantee
Catalogs, specifications and estimates on reques .
piano. But no one book is sufficient to berger, are not for students in the early
give an adequate pedal technic, and there stages. To be ambitious is praiseworthy
M. P. MOLLER
Hagerstown, Maryland
are several books excellent to supplement _hut there is the “vaulting ambition that
Stainer’s. A good course might be out¬ o’er leaps itself.” This is seen when
pupils attempt difficult compositions with¬ Arranging and Correction of Mss.
lined from the following books:
°
A SPECIALTY
The Beginner’s Organ Book, George E. out due preparation—before they are
ready. We study organ in order to play A W BORST, Presser Bldg., Phila., Pa.
Whiting.
I of rawatus. SOUQS. Pianoforte and Curd. Music
Graded Materials for the Pipe Organ, these things. We do not play these things
to study organ. They are the end, not the
James H. Rogers.
Twenty-four Progressive Studies for means. They constitute the summit—not
NO TEACHER ^ulddes
the laborious steps to it. Much of the
the Pipe Organ, George E. Whiting.
Dudley Buck’s Pedal Phrasing Studies indifference exhibited toward these great
compositions is due to the fact that they
are also worth assiduous practice.
All these books are good for foundation are only too often indifferently played.
work, but the young organ student who A Bach Fugue, or Mendelssohn Sonata
wishes to be progressive and in line with adequately performed, will interest any¬
The (alter the skin. the more ugly it» V X§
the most modern usage in organ playing one, musical or otherwise. Badly, or even %
'
should obtain and read carefully the ar¬ poorly done, they will bore the unlearned % when marred by freeUea. and
and be a source of grief to those who
ticles by Samuel A. Baldwin in The
Etude for October, 191*, by Edward know. So, while it is not policy to stay in ft (eels, get from your Druggist'a package of Kinlho
the
A.
B.
C.
class
too
long,
yet
above
all
Hardy December, 1917, and Charles
things see to the real ground work of 1 way7o remove thlmLd puickly" “vealft. clear.
Quef, January, 1918, all of which deal
| youthful and beautiful completion, which, of course,
largely with the matter of pedal technic. good organ playing, i. e„ pedaling. Make | should have no freckles.
it secure and genuine, and it will be per¬ &
Use Kintho at the first sign of freckles applying
(The general adoption of the radiating
night and morning, and you should be delighted lo se*
manent, and any kind of a superstructure gS how
rapidly these ugly spots begin to disappear. Ills
concave pedal-board has made a modifica¬
g also Wel! to use Kintho Soap, as this helps to keep tb
tion of some of the old principles of may be reared on it.
ifil skin dear-end youthful.
Kintho Manufacturing Co.
,
| Ellicott Square
Buffalo, N. Y. j
Piano Study a Good Preparation
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The Organist, Present and Future

Too Many Makeshift Organists
The majority of organs in this country
are “presided at’’ by amateurs, who nat¬
urally do not encounter many difficulties
in the limited amount o,f playing they are
called upon to do. But it. often happens
that professional musicians—that is those
who make a living by playing or teaching
piano, take up organ work, partly on
account of its advertising value, and
partly because of the extra income it
affords. Now speaking broadly, any good
pianist can play an organ to some extent.
Natural musical feeling will suggest suit¬
able stops and combinations, once the reg¬
isters are known. Pedal notes can be
played now and then almost by instinct,
and, by the use of “fancy” stops, solo
passages, the swell pedal and tremolo,
one can manage to make a favorable
impression.
But of genuinely good
organ work, with a high order of mate¬
rial there is very little. Mendelssohn’s
Spring Song, the Gavotte from Mignon,
Melody in F, Heimweh and similar pieces
really do not belong to the category of
organ music, and to play pieces of this
kind, to the almost total exclusion of bet¬
ter material, is certainly putting a lordly
instrument to base uses.
But (it might be asked) if such com¬
positions please the majority, why not let
well enough alone? Why attempt to
make any change if the present order of
things is agreeable to those who listen?
This is easily answered. In the study of
literature, the best, and only the best of
poetry and prose is read and studied,
and nothing that savors of mediocrity is
tolerated. In the study of piano, violin
and vocal music, and in the public offer¬
ings of the great artists, only the cream
of the finest compositions is used. But
the organ—the noblest instrument of
them all; the wonderful evolution of the
centuries; whose long association with
cathedral and cloister has invested it with
something akin to sacredness; whose
massive tones and cumulative effects
peculiar to itself invest it with a dig¬
nity and majesty that no other instru-

ment even approaches—is often brought
to the level of the barrel organ or man¬
dolin club. This is regrettable, but not
necessarily beyond improvement. In the
past the organist has always stood for the
most exalted musicianship. In our own
country and times the real organists are
on an equally high plane.
It is their duty and privilege to do all
in their power to improve conditions by
inculcating by all means at their com¬
mand, the necessity for deeper and more
thorough organ study, and by never miss¬
ing an opportunity of letting people
hear the best organ music. Their exam¬
ple is sure to be followed by organists
elsewhere, and a wholesome leavening
will take place. Then let the young man
who decides to study the organ, be satis¬
fied with nothing short of the highest
standards, and exalted ideals, instead of
being content with the ability to be noth¬
ing but a player of “pretty tunes.” Again
it might be urged, people want these
pretty tunes, and do not want Bach
fugues and Rheinberger Sonatas. Even
if this is true—which is by no means
certain—it is a great stride from the
pretty tunes to the fugues and sonatas;
and an eternity of fine music is to be
found between these two extremes. It is
beyond question that people who never
hear better music will never develop a
taste for it. The rag-time craze is due,
not so much to the fact that people
demand it, but because they hear little
else. Dealers say that purchasers of talk¬
ing machines invariably lay in a supply
of popular records at first, and just as in¬
variably by degrees change to the high¬
est class of operatic and orchestral music.
It is worth much to be ah organist to
have such golden opportunities. In course
of time, employers of organists will see
to it that something else beside light and
frivolous flourishes, are offered as the
badge of organistic accomplishment. It
might be said at this point that many
churches are imposing on all candidates
for the organ bench, the condition that
they be members of the American Guild
of Organists.
What the Guild Stands For
This, most assuredly, is a right move,
because the organization stands for all
that is best and noblest in organ playing
and musicianship. And there will ulti¬
mately be no dearth of material if the
aspiring student begins right, and keeps
to the straight and narrow path that leads
to the mountain tops. The American stu¬
dent is unusually ambitious, but is also
unusually impatient; and the American
teacher being somewhat easy going (and
having a living to make)—they sometimes
fail to get together on the matter of
slowly, but surely building a thorough
and solid foundation. It means hard
work and a degree of determination to

conquer, together with a, clear realization
of the necessity of a long time spent on
fundamentals, if. the difficult task of
learning to play, the organ well is to be
accomplished as it should. But verily, the
reward will be abundant.
The Organist’s Task Most Complex
It has been said previously that to
play the organ adequately is a herculean
task requiring much hard work, much
concentration, patience and endurance, in
addition to whatever natural talent one
may possess. This may be made clearer
by some slight comparisons. The violin¬
ist as a rule, plays but one note at a
time. Two notes at a time are often
played, and in a way three or four are
possible; but violin playing in the main
consists of single notes, and the same is
true of all the other members of the vio¬
lin family, and of all wind instruments,
wood, and brass. In the case of the
piano, the fingers of each hand are to be
made independent, flexible and strong, for
running passage wotk In addition they
must be trained tp play whole handfuls of
keys at one time both quickly and ac¬
curately. Pipe organ playing makes the
same exacting demands on tfie hands so
far as strength, independence, agility and
endurance are concerned. But, in addi¬
tion to all this, is the training of feet,
which, on a special keyboard for that pur¬
pose must be made to do all kinds of agile
“stunts,” sometimes calling for a speed
limited not so much by the naturally
slower movements of heavier members as
by the fact that the deep pedal pipes are
somewhat slower of speech. Further the
pianist is concerned with but one key¬
board, while the organist may be called
on to manage two, three or even four,
separately and in combinations. Again,
while the touch or feel of piano key. boards is different to some extent as to
dip, elasticity or weight, they are not so
radically different bpt that anyone in fair
practice can play on one as well as upon
another. On the other hand, every organ
keyboard is as different as possible from
every other keyboard; and, in case of
organs coupled in old-fashioned ways,
every coupler used adds a most discon¬
certing weight to the keys. Again—one
pedal board may be an old one with nar¬
row keys placed close together; and pos¬
sibly in another the pedal keys may be
radiating or concave, or both. The organ
bench in one case is so high that the
pedals at the extreme right and left may
be nearly out of reach; in another the
organ seat may be so near the pedals, that
a “tuck” in the limbs would be a decided
advantage. Had Abraham Lincoln been
an organist his mot to the effect that “a
man’s legs ought to be long enough to
reach from his body down to the ground ’’
might have received some modification,
taome pedals go down easily, others have

r

,VO or three months of interesting profit¬
able study along some special line may
mate a world of difference in all your music
work next year. Best of all most of the
following books make oery enlertaimngreadini to one whose chief joy in life ts music
and its makers.

HOW TO UNDERSTAND

By T. L. Rickaby
Music teachers are often questioned as
to which musical instrument is the most
difficult to master. The answer usually
given is that each one has difficulties
.peculiar to itself and that to play well,
equally hard work is required for one as
for another,—which is only partly true.
Anyone who has studied violin, piano and
pipe organ seriously, and especially any¬
one who has taught them to any extent
will have .enough knowledge of them on
which to base the assertion that so far
as acquiring a real mastery of the instru¬
ments is concerned, the difficulties en¬
countered in the study of the violin and
piano are not to be compared with the
excessively hard task assumed by the
earnest organ student.

Worthwhile

to be literally stamped upon. Again—
the various registers are sometimes
governed by draw stops, which are sel¬
dom, if ever, placed alike (or named
alike) in any two organs. Sometimes,
instead of knobs to draw out, there may
be balanced tablets, and again there may
be a miniature keyboard placed above the
manuals, each key, when touched, bring¬
ing on some register. In the matter of
composition pedals, each one on every
individual organ can be depended upon to
do something different from every other
one, and in a different way It is merely
a trifle, but worthy of mention here, that
the swell pedal is sometimes in one place
and sometimes in another. It is sufficient
to say that in all points the organ is the
most bewildering instrument to manipu¬
late. Its adequate handling calls for more
hard work, more quick thinking, more
originality and more concentration than
any other instrument under the sun. This
is not written to discourage the pros¬
pective organ student, but to give hints a
clear idea of what he has to face; so that
the organist of the future may be better
equipped than many of those - f the present.
To all of this it may be objected that the
majority of organs are small, and do not
cafl for much effort or skill. This may
be true in the main, but better and larger
organs are being built all the time. Any
modern two-manual organ, with from
twenty to twenty-five stops, manual
couplers, sub and super-octave couplers
and composition pedals or pistons, will
call for all the concentration a student
may possess or care to expend, and, more¬
over, will give him all the study he de¬
sires. And further—and this is of vastly
greater moment—any student who reso¬
lutely sets himself the task of mastering
a small organ and succeeds, has made
considerable progress .towards the attain¬
ment of the insight and skill necessary
to the manipulation of a larger and more
complicated one. The student will do
well to guard against any discontent with
what he may consider an inadequate in¬
strument. It is the inefficient workman
who quarrels with his tools. Practically
all organ music can be satisfactorily
played on an organ with the specifications
mentioned. Much of the, greatest organ
music was composed for and played on
what the average American organist
would consider a poor instrument. A
multiplicity of registers and manuals in¬
sure variety and volume, but not neces¬
sarily real musical effects. It is a much
discussed question and one far from be¬
ing settled as to whether the efforts of
modern organ builders are calculated to
help or hinder, but mechanical devices
and improvements (?) of various kinds
are with us to stay and must be reckoned
with. They are a means, however, not an
end.
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Price $1.50
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We are always hearing of the largest.
organ, its chief characteristic being that
it never stays long in the same placeI One
is now being planned in the Public
Li dger Auditorium in Philadelphia. The
organ consists of three divisions each with
four manuals and pedal, and a total of 28J
stops. Each division can lie used separately or in combination. A list of the.
. stops, couplers, pistons, and accessories
fills three columns longer than those on
this page and might easily bewilder any
but an experienced performer. It is a
very difficult matter to realize that a
musical instrument is being spoken of to
read that “In addition to the three fortyhorsepower motors and blowers, there are
two three-horsepower motors, two 125ampere generators, automatic starters,
controls, telephones,” etc.

super octave couplers a surprising variety
is possible.
At least so says the magazine para¬
graph. It would seem, however, the day
of the small organ of this type is past.
We have advanced beyond the place
where it would please or satisfy.

A Curious Organ
An instrument has been constructed
which combines in a way the piano and
organ.
The console can be placed in front of
the piano, and thus the performer has two
keyboards under his control and also the
contrasting sounds of the piano and or¬
gan. Pipes and blower are portable. The
horsepower is not given.
Several inventions of this nature have
been placed on the market from time to
time, but none of them seem to give last¬
ing satisfaction. Probably one reason is
that as piano wires and organ pipes are
A Small Organ
A prominent firm is featuring a small affected bv heat and cold in exactly

[Austin Qrgansj
I

N

receiving contracts

for very large memo¬
rial organs for Pueblo,
Col., and Melrose Mass.,
the Austin Company is
given another proof of
its pre-eminence in the
organ world. These con¬
tracts came

after

ex¬

haustive investigation of
the field.

[Austin Organ CP.
Woodland St.
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«If All Would Play First

Violin

We Could Get No Orchestra

Tnaothrr

— R.

SCHUMANN

Together.

Inconsistencies in Studying Violin
That so many ignorant would-be violinIsn't it strange—
its (usually self-taught) are possessed of
That the man who'thinks nothing of
' the absurd idea that it is a good plan to
paying from.$300 to $500 fcr a piano for
let the rosin dust accumulate around the
his daughter, thinks from $10 to $15 is an
bridge, instead of wiping the violin clean
ample appropriation for a violin for his
after they are through their practice for
the day. An accumulation of rosin dust
That many violin students, who would ruins the varnish of the violin in time,
at once see the absurdity of trying to checks the free vibration of the belly, if
repair their own watches instead of tak¬ it becomes caked in too great quantities,
ing them to a jeweler, try to repair their and gets on the fingers of the left hand,
own violins, adjust new bridges, re-hair especially if left on the fingerboard.
bows, etc., notwithstanding the fact that
That a bit of paper pasted inside a
it takes fully as long to learn the trade
crudely made violin, so new that the var¬
of violin repairing, as it does to learn to
nish has hardly had time to dry, thte said
repair watches.
paper bearing the magic name of Stradi¬
That so many violin players never varius, is proof positive to so many violin
change their strings until they break, not¬ owners that the violin is a genuine Cre¬
withstanding the fact that the strings may mona, and worth $20,000.
have become lifeless, .toneless, ragged,
That the editor of a musical magazine
false, worn flat where the bow is applied,
is expected to tell the exact value of a
soaked with perspiration, and generally
violin he never saw, on the strength of a
worthless. They do not wear their clothes
copy of the label, sent by mail, with the
until they are hanging in rags, then why
additional information as to how long the
not change strings when the old ones are
“violin has been in the family.”
worn out ?
That so many people set out to make
That many amateurs will spend weeks
violin playing a profession, without the
of valuable time trying to master some
precaution of taking an examination and
problem in violin playing which a good
getting the opinion of some competent
teacher could explain to them in ten
violin authority, as to whether they pos¬
minutes.
sess -the requisite talent for success in
That so few violin students have a professional violin work. A $10 bill spent
musical dictionary handy at all times, in this way would often save the candi¬
so as to learn the meaning of the musical date for the profession thousands of dol¬
terms with which every composition is lars, and years of useless effort.
marked. They would read the directions
That so many violin students select for
on a medicine bottle, so why not learn
to read and understand the directions on public performance their most difficult
pieces—pieces which they cannot even
an exercise or piece they are studying?

play during their practice hours without
innumerable mistakes, let alone tn public,
with all the attendant nervousness and ex¬
citement. Why not select pieces they arc
sure of, no matter how easy, with the
result that they would probably play their
best, and give real pleasure to their audiThat not a few violin students try to
induce their teachers to let them study
pieces of their own choosing, instead of
leaving to the teacher the question of
what is best for them. They do not tell
the doctor what medicines to give them
when they get medical advice. Why then
try to dictat: to the teacher? If the pupil
has not full confidence in his teacher, why
not get another teacher?
That so many people without a particle
of talent for the violin persist in trying
to learn it. If a student has not a rea¬
sonably good sense of pitch at the start,
he -had better take another instrument
whose intonation does not depend on the
performer, instruments with frets, for in¬
stance, or the piano. Without talent, no
instrument can be played well; but some
instruments are more bearable than others
when played by the untalented. The
violin is intolerable.
That so many violin students persist¬
ently neglect to practice straight bowing,
with flexible joints, on the open strings,
until the habit of straight bowing be¬
comes automatic. They recognize at once
that correct tone production is the basis
of all success in singing. Why not ap¬
ply the same reasoning to violin playing?

That so many violin students and ama¬
teurs are like the man who complained
that he had a "champagne appetite and a
beer income,” in that they have a “con¬
certo appetite” and “folk-song ability.”
They look with disdain on the compara¬
tively simple violin music which they
could play effectively, and fritter away
their time trying to play great concertos,
and the famous show pieces which only
great artists can safely attempt.
That parents, who would at once see
the absurdity of their children becoming
proficient in arithmetic or geography by
attending school only one day each week,
cannot undertstand why a violin teacher
is unable to make Kreislcrs out of their
children, with one short half hour lesson
a week. Some of them want the miracle
accomplished with one half hour every
two weeks I
That violin pupils are. many of them,
too negligent to preserve the- curve of a
fine violin bow, by unscrewing it after
playing, and, instead, ruin it by leaving
it screwed up tight at all times.
That many violin pupils practice in the
wrong position all week, and then expect
their teacher to straighten out all the
faults in one short lesson a week.
That young violinists neglect to hunt
up a piano accompanist for a good prac¬
tice once or twice a week, notwithstand¬
ing they are well aware that playing
their pieces with the piano would be of
the greatest benefit to them.
That so many violin pupils neglect
opportunities of attending c ncerts where
good violin playing can be heard.

Bettering Violin Tone by Simple Means
By Robert Alton
In examining a violin made by An¬
tonins Stradivarius—and by this is meant
a genuine instrument, guaranteed beyond
doubt to be the work of Stradivarius—
three things will be noticed, first, the
flatness of the model; secondly, the ex¬
treme care in the workmanship, and
thirdly, the high finish. Now if this
instrument has been adjusted and strung
by a first-class maker, who thoroughly
understands his business, another point
will be noted—the careful fitting of all
accessories.
Stradivarius, as is well known, served
his apprenticeship in the workshop of
Amati, and we find throughout the course
of his long life a gradual breaking away
from the comparatively high model of
the latter maker, and also a gradual alter¬
ation of. outline and arching. The chief
difference is in the arching. As Stradi¬
varius progressed, his instruments grad¬
ually gained in strength and sweetness in
the precise ratio to the flattening of the
model. Here is a proof, if proof is to
be found, of the superiority of the flat
model. But the flat model in itself is
not sufficient to constitute a good fiddle,
or to ensure good tone and indeed it
should not be regarded as an absolute

requirement, for the violins of Amati are modern fiddles, yet it is by no means the
by no means to be despised, and those of least important of the four. A firstStainer, who used a very high model, class violin may be quite spoiled so far
as tone value is concerned, by defective
still have their admirers.
The second and third points are care adjustment and even a Stradivarius
in workmanship and high finish, and of would suffer by shifting the soundpost
course we cannot compare any of the out of place, or putting a bridge up with¬
first-class makers in this respect, for all out fitting the feet to the arch of the
their work is extremely carefully made belly. In fact in many cases (more than
and finished. But it will generally be some violinists are aware of) the ad¬
found in modern work that (other con¬ justment of the violin is the whole secret
ditions being equal) the most carefully of its fine t—
Now with regard to this latter question
finished fiddle is the best instrument.
The writer’s personal experience proves there are several points to be taken into
that a violin roughly and carelessly made consideration. Suppose a nicely arched,
is in no degree to be compared for tone well-built violin—well seasoned wood,
value with a highly finished instrument correctly made and finished to the last
of equally good model. By “highly fin¬ degree, inside and out—how is it to be
ished” is not necessarily meant highly adjusted? And on the correct answer to
jvanished, but rather, carefully sand¬ this question depends the whole tone
value of the instrument.
papered to a satin finish inside, linings
The soundpost must be, properly fitted
thoroughly bevelled and fitted, all parts
first. Nothing will make up for deficien¬
intended to be glued, really glued home
cies in this respect. The finest violin in
to their respective places, by the aid of
the world will not do justice to its cre¬
glue which will hold, and no portion of ator with a badly fitted post. The wood
the structure sprung out of place.' This must be straight in grain, and the grain
high finish is characteristic of all good must be chosen according to the build of
violins, and is worth noting.
the fiddle. If the violin is inclined to be
The fourth point is one which, above all soft in tone, the post must be resinous
of the others, seems to be ignored in many hard in material, and rather thin in diam-

eter. The correct post for each instru¬
ment is to be found only by experiment,
and the proper place for it in the instru¬
ment is also to be found only by the same
means. Many violins are fitted with
soundposts which are fit only for fire¬
wood. Even of more importance than
the wood of the post is the fitting of it.
It must fit all over, top and bottom,
against the back and the belly. Anything
short of this perfection in fitting will
simply mean that so much of the tone
will be lost. There is no other alterna¬
tive. If the choice and fitting of this
most important accessory be imperfectly
carried out so much the worse for the
fiddle.
The bridge ranks second only to the
post. The fitting, and especially the
weight, will make all the difference to the
tone. From close observation, for over
twenty-five years, of all kinds of instru¬
ments, the author feels justified in stat¬
ing that most violinists err in the direction of heavy bridges—too much woo >
rather than too little. Of course, » *
bridge is too light, the tone will sutte,
in roundness of quality, but as stat^
above, the fault generally seems to be i
the other direction. In fitting, the feet m«s
fit truly, all over their under surface ,

against the arch of the belly. This is
accomplished by rubbing them backwards
and forwards, within narrow limits, on
fine sandpaper, laid rough side up on the
arching of the belly, the bridge standing
in the position it will occupy in playing.
Yet, thickness and fitting may be both
right, and the height of the bridge all
wrong; here again the alteration of an
eighth of an inch may make a very great
[oclel and Tools. Diploma granted.
difference. GeneraUy speaking, bridges
are used too high. Of course, the height
i*ff'F°Wt"dajr for free illustrated booklet which of the bridge really depends upon the
describes the school and its methods, with proof ol
height of the end of the fingerboard from
dt
“yk b'b Sr?a?ent maTbelevefopeTratPlo« the belly of the violin. This averages
one-thirty-second inch less than three, quarter inches, but varies slightly on dif¬
ferent instruments. Less rather than
greater height is to be preferred. Of
course the alteration of this height will
necessitate the taking out of the neck,
M ZJ"7/NOW Is the Time to Get
to do the job properly, but it will often
'Mj P
/ Rid ol
ot These Ugly Spots.
-(JV
alter a harsh, poor quality tone, into a
••• —
the slightest need ot teelir freckles, as Othine—
good one, because, the bridge may be low¬
itrength—la guaranxeeu vu
ff i.omely spots.
ered, after the neck is put right. Some¬
times, however, it is not the fault of the
‘othin E—
neck and fingerboard, but of the bridge
itself. In this case the bridge requires
trimming down. There is no necessity
for the strings to be further away from
the fingerboard than is required for their
proper vibration. Many violins which are
unsatisfactory in tone may be put right
by this alteration alone, and a gain made
in ease of fingering at the same time.
And nothing should be neglected which
will aid the performer in the playing of
this difficult instrument. The intricacies
The leading International Musical
of bowing and fingering are in themselves
Weekly Newspaper Devoted to
quite sufficiently difficult, without the
the Musical aetivitiesof the world.
work being added to by a defective in¬
Profusely Illustrated
strument.
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Canada
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correct diameter. A string gauge, ob¬
The Leading Weekly Paper devoted
tainable from any music shop, will enable
to every branch of the Musical Inthe amateur to test the thicknesses of the
Contains all the News.
strings he purchases. Gut is perhaps the
Is < iinstructive and Educational.
best material for strings, at least it is
Profusely IllustraXed
very reliable, does not fray so easily as
silk and possesses a clearer note. Good
IT IS A VALUABLE ASSET TO THE
DEALER IN THE RETAILING OF
strings are clear and smooth, and vibrate
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
evenly, showing two lines of vibration
only, when set in motion with the thumb,
Subscription Price; for One Year:
either on the violin or stretched out be¬
Domestic . . $3.00
tween the fingers of each hand.
Canada
. . 4.00
The strings should not lie in grooves
Foreign
. . 5.00
cut in the bridge. They will make their

fSFFRECKLES

'/ Jk

1

own bed, if suffered to do so, in the top
of the bridge, and this is more satisfac¬
tory than the prevalent method of cutting
grooves in the top of the bridge, which
only tend to break strings by jamming
them in the nich when the violin is being ■
tuned. Another fault in this connection
is that the string will sometimes buzz
unpleasantly if lying in a deep groove
either in the bridge or in the nut at the
head of the fingerboard. There should
only be sufficient depth to hold the string
in its place—no more. Should the nut be
too high, file it carefully down until it is
of the correct height. When the strings
are correctly fitted they should be sep¬
arated from the fingerboard (at the nut)
by a distance just sufficient to allow a
playing card to slide into position, against
the nut, when slipped in between them
and the fingerboard. Any higher will lead
to difficulties in fingering (especially
when playing in flats), any lower will
allow the strings to buzz on the finger¬
board. Buzz is also occasioned by a
warped fingerboard, or by grooves worn
in its surface by constant practice of the
“vibrato.” These grooves may be scraped
out (if not too deep) by the aid of a car¬
penter’s scraper, always taking care to
keep the fingerboard level and even all
over, i. e., avoiding hollows in the board.

MUSICAL AMERICA

MUSIC TRADES

The Piano 6 Organ

Purchaser’s Guide
For 1919
The Twenty-third Annual Edition
Now Ready. Contains complete
authenic list and grading of Pianos
and Organs manufactured in the
United States. Also some account
of the leading Phonograph and
Talking Machine Manufacturers,
Music Roll Makers, Supply Houses
& Musical Merchandise Concerns.
Price 25 cents per copy
ibU to the Dealer in Protecting Standard
es of Pianos and Players in Competition.

THE MUSICAL AMERICA CO.
THE MUSIC TRADES CO.
501 Fifth Avenue, New York
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LET US SEND YOU SOME OF OUR
Old, Antique y|A| INC
and Modern V I U L I W O
AT NON-PROHIBITIVE PRICES
VIOLINSingjoTand could not

The world-renowned “Gemunder
Art” Violins $200.00 to $500.00 each.
Old family relic,
We have Everything for Violinists
Educational Pamphlets Free on Request
Subscribe to the Violin World, a monthly,
$1.00. Est. 1892.

Well-Fitting Pegs, etc.
The fitting of pegs is also important.
Badly fitted pegs will rattle, and it is dif¬
ficult to tune correctly by their aid.
Again, mother of pearl or metal orna¬
mentation, either in pegs or tail piece, is
unnecessary, and is, moreover, liable to
work loose and jar or buzz.
The loose wire wrapping on the G
string is also sometimes productive of a
mysterious buzzing sound. A liberal ap¬
plication of almond oil over the string
(wiping it thoroughly dry the following
day) will cure this fault. Of course it is
unnecessary to state that no oil must be
permitted to touch the hair of the bow.
Almond oil, also, is the correct medium
with which to clean the violin, and noth¬
ing in the nature of turpentine or methy¬
lated spirit should on any account be
used.
Close attention to the foregoing hints
on adjustment will go a long way in mak¬
ing a violin with a poor tone into a good
one. Of course, for faults in build or
arching there is no remedy. The prospec¬
tive buyer of a violin should make him¬
self acquainted with the varieties of build,
outline and tone, before spending money
in the purchase of an expensive instru-

A Five-Fingered Hand
violin playing would a five-fingered
violinist be? Would the violin have
five strings, and would it be tuned in
sixths instead of fifths as at present?
What a remarkable range of technical
possibilities would open up before a five¬
fingered violinist playing on a fivestringed violin. The construction of all
musical instruments is naturally adapted
to the human hand and its limitations.
An extra finger, as in Guliano’s case
would doubtless have changed the
method of construction of nearly every
instrument.

Gerado Guliano was recently ar¬
raigned in New York City for stealing
a wrist watch, and was sent to police
headquarters to have finger prints made,
as is the custom with criminals. It was
then discovered that he had five perfectly
formed fingers on each hand and a thumb
He also had six toes on each foot It
was the first time in the police depart¬
ment records that such a case had pre¬
sented itself. It opens up an interesting
range of possibilities if Guliano should
become the founder of a five-fingered
race. What kind of a super-technician

HUBU5T GEWiiNDER S 50N5

. Est. 1
" New York

11 West 4 Id St. Dept. E

r

OUR “SPECIAL”

O r 10 Tested Lengths, O C Q
^DLSilk Violin E, for UU
Send for Violin and Cello Catalogue
musicians supply CO.

STUDY HARMONY
and COMPOSITION
by MAIL
course, aenu [ g. j^gs eorrectei
ALFRED WOOLER, Mas. Dec.
A 322 W. Utics Sl„ Buffalo. N.

I

A Volume

of One
Hun¬
dred
and
Twenty-seven Pages
OF

CELEBRATED
COMPOSITIONS
BY

FAMOUS COMPOSERS
Price, 75 cents

s^h^‘padeix''isltT.e^oklinL^iLichinanincdbtRsbinstein, Scharwenka. Schubert. Schumann.
Schutt, Strauss. Thome and Tschaikowsky.
THEODORE PRESSER, Philadelphia, Pa.

VIOLIN STRINGS
Used by the leading artists of the Philadelphia Orchestra

strC afPfSrt.SKI£&£&£?‘jg
the besUtalianstrings. American make.

The Most Important Thing
By Miss Alice Clausen
The ability to arouse enthusiasm is
probably the most important thing in
teaching. If y°u can accomplish it there
will be happy lessons, capful practicing
and interesting playing. Do not mistake
the meaning of the word enthusiasm
taken in this sense. I do not mean a
sudden, bubbling over of spirits It is
more the feeling that you and the pupil

have gone on some happy musical excur¬
sion and are both curious to see what you
can find that is strange and interesting.
Enthusiasm increases the thirst for
knowledge—that
insatiable
curiosity
which leads the student on and on until
he acquires information and skill, which
are the real factors in education.

THEO. PRESSER CO. - PhHadeli
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WHAT HAPPENED AT THE
CONCERT
(Prize Winner.)
My home is in a small town and conts are very rare. One day I heard that
L music pupils were to have a concert
d I was so happy thinking of what a
jjeat it would be. I could hardly wait
for the time to arrive.
Finally we went to the Auditorium and
before I realized, the curtain rose slowly
and several little fairies appeared on the
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CONDUCTED BY ELIZABETH A.GEST
Who Knows?

Alice in Musicland

July
You know this is the season to weed the
garden. Maybe some of you in the heart
of the cities have; never seen a real gar¬
den, and would not know the 'difference
between the weeds and flowers if you
should see them, but you do know that no
one wants weeds!
So keep your 'musical garden weeded,
too. Pull up by the roots all bad habits,
mistakes, wrong fingering, stiff wrists,
and all sorts of things that might spring
up and take root during the summer.
Even if you cannot do much regular
practicing during'vacation, you can do a
few minutes regularly every day—just
enough to keep the weeds from growing.

Finally it was time for Alice to take
her music lesson. “Oh, dear me,” she said,
“where shall I begin?”
“Begin at the beginning, of course!”
said the caterpillar.
“But it has no beginning,” said Alice;
“it just is.”
“Is what?” asked the caterpillar rudely.
“Is,” said Alice.
“Was,” said the caterpillar.
“Oh, I see,” said Alice.

Can You Read This Letter?
Dear Student:
It is high | that I sent you a ^ of It
command to /T' before you write your

enable you to see that all the bs or #s
and 12431 were correctly given.
Now, it is quite b I shall ask you to
write thej Jj clearly upon the fe--—_

“See what?” asked the caterpillar. Alice
did not answer, for she really did not
know what to say. The caterpillar took
the hookah from his mouth and looked
at Alice. “You are a most provoking
child!” he exclaimed. “Where is C?”

1. What great composers died blind?
2. Whgt are chimes?
3. What is meant by con grazia?
4. Who wrote “Samson and Delilah?”
5. What is a madrigal?
6. What is the national anthem of
France?
7. What is a metronome?
8. Of what nationality was Dvorak
and when did he die?
9. What are harmonics?
10. What is this?

“Well, it might be—”
“I did not ask for B; I said where is
C?”
“Oh, I see,” said Alice.
“You don’t,” contradicted the caterpil¬
lar. Again Alice was silent.
“B sharp!” said the caterpillar.
“I am,” said Alice.
“No, you’re not,” said the caterpillar;
“you are a naturally stupid child and you
cannot be sharp when you are natural.
Really Alice was getting quite provoked.
“Suppose we have the rest to-morrow,"
she suggested.
“The rest of what?” said the caterpil¬
lar.
“The rest of this lesson," she said.
Answers to Last Month’s
“No; we will have the rest now. How
Questions
do you play a rest?” he asked suddenly.
“I don’t know,” said Alice.
1. The stem is placed on the right side
“By net playing it, of course,” answered of a note when pointing up, and on the
the caterpillar. Alice was getting quite left side when pointing down. 2. Adelina
out of patience with the caterpillar by this Patti was a famous operatic soprano of
time, and the way he said “of course” an¬ the past century. 3. Schumann died in
noyed her. “I must be going,” she said. 1856. 4. Schubert wrote the “Unfinished
“B, going up. Play it with both hands,”
Symphony.” 5. A bassoon is a wood¬
he said, in a gruff voice.
wind instrument which produces tones in
“Play what?” asked Alice.
a low register. 6. A viola has four
“B Major, going up,” he said. “I
strings tuned in fifths, up from C below
should think you would know by this
middle C. 7. Paderewski has recently
time.” Alice began to play and she kept
' been appointed premier of Poland. 8. A
going up so fast that the caterpillar could
band is a body of players playing upon
no longer see her nor hear her, and she
wind and percussion instruments; an or¬
opened her eyes in relief and exclaimed,
chestra is a body of players playing upon
“Oh, dear me! that was a dreadful music
string, wind and percussion instruments.
lesson. I hope I will never see that cater¬
9. A berceuse is a composition character¬
pillar again.”
izing a cradle song or a lullaby. 10Trumpet.

Hand-Made Music
its three positions.
I’d better leave' you vivace before you
ffz protest at the work in hand; but then
you’ll grazia smile when I

My other hand can make the notes,
Though not as round, you see,

A staff is made of just five lines,
As straight as straight can be,

——what

I’ve said at other, times, "You are indeed
clever students, every one of you,” and I
fear there will be*a j9 j9 between you in
this contest.

:■ •
Very sincerely,
■ < Your teacher,
Mr. B.

Musk Jingles
A person who pl®ed on the ’cello,
Wore neckties of'igreen, red and yellow.
For he said withja groan,
"I must color my tone,
Or be thought an unmusical fellow.”
A person who plfyed on a horn
Once said, “Ah, indeed, I’m forlorn,
So I’ll play a sad tune
By the light of the moon.”
And he sat there and played until morn.
|

My fingers five will make a staff,
Though not so straight, you see.

But on my little hand-made staff
I’ll write a tune for you,
And you can read it, if you try,
And play and sing it, too.
And notes are made like little balls
As round as round can be.

o o

Expression in Music
By R. J. Rosa
What is expression? This question
is often asked, and various answers are
given. I have found a good comparison
between expression in music and paint¬
ing, in Mr. Ruskin's “Elements of Draw¬
ing.” He draws our attention to the
similarity between color in painting and
musical tc#ie, the shades of the musical
tone being’ very like the shade of painted
tone.
This might mean, for instance, that in
a beautiful picture, the shade of a color
may vary from a very light to a very
dark shade of the same color. And sj
it is with the musical tone, varying from
a pianissimo tone to a sforzando.
In the painting the eye must detect the
minutest change of color, and in musi
the ear must detect the slightest change
of dynamics.
The more gradual the varying of tone,
the finer the expression. It is not enoug
to have soft and loud tone, but t er
should be many variations of the so
and loud tones.
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5t?he music began softly, then louder and
louder, like the very waves of the sea
racing with each other. You could even
hear the little birds in the tree tops, each
note trilling separately, yet harmonizing.
Just imagine my surprise when my
mother said, “Do you know any of the
pupils:” Rubbing my eyes I could hardly
realize I had been dreaming and that tbe
fairies were my own classmates!
Sa mills Breazeale (Age 14),
Westminster, South Carolina.
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Puzzle Corner
Answer to the proverb puzzle: “Prac¬
tice Makes Perfect.” A great many per¬
fectly correct answers were sent in; the
neatest ones which were received on time
were from: Helen Paulsen, Helen Purdum, Marcella Gustafson, Ona Emerson,
Romalda Muldowney, Opal Dobson, Kunnegunde Draeger, Mabel Campbell Brad¬
bury, Margaret Miller, Josephine Dawes,
Rose Bink, Vivian Dwirak, Lucile M.
Waltz, Irine Dilmer, Jabel Hesse, Kath¬
erine Thielen, Stella Klirr.now, Grace Cascadden, Helen A. Dunbar, Stella Pritch¬
ard, George Pylkas.
These were perfectly correct and about
alike as far as neatness is concerned, so
that it was impossible to pick out any
three for prize winners.

WHAT HAPPENED AT THE
CONCERT
(Prize Winner.)
It was just a small concert given for
the benefit of the Red Cross in a small
village. Among the numbers on the pro¬
gram was a song by a little girl whose
father was reported mortally wounded
“somewhere in France.”
The program progressed smoothly, and
at last it was her turn. She sang with all
her might, but, thinking of her daddy
she began to sob.
Everyone pitied her. Then they heard
her suddenly cry out, “Oh, Daddy,
Daddv!” and she rushed into the arms of
a pale, bandaged soldier who had just
stepped into the doorway.
After that her father told the audience
how he had lain in No Man’s Land all
day and how the Red Cross had rescued
him and saved his life.
Then a collection was taken in a helmet
which he brought with him and the Red
Cross received a large sum of money.
Elva Gillespie (Age 13),
Paymyra, Mo.

Junior Etude Competition
The Junior Etude .will award three
pretty prizes each month for the best orig¬
inal stories or essays, answers to musical
puzzles, or kodak pictures on musical sub¬
jects.
Subject for story or essay this month,
“How Did Music Begin?” and must con¬
tain not more than 150 words. Write on
one side of the paper only.
Any boy or girl under fifteen years of
age may compete.
All contributions must bear name, age,
and address of sender, and must be sent
to the Junior Etude Competition, 1712
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa., before
the twentieth of July.
The names of the prize winners and
their contributions will be published in
the September issue.

WHAT HAPPENED AT THE
CONCERT
(Prize Winner.)
The first and only concert I attended
was when I went to hear a little girl
twelve years old- play the piano. She was,
as they called her, “The Little Wonder.
I shall never forget it. Since hearing her
it has been my ambition to play as well as
she. One of the numbers was the
“Witches’ Dance,” by Macdowell, and
everyone in the house enjoyed hearing her
P'\Vhen she had finished bouquet after
bouquet was showered upon her.
I live in the desert, and the only help
I have in my music is The Etude, and 1
am very thankful for it; but I am going
to the city where I will take up my music
again and by working hard I hope some
day to be a good pianist.
Margaret Johnston (Age 13),
Indian Wells, Arizona.

Honorable Mention
Margaret Miller, Dorothy Park, Dorris
Park, Ruth McGreger, Loe Pol'skee, Vera
Ragaine, Lois Albright, Helen Hope,
Marie M. Reaves, Mathilda Scommodan,
Kathleen Costello, Louis Huot, Alice
Huot, Edith Lacombe, Ada M. Hartley,
Agnes Aldine Adams.

Junior Etude Blankets
Blanket squares have been received
from Madeline Svilson, Stella Wilson, Jo
sephine Smith, Virginia Neiker, Agnes
Neiker, Mrs. C. Neiker, Florence Monoretz, Ellen Diegan, Ruth Cape'll.

Harmony Study lade Enjoyable
trated in the series by Professor F. Corder now running in The Etude.
A knowledge of the elements of Harmony is of course, of Para^ou^
importance to all who desire to compose and thts knowledge can
many instances be obtained at the expense of a little regular
persistent effort without a teacher (naturally, better with a teacher)
by means of the very successful new work

Harmony) Book for Beginners
By PRESTON WARE OREM
Price Postpaid $ 1.00
Many foremost musicians and teachers have endorsed this book most
enthusiastically, but best of all, hundreds of students
success with it. Just the thing to use in brushing up this summer.
Published By

THEODORE PRESSER COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Profitable Vacation Courses
WITH THE

Standard
History
of Music

Points for Little Pianists
By Florence Belle Soule
Beginners at the piano sometimes find
their exercises tiresome, therefore their
interest must be stimulated, and creating
a little mind picture for every exercise is
interesting.
If you remember that every exercise
means something, the door of interest
opens and progress is made.
An exercise or piece tells a story like
a picture. It may prattle about a brook,
it may sound like the ringing of a bell,
it may be a spinning wheel, or it may be
a sleeping song. Sometimes two voices
sing a duet and the pretty harmony
oleases the ear.
Always ask yourself what the exercise
means to you, and then try to get the
same picture and perfect it.
T asked one little girl the meaning of

si
, lullaby.”

it

“In that case you must play
more smoothly and more softly,’ I told

he\Vhen explaining about the staff, etc.,
you can think of the clef sign as the guide
post. The guide post tells you where to
g°You can call the eighth note a little
girl with one braid of hair and the six¬
teenth note a little girl with two braids.
One of my small pupils has an electric
train and is very much interested in it.
Playing his piece in a halting disjointed
“idit^irtcal” which' stopped
at^very station, but preferred a through
express that made no stops until the end
of the journey was reached. He saw
the point at once and began to work out
that piece to my entire satisfaction.

By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
MENDELSSOHN
A FIRST HISTORY FOR STUDENTS AT ALL AGES

Einht Delightful Weeks of History Study
On ,h. Porch.

In the Garden.

By the Shore.

Anywher..

Standard History of Music:

„

“ w“k'

3d

Week. J. S. Bach, G. F. Handel, F. J. Haydn, W. A. Mozart.
4th Week. Gluck, Beethoven, Schubert, Weber, Mendlessohn.
5th Week. Schumann and the Age of Musical Romance. Opera Writers of the Nineteenth
Century. Great Teachers of the Pianoforte.
.
..
6th Week. Chopin, Liszt, Wagner. Modem Italian Composers. Rubinstein. Great French Gimposers
Pianoforte Pieces in the Smaller Forms. Composers of Teaching Pieces
Music in America. Masters of T<Mlay. Summary of Mus.cal History. Formation of
a Music Study Club for Next Winter.
The Standard History of
demands no prevmusex^rience^m
™s“dby
_tuiy.
—-*■
V.
q ’ Arthur Foote, I. Philipp* V. de Pachman, w. H.

8th Week

resent ^nMn^eadliy through the booh for the she er enjoyment of st.

We Will Help You in Securing a Class
Send us a postal request for information regarding our “Special History Class Plan,” and receive in

THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

MUSIC f.ncraversandprintFPQ
ti^Larqest -

Estimat^r^--

MntiTprSs (Jfladly Furnished
A short man who played the bass fiddle,
Propounded the following riddle:
“Do you think it will show,
If I let top notes go?
„
For all I can reach is the middle.

OUR RLFLHtNCL

BAYNERPALHEIMfc Co.

54*2060 WLake St..Chicago,11

^^

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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Give Thought to Next
Season’s Supplies Now

NEW WORKS.
Advance of Publication OffersJuly, 1919
i
Advanced Study Pieces.
Album of American Composers.
Brabms’ Hungarian Dances, Four Hands,
Vol. I’..
Brahms’ Waltzes, Op, 39.
Difficult Four-Hand Album.
David Bispham’s Album of Songs.
Favorite Old-Time Tunes, V. & P.
Finger Gymnastics, Philipp .
Introductory Polyphonic Studies.
L’Art du Clavier, Lack.
Part Songs for Men’s Voices.
New Indian Song Collection, Lieurance
Pedal Book, Blose .
Spaulding Album for the Pianoforte...
Standard American Album.
Standard Elementary Album.
Sunny Day Songs, Op. 27, by H. L
Cramm .
Teaching Song Album.
Verdi, Child’s Own Book, by Tapper. .

After the final closing of tl s s ason
work, and before going away from home,
we suggest that every music teacher who
expects to resume work in the late autumn
40
20

Yearly Settlement
of Teachers’ Accounts
close of
The close
of the
the regular
regular teaenmg
teaching seagenerally considered to be in June
generally cons,„w.i,
and July of each year, during which
months as a matter of business regularity,
we require all patrons to make return of
unused or unsold music from selections
sent them ON SALE and arrange settle¬
ment for all the numbers they wish to
retain or have disposed of.
A complete statement of every account
on our books was mailed to patrons early
in June. A final statement will be sent
each patron as soon as their return of undesirable music is received
„D_ part
±_
The regular
of the account for
music actually
to
actually" purchased previous
prev ious *°
June 1st, is, of course, due and payable
immediately.
.
If the supply of ON SALE music still
on hand includes pieces or studies that
will be useful next season, arrangements
may be made to retain them, thus saving
transportation charges two ways, if the
matter is taken up with us now, but pay
ment for selections used or disposed of is
not to lie deferred on this account and
should he included with payment for any
regular charges aue at once.
_ Inpm“klvg fWim,. oheanfst methorPS
SALE “.tadLsTeexnress
aster, or write us naming the number of
inches or weignt to be returned. rin-.Asr.
BE SURE TO PLACE your name
AND ADDRESS ON EVERY PACKAGE RETURNED. Neglect of this de¬
tail always causes delay and sometimes
makes it impossible to identify the sender
and properly apply the credit.

ZjftntflSS. “^cTup'pl “,
giving instructions to the dealer to make
delivery at the teacher’s address on or
before a set date. This will give the
teacher ample time to examine the music
...... .0 prepare for the season’s work without being hampered by the lack of suitto the columns

Introductory Polyphonic
Studies for the Pianoforte

TfbSm”* S°ng
AIbu ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

We take pleasure in announcing
volume of polyphonic studies, for
there has long been a considerable
mand, namely, a book of studies in co trapuntal style suitable to be used m preparation for the lighter compositions ot
jlach and other classic writers, This is
a volume which will lie in point of difAcuity between the Kunz Canons and
Leefson’s First Studies of Bach. Many ot
the best writers will be represented. In
point of grading, this volume may be considered as standing between grades two

announcing will contain songs especially
used w the best teachers. There is one
class 0j> song consisting of distinctly teachsongs. They are generally for medium voicfl) they are easy of intonation,
the compass is not large, and the execution js never very difficult. The songs in
this conection have been thoroughly tried
out
The Special introductory price in advance 0f publication is 40 cents per copy,
p0Stpaid.

^hf^ciai introductory price in ad-of publication is 40 cents per copy,
postpaid.

New Indian■ Song Collection
By Thurlow Lieurance

c

f

Part Songs IOr
]}y \y. Berwald

Mon’s
Men S

Voices
Voices

w. t.k. plea.UK, in —ei.S «... have
part songs for men’s voices, by William
nart
Berwald. Mr. Berwald’s part songs for
, women ' - and
— mixed voices have
" ' particuproven very 'successful He
larly at home m writing for
and" in this new volume there will be
Ski "o'f
J-

book for men’s clubs, choirs and singing
usic to" the societies.
studio at a nominal cost
The special introductory price
for transportation, and to make the charge vance of publication is 30 cents per copy,
subject to our well-known “on sale” terms; postpaid.
that is, to permit the teacher to return the
unused music at the close of the 1919-1920
,
. American
season, until which time no final settle- htatldara American
ment is to be required, except for snch Album
„
,
...
supplies as are ordered outright on reguwork must not be confused jnth
lar account.
.
.
. Compositions by American Composers.
It will pay any music teacher \° ®C“P* The Standard American Album will be
this offer, either as regards an assortment those compositions which have appeared
of our own selectfon or the teachert o^ in The Etijde with the large plates, while
list of pieces and studies, or the two com- tbe Compositions bv American Composbined. Order forms for this offer may be (i).s wjll be tbe regular sheet plates. So
had on application; just ask for ‘Early }n ^r(b,ring ),e verv careful tp say “StanOrder” circulars and blanks.
dard American Album” in one case and
.
“Compositions by American Composers”
Summer New Music
in the other. The Standard American Al¬
bum will contain more compositions beQn Sale
nt .... na. cause of the large plates and small print,
Many, in fact thousands, of
P
t
An effort is being made to have the
„ tQ amerelmaie nawvc
summer an(J winter sheet music novelties th« s«jond grade a
arc in need of good
^_ seventh,
:venth.
M
.
natrons are
*
material from June until Septeaching
matiX™from"June"until
There is nothing to risk in ordering this
^mber even to as £rrea.t an extent as dur- volume, as everyone knows the style of
ing the supposed tasier teaching months, music published in The Etude and the
^
?Pce has taught us 8there are same plates will be used,
te 4 few of tbpTT1
The special introductory price i
4 We offer three packages sent between vance of publication is 50 cents per copy,
June and September, about ten pieces postpaid,
eaohi Qf dthj£ vocal or piano music or
both, charged at our regular liberal pro- Cf^tlriorri FI pm on tarv Album
fessi’onal dfscount. That not used may be
„T"t y AlDUm
eltber piace(j with other “on sale” music f°r the Pianoforte
and returns made at the end of the next
The “Standard Elementary Album”
teaching season, or any other time of the most recent edition printed from the
returns and settlement as is most conven- special large plates. In this collection will
ient to our Patrons- A Postal card wlU be included such pieces as may be considstoP them’
Off or
renewal uner

For July

bj the young student The volume will
lie almost exclusively between grades one
and two. Tt will contain some of the most
successful teaching pieces ever written.
The special introductory price' in ad™nce of publication is 30 cents per copy,
postpaid,

During the month of July Etude read;rs, taking advantage of the following
offer, may obtain excellent music collections for a very small sum added to the
' subscription price.
Summer
When renewing subscriptions, or send- dositl£
When You Change
ing new subscriptions during this month,
s
Your Address
add 15 cents to the price, making a total
Before this issue reaches our subscribYou will confer a favor upon The of $1.90 in the United States and $2.15 in ers and patrons, our summer time schedEtude by sending prompt notice. Please Canada, and select any one of the follow- ule will have gone into effect. This means
ing albums:
to our mail order patrons that orders rebe sure to give former address and n
address, and send such information
Album of Favorite Pieces. H. Engle- ceived in the last mail in the afternoons
promptly, so that you will not fail to re¬
will not be attended to until the next
morning, and that all the afternoon mail
ceive all your copies of The Etude. This
is important.
of Saturday will not be attended to until
Standard Organist.
However, it is NOT advisable to send
s notice of change of address for a month for Pipe Organ.
r patrons’ consideration for
or two, for it frequently happens that sub¬
Operatic Selections for Violin and this very necessary shortening of the sumscribers fail to notify us of their return Piano.
mer hours of work. They can help us and
to former address, resulting in missending
Readers are urged to take advantage themselves by having their orders reach
of copies. It is better to make local ar¬ of this liberal offer
F'‘” at
nt cnn,’e in renewing us in the morning mail, in which case
rangements for forwarding copies to sum¬ their own subscriptions ; well as send- every order will be attended to each day
ing us subscriptions of.friends o
mer vacation addresses.
i™ °
”s usua-l-

The many admirers of Mr. Lieuranee’s
Indian Songs will welcome the announce¬
ment of a new collection by him. Mr.
Lieurance’s first song album has been re¬
markably successful. The new album will
contain some of his later pieces, including
By Weeping Waters, and the very success¬
ful song sung by many of the great art¬
ists, By the Waters of Minnetonka. The
book will contain a new introduction, writ¬
ten by Mr. I.ieurance, in which various
matters concerning the Indians and their
customs are discussed, and it will he il¬
lustrated copiously by original photo¬
graphs.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 50 cents per copy,
postpaid.

Favorite Old-Time Tunes
for Violin and Piano
We have an album of “Old Favorites,
for the Pianoforte,” and now we arc publi,shine a new album of old-time tunes for
violin6an(1 pial?0. They will be si "
'
contents consisting largely of jigs and
reels and other Miliar tunes. They arc
d ;
easy and playable manner
lnstruTnente. They are just selections as are often needed by violinists for
use on special occasions.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 20 cents per copy,
postpaid.

Spaulding Album
r
**,» Pianoforte

^“dfng
Our new “Spaulding Album" is very
nine the
nearly ready
ready, but we will cant
continm
special offer during the current month,
The very best of Mr Spaulding s drawingi pieces, which have been s
ful, will be included in this work. Very
nearly all of the pieces lie in the third
grade. Mr. Spaulding's numerous admir¬
ers will appreciate this volume thoroughly.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 25 cents per copy,
postpaid.

Child’s Own Book of
Great Musicians—Verdi
Especial care is being taken with this
book so that it may be a worthy addition
to this extremely worthy bollection of lit¬
tle- books from child study in music.
They are simply the stories of the great
masters told in the language of little
folks by Thomas Tapper, an expert in
educational methods.
Then there are
spaces left in which pictures are to be
pasted by the child. The pictures are
provided on a big sheet ready to cut out.
The books already published are Bach,
_, Chopin,
_ ^ Wagner, Handel,
Beethoven,
Haydn, Mendelssohn, Mozart, Schumann
and Schubert. These may all lie had at
18 cents apiece. The special advance
price upon the Verdi book is 12 cents.
This idea of having the child paste in liis
own pictures and then bind the pages
together with a needle and cord, virtually
making his own book, is immensely liked
by little folks. While their hands i
busy their minds are held down to the
task. They develop a delightful sense
of proprietorship in the little books they
have made themselves, and this adds lustre to that jewel ttiat all teachers are
seeking constantly—“interest.”

pedal Book
By Dr. J. M. Blose

Difficult Four-Hand Album
for the Pianoforte

Compositions by American
Composers for the Pinaforte

This work has at last gone to press and
ui aDDear from the binder in a short
Hme However, we will still hold open
L special offer during the current
onth The work has passed through
Another revision in order to straighten
out some doubtful points. We look for¬
ward for a very popular future for this
book. This work is a systematic study
of this much neglected branch of technic.
The pedal receives more abuse from the
average player than any other thing, in
fact there lias been no systematic atten¬
tion given to the pedal in our system of
teaching the piano. The instruction books
have rarely touched upon it. Dr. Blose
has given us a work which we feel will
go a long way on the artistic side of piano
playing.
Our special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 50 cents, postpaid.

Our new four-hand album is very nearly
ready, but the special introductory 'offer
will be continued during the current
month. There has long been a demand
for an album- of this nature, and we feel
certain that those who order any advance
copies will not be disappointed.
Both
original duets and arrangements are in¬
cluded, but in all cases the pieces have in¬
dependent work for both players. Among
the composers represented are Dvorak,
Grieg, Moszkowski, Raff, Gottschalk and
many others.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 50 cents per copy,
postpaid.

This new volume is very nearly ready,
but the special introductory offer will lie
continued during the current month. This
volume will contain representative works
by some of our best American composers,
past and present. Such pieces as—
Caprice Characteristic, by Homer N.
Bartlett;
Blandishment, by Charles Wakefield
Cadman;
Toccatina, by Benson;
Scottish Tone Picture, by E. A. MacDowell;
Danse Bustique, by Wm. Mason;
Triumphal March, by E. R. Kroeger;
Concert Polka, by Lansing,
and many others are included. It will be
for an intermediate or moderately ad¬
vanced placer, and is a real collection of
gems.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 50 cents, postpaid.

L’Art Du Clavier
By Theo. Lack
This is positively the last month that
this work will appear for the special of¬
fer. The aulhor, who is a leading French
composer, insisted on the third proofs so
that gives us time enough to retain the
special offer for another month. How¬
ever, the work is on press and this is the
last time. There arc 100 exercises of a
mechanical nature in this volume, but like
most French music there is a grace and
elegance a I
i it. Almost every phase
of piano plus ing is touched upon in this
work and each has a distinctive purpose.
The work i
Iso somewhat progressive,
winding up with the impressive study.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 50 cents per copy,
postpaid.

Finger Gymnastics
By Isidor Philipp
This is a great work by a great tech¬
nician. The author himself considers it as
the most original of all his works. It is a
decided departure in the completion of
finger work in extension.
There are combinations of fingering
that have only been touched upon in pre¬
vious work . The five fingers of each
hand are trealed with equal prominence.
The work will be a revelation to most
pianists and we strongly advise every
teacher to have at least one copy for his
own use.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 50 cents per copy,
postpaid.

Pieces
for the Pianoforte

Advanced Study

We are continuing this month the special introductory offer on our new volume
°f “Advanced Study Pieces.” The many
Pieces have all the" characteristics of an
Etude, but which, nevertheless, are most
ueceptable from the musical standpoint,
some even becoming popular as recital
numbers. It is pieces of this type which
wdl be found in this new volume. Classic,
modern and contemporary writers will he
represented. In point of difficulty the al¬
bum will lie chiefly in the fourth and fifth
grades.
The special introductory price in adrance of publication is 35 cents per copy,
Postpaid.

Sunny-Day Songs
By Helen L. Cramm
I his new volume is now ready, but we
,re *1*11 continuing the special offer durng the current month. We have no doubt
»ut that this volume will prove to be
rquaUy successful with aU of Miss
ramm>a other popular books. It is an
‘client recreation book for elementary
Each of the little pieces may be
’“hpr played or sung, or both together.
inaiy are aU delightfully fresh and origvanhe sPecial introductory price in adPostpald publication 5s 30 cents per COpy’

David Bispham’s
Album of Songs
In looking over the proofs of this most
interesting forthcoming work our readers
would be charmed to note the character
of the songs which Mr. Bispham has se¬
lected. Of course there are the “needed”
songs, the songs without which no such
collections would be complete, but in ad¬
dition to this there are unusual songs of
distinguished interest which Mr. Bispham
has uncovered in his library. It is a wellknown fact, that Mr. Bispham has been
responsible for the popularity in these
days of many a long forgotten or littleknown gem. ' It was David Bispham who
first realized the popular character of
“At the End of a Perfect Day” and in¬
troduced it, and it was David Bispham
who first revived songs like “Oh the
Pretty Creature,” “Where ere ye Walk”
and many others. His judgment in mak¬
ing this collection will prove a valuable
asset to anyone who purchases this un¬
usual book. The advance price is 50
cents—that is, if we receive the cash be¬
fore the date of publication.

Brahms’ Hungarian Dances
—Four Hand—Volume I
We will publish the volume of Brahms’
Hungarian Dances for four hands. These
will appear during the summer months.
These characteristic dances make excel¬
lent summer study. They are full of
character, and really should not be called
dances in the true sense of the word, for
they are some of the popular melodies ot
Hungary arranged by Brahms.
They rank among the most interesting
and popular of all four hand music of
medium difficulty.
Our special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication will he 40 cents, post-

Waltzes for the Pianoforte
By J. Brahms. Op. 39
Schubert, Chopin and Brahms and many
other great modern writers have idealized
the waltz rhythm in his own peculiar man¬
ner. The waltzes of Brahms are original
and without complications. They are in
this master’s best manner. They should be
known by every pianist.
_
.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 20 cents per copy,
postpaid.

Three Months’
Special Offer
As usual, we offer during the summer
months the special price on the subscrip¬
tion to The Etude. This is done with the
view of keeping up the interest of the
pupil in his music study, during the
Tummer months. The pupil » ld«ly
to forget his music during the sum¬
mer but the monthly visit of a journal
like this will keep alive the interest, and
this has been found very helpful to the
teacher as well. We would earnestly urge
that all teachers canvass their classes for
the three months’ subscription. Any three
months from June to October may be
selected.
.

Money-Saving Clubs
of Leading Magazines
Etude readers may effect substantial
savings by ordering now magazines for the
coming year and taking advantage of the
arrangements we have made with the lead¬
ing publishers. Through these arrange¬
ments The Etude is able to offer its read¬
ers combinations of the leading magazines,
together with The Etude, at real bargain
prices. Below only a few are listed, but
there are hundreds more in The Etude
Magazine Guide for 1919, a copy of which
will be sent free on request.
.\ *1 80
THE FTTTTW
Woman’s World..j Save 45c
THE ETUDE..1

_
l $o nr.
Modem Priscilla. .i Save 50c

.1 *2.75
j SavehUc

THE ETUDE. .1 *3.00
People’s Home Journal....
To-day’s Housewife. . j Save 75e
THE ETUDE. .1*3.25
Pictorial Review. .J Save 50c
THE ETUDE.

sign, and gold filled.
long with snap clasp.

Chain is 14 inches

Special Notices
55

ANNOUNCEMENTS

WANTED_Advanced piano student t(
as assistant to director of large sel
full ion and home. Box 1073, California,
PIANO TEACHER_Young lady, 8 years
jerience, desires position in conservatory o

$2.25

THE ETUDE..1*2.25
People’s Home Journal- .) Save 50c

THE ETUDE.
Rnvs’ T.
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For TWO Subscriptions.
Concert Album. F. Liszt.
Nocturnes. Chopin.
Beginners’ Book for the Pianoforte.
Theo. Presser.
Silver Thimble. Sterling Silver, heavy
and beautifully chased. Any size.
Manicure Brush. Fine horsehair bristles,
twisted in wire. Can’t come out.
For THREE Subscriptions.
Seven Memory Songs. Tod B. Galloway.
Choir and Chorus Conducting. F. W.
WodeU.
, „
Standard History of Music. J. F.
Cooke.
Your own subscription FREE for three
others at full price.
Lady’s Silk Hand Bag. In black, navy
blue and taupe.
.
Misses’ Locket and Chain. Chain Jc

. 1*3.50

Independenc , Kane
WANTED for the Culver Military Acad¬
emy Band, musicians between the ages of
sixteen and nineteen for the school year be¬
ginning September, 1919. Scholarships will
he given to competent performers. E flat
Bass and E flat Clarinet are particularly de¬
sired. Only players who are familiar with
standard music will be considered. Preference given, to those who double in string.
Address Bandmaster, Culver Military Acad¬
emy, Culver, Ind.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

lessons. Dr. Wooler, Buffalo, >
HARMONY—Modirtant new features. Carl
it Ashmead Place, Phila., Pa.

CA
THE ETUDE. . I
American Magazine.1 to one V 4-hU
Woman’s Home Companion ) address j Save$1.25
THE ETUDE
. .) $A CA
Delineator^ f To one 1 ...

Premium Rewards
for Etude Subscriptions
Readers of The Etude who devote a
little of their spare time to getting their
friends to subscribe for The Etude are
rewarded veiy liberally. Premiums of
music books and albums, musical supplies,
and articles for personal and household
use, are given as premiums for a very
small number of subscriptions, based upon
the actual cost to us of the articles given.
Below we list a few of the premiums:
For ONE Subscription,
Album of Favorite Pieces. J. S. Bach.
First Dance Album. Twenty-six selecMathews’ Standard Graded Course of
Studies. Any one grade.
Three-piece Shirtwaist Set, consisting of
bar pin, 2'/, inches in length, and two small
pins, each I inch long, gold filled.
Hanger Sets.
Something new; col¬
lapsible coat and skirt hanger; comes
folded in small, compact case. Can be car¬
ried in handbag. Indispensible
tion trips.
Lingerie Sets. Consist of a pair of
lingerie clasps and two dainty oval-shaped
pins. Useful and attractive.

our advertisers.
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(iContinued from page 401)
Schools
4rtnro Toscanini, tlie Italian con.motor, is considering coining to this coun¬
try to help Italian art propaganda. During
the war be conducted a band in the Italian
camps and otherwise Inspired the troops.

SOUTHERN AND MIDDLE- WEST

music of American composers, both by its
publication and by the subsequent perform-

Embracing aU Branches of
Ar pS
MUSIC — EXPRESSION — ART -— LANGUAGES
Public School Music and Teachers Trainin^Covirse

famous artists prominent in American music.

I?g*

Individual Training
I w
and
Which means to the student w *
faculty in close touch wRh each student
ranstSysicXafflictad Not
^^c^oCXr^r!tkru
TpaUnteTJlhldfor all but a special | affinor-h{re.

MR. and MRS. CROSBY ADAMS
Annual Summer Classes for Teachers of Piano
for the Study Of Teaching Mater.al
montreat, n. c.
July 10-2S contalnta^ ouUmf'tnd strong

Free to All Students— Ha^mof1nv:i^eintermelaSon^iasse^^oi^va^^Teaching.
extras, Operatic & Dramatic Productions, imcrv
Berious
Much Depends Upon Where You Go abouta^muskai education

LOUISVILLE, KY.

TAKE a few minutes to study the

'^masr

school announcements on these
pages. Here are the best Colleges,
Conservatories, Schools in America.

The Mtlita:
mlttee, which was organized to aireci the
activities of the L<herty
the *War Department during pence, t° pro¬
vide entertainment for the army camps.

appreciative deception upon ‘the occasion of
h?sP farewell appearance with that organiza-

Atlanta Conservatory of Music

-ESTABLISHED 1857

DE ARATW CONSERVATORY
1 ClADUU 1
BALTIMORE,
utum n RANDOLPH,
RANnni PH. Director
HAROLD

MD.

the foremost^choo^of fine arts
Fa”ISl^’on'lthlginJ,S^ptember 2d^l9l8.
Catalog* m>T '"gbV F^INDNER, DIreotor
Peachtree and Broad Streets, Atlanta, Georgia

^fof the oldest and most noted Music Schools in America.

- 1VIUSIC

School of Music

Unexcelled Advantages for Music Students.

Write for Catalogue.

ENID, OKLA.

1 r£rFREE.8 tciToxnO DAYTON. VA-

Michigan State Normal College

Conservatory of Music
Ypsilanti, Michigan
Hamilton, Wellesley
ctoliy Collese;
ColUgef Ml! Ernest Kroegek,
Superior Budding. GILMORE WARD BRYANT, Director

VALPARMllNlMfY Z“s:

V nLli
Violin, Organ, Theory and Public School Music
' " ’ jol ol Music offers courses in Piano, vu ,
,ar work lt the University.
nay attend THE^EXP^^IeS^^ARE^THE^LOWEST^^
qq per quartc.
^

Courses in singing, piano, organ, violin
and theory.
|
Courses for training supervisors and
teachers of public school music.
Graduation leads to a life certificate
valid in most states of the union.
Total living expenses need not exceed
five dollars per week. Tuition and fees
exceptionally low. Write for catalog.
Dir. CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC,
BOX 9, YPSILANTI, MICHIGAN.

ST DENTS ACCEPTED AT ANY TIME.

Minneapolis School of Music,
— w,
nnnortmpnt, of Huntington College,
„„„„ Faculty of unquestioned standing.
of vantages at very low coat. Aim Is to educate, n_>IAnlIAUV uiQTnDY OF MUSIC. PUBLIC
---77€-“B# r°“r'e‘

TWA^rs Practical Work Applicable to Their Needs
IG faSities excellent no better anywhere
rn^mu
Address, Box 512 - - - HUNTINGTON, INDIANA

Lake Forest
University School of Music
- ---4l education In araltoredhomeen¬
ured™? Performer's 1
-«,B m Keyg“00i oroiio
Moved »v°La*x F
■ ■- •'-‘tool Wort A c

MacPHAIL SCHOOL

FOUR FLOORS DEVOTED TO MUSIC
806 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Summer School June 23rd to August 2nd
Complete murBM ORT* ACCOMMODATIONS FOR LADIES
Gradual,, Awi.ted in Securing Poiition,
SEND FOR CATALOG AND SUMMER FOLDER
60 leathers—Over 1400 Students
PUPILS MAY ENTER NOW

HiioVEN CONSERVATORY ^
.1 .k.

, .. f Music
Director, D
60-62 Eleventh St., So. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
LARGEST 8CH00L OF ITS KIND IN THE WEST
ALL BRANCHES OF MUSIC AND DRAMATIC ART
0 Artiat Teachers
Year Book Free on Requea

and belt Malic Schooli in the United Statei_4525 Ol.y. St-;mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

iCS^n?d£?r!!e
forbade any wini
course of study.

1 his

American composers use
ored at the campus concerto Pvenby
lumbia University. Some
g,
programs will be heard for thf tiLt
',juct
several instances the composers will conduct
„vd.compositions.
The famous stour* ln\eheSr“tod
Choir, of Rome, a re0lto
hopn allowed, by tbe
States. They have sopor
to sing outside of Italy

1

CONSEimTORYyRuSlC

.

Ithaca Conservatory
opportunity^

muaVral^edueatio^tta^'dcvelops not i
artists. I'm-nn advantages for those who
look forwni'l t,, concert work, for special
attention is
R|M,ii,g actively associated with
(
a flourish mx l.nfrrtainment Bureau and having several ,,f it-, own companies in^ the
Lyceum
iski of the best positions availGraduatea are qualified
able iii Am. iii i
sir in New York State Public
ml the usual State examination.
A special ”
education—u inisual demand for teachers
throughout. ' imiit.ry. Large School of Ex^Schools "if
harmony, on

vacation
, ,lflvenspimrate courses for all
requirements. Terms moderate. Catalog.
THE REGISTRAR. Ithaca Conaerratory of Music,
DeWitt Park, Ithaca. N. Y.

FOR OTHER NEW YORK
SCHOOLS SEE PAGE 464

Albert
-t Ellery
ran
Bergh, ,f."f TIArnmatic
Keynote” and the Drama
of “The? Ke>uutx
Mirror,” died in early L;,
s tne
New York City, aged sixty fo r
0
S& a E? aSLfjrnub^0hs erl.---’
he"’acted fs fe^Wtte Ne^York *
Club.
[randclaaghter oi
the compose
Francis Scott Key, ^
'
re¬
tire “Stnr-SpanRle«l B“"nelTer brother,
cently at the age of eightynd.
John Key, is now the only surviving e
The Mnsic Service Leas
jrganiza*
M. Schwab. President, is a
tion which proposes to provi“e
shut-ins of P^iPs°ons,
prisons, Wafs8
hospitals another t
stitutions.
,f philadelThe Mendelssohn Clnh <
Ior „
phin announces n prize of *
contest
cappella choral composition
hould he
closes on August 1st. All inquine-, IJn(is?y
addressed to the conductor, ^irphUadelpbi»*
uiareuce hicihuuuu, x
ary, and N. L. Norden.
. «The
A trio of Mozart operas,
■
„ a„d
Flnte,” “The >»»rr,a«*r7*rmed with d|f”11 SeraKlio,” were Perf0™^,n by tbe
tinction during the Pist ^and.
Beecham Opera Company, of Lubiu

««»»»«•

SCHOOL OF ARTS
A

CHARLES HENRY KEYES, Phi), President
PROFESSIONAL and Vocational College for
Women. Fine and Applied Art, Home Eco¬
nomics, Music. Physical Education, Secretarial and
General Studies. Athletic field. Non-sectarian.

PHILADELPHIA
35th YEAR OPENS SEPTEMBER 15th
Because of its distinguished faculty, original and scientific methods mdmdual ■mtraction.
high ideals, breadth of culture and moderate cost, combined w.th
'7,? *^ complete
COMBS CONSERVATORY affords opportunities not obtainable elsewhere tor a comp
rse for Teachers. Public School Music Supervision Two
e rupttn
_ Reciprocal relations with University of Pennsylvania.

A SCHOOL OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION
A SCHOOL OF PUBLIC PERFORMANCE
(Four Pupils’ Recitals a Week)
AaCChes:ttuttlbVoticeaT1iunri|, Klnglrinto^Orgalii^^lliam^Gei^lV^^Bac.^^lonnfandVs^to's'tant'teathCTs'
THE SCHRADIECK VIOLIN SCHOOL
Organized, developed, and for 22 years conducted under the personal d.rectton of Henry Schrad'KUndeer'wrimamroSer.V'Mus.tBac.?rfor many years Schradieck’s colleague, the school is conteachVi^Se0gra3uatibof the schooTancf ^were personally trained by Schradieck
to carry on his great wor . DORMITORjEg p0R WOMEN
^
In addition to
^tag^n ot "affo^ef e"sewWerDa^^
^Musi1al lcTengc“ Theory Concentration and Memory Training. Physrcal Culture.
Vocal and Instrumental Ensemble and Public Performance.
FIVE SPACIOUS BUILDINGS
A School of Inspiration, Enthusiasm Loyalty and Success.
Illustrated Year Book Free

GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS, Director

0fficB;ofduand toJst'Z‘.''r,M

or four hundred students. A catalogue of reguli
ir summer session will be sent on application.
Summer Session SARATOGA SPRINGS, N. Y.

Crane Normal Institute ol Music
Training School for Superviiori of Music
BOTH SEXES
Voice culture, sight-singing, ear-training, harmony,

53 MAIN ST.,

POTSDAM, NEW YORK

PITTSBURGH
MUSICAL INSTITUTE, Inc.
Summer term of six weeks from
June 23rd
4259 Fifth Ave.

The Way to Mahe Players

eAmerican Institute of Applied Music
or ta/iahiri?

The Mexican open-air Opera
began
of Aida, given
Degan with
wun aa< performance
pt-nuim
tbe City’s Bull Ring.

pupJLS MAy

SKIDMORE
P^-

* instruments, languages, painting. exp. • iim, dramatic art. Beautiful,
Imililinva rnneert hall and dor-

SCHOOL

1 Phillips University

leading school of music ,N TH£aS°™oo]
Lara.^Le.M,
Irt,

Cats log u e°w i* 11 b ema d

Porto Rican music is being htrpduc4
to this country by a native musician, Lieut.
Valle.

RALFE LEECH STERNER,
STERNER. Dl-eeto,
Dlteeto,
**LFE

CONSOLIDATED WITH
SHENANDOAH^COLLEGIATE

Acoustics, General
^netal Musical
^
Acoustics,
Musical Information^
inion
Board: Mr. Arthur Foote, Bosk
St. Louis. Clim.t. Superb. Ten

tt
-

ASX™ sP.™w" a^oddl^of Ml

^mSn^REAT™ S^ORTlH* CAROLINA
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mutual—it fa

Opposite Central P.tk,
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No advance in rates and with the same celebrated faculty including Arthur Friedheim, Ralfe Leech Sterner, ^“^Jf^Hehen^Wo/verton and'others.
Illuminate Miserend.no, Frank Howard Warner, S. Reid Spencer, Mable Rivers Schuler, Mme. Clara Lopez, Helen Wolverton ana o^
TCitMITORteS l^|CHTOL BUILD,NChOND pro™ C^EKONACE WITH
BTC., ON APPLICATION
SEND FOR BOOKLET AND TEACHERS’ BIOGRAPHIES
. .
§ MEHLIN PIANO USED EXCLUSIVELY P*®

s—5

Victory Loan drive, when Miss 'Kathryn
Lee sang for the Bankers ( lub in New York
Citv The owner of the helmet bad won it
in a prize contest, also in connection with
raising money for the Victory Loan.

^

New York City’s most beautiful and home-like School devoted to Music and the Allied Arts with. UNSURPASSED BEAU
OF SCENE FACING CENTRAL PARK

isT';Lponaihmyforn Jh«P°prohib«iv^
irice charged in the United States for the
wnrks of the French composers, says M.
PharleR Verveer, the representative of the
French publishing firm, A. Durand et Fils.

FACULTY OF NOTED ARTISTS AND TEACHERS
M
dormitory for girls

Colleges

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND ARTS
Gf3

OF MUSIC
SCHOOL FOR PARTICULAR STUDENTS

and

NEW YORK, PENNSYLVANIA AND OHIO
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June 23rd to August 1st

—... Season, October 1
it/ JOHN B. CALVERT. D. D„ Pr<
S/ KATE S. CHITTENDEN.
ITTENbEN, Dean
^uvvt/'vnRK CITY
212 West 59th Street, NEW YORK 111 Y

-Virgil Method
Teacher’s Course $125.00—Enter any time

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART
nr THF
OF NEW YORK
OF
THE CITY
Cl 1
CLAREMONT AVE.

FRANK DAMR0SCH, Director,

For explanations write Mrs. A. M. Virgil
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—History of Music, Faculty Concerts, Pupils’ Recitals, Chorus Class.
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and svsnge for an eiamlnasion. lr la
e editor can judge the
i of the violin is necessary,
identity and value of the violin
» copies of the la sis of the great makers, and
There are millions of violins inj sistence, beari
only a very small fraction of these are genuin .
p m.—The Etude has had many articles
m r « —Unless there is a violin teacher on the vibrato in the past two years. You
might look up these articles, and also get tt
,nS“ait would no _1,‘ttlA
vibrato Vby vu.
Eberwmen yuu mv about removing,
valuable little work r“
doubt be wiser to make trips ----hardt. This v
convenient to the larger city where you are. oughly in all
now living, so as to continue witn yom
nrosont teacher. As you intend to rase mesc
each day. This would be
one monthly hour-and-a-half
. -tion As vou are somewhat advanced,, you
j
owr a good deal of ground In these
two
Which
inch good
lesson.^How much
grad you would get iron.
froi
lessons depends
on y<nuseU,
these monthly lesonno
depe-vonr
reacnei =
and how well you
work ot
directions. The best way is lu m -<•see how the plan succeeds.
amonthe famouT^viohn^ makers." ’ Pierre
Charles
„00n
Charles jacquor
.^^“rv^ooS
instrument “however." Yon might arrange for
■in examination of the violin by one of tne
firms dealing in oid violins as advertised i
the musical magazines. They could set a
value on it and perhaps sell it for you, or
„„ ,ou know what price t
the violin,-you might sell it ye-~“”
advertise it for sale.
acquaintance —,r else "n^ortlse
H. M. K.—The Etude has had numerous
playing iSVbTfctand11^^“win
ing professional players, suffer more or less
from nervousness when playing difficult solo
works for the violin In pubUc. Many suffer
from sweating fingers also. hom®.?eveJh„';,
ceed In conquering nervousness w nen
ing a piece to play in public, select
is comparatively easy for you, an
from" vhil insists" trying * to "play^too difficult
compositions which Have not been sufficiently
prepared. Many conquer nervousness by a
pearing in public very frequently.^ 11^ oi
. only appears in public ~ “ “
nor
sion at vn,
__vals, he is a;
suffer from stage fright. 2. The —
able specific for doing away w
tion of the fingers. In your ea:
sive perspiration is no doubt a direct cause
i f the nervousness. You miglrt try bathing
the left hand In alcohol just before playing.
This dries the hand for a short time, but the
perspiration returns.

-

FELIX BOROWSKI, President

CARL D. KINSEY, Vice-President and Manager

54th Yean
The Leading and Largest College of Music and Dramatic Art in America

get an idea of the proper execution of this
embellishment, from printed directions alone.
The actual thing must be seen and heard. ,

FALL TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER^ 15
Faculty of More than 100 Teachers including the following noted artists:

]e woul(j not injure the player’s
^usk.af elfr s0 far as playing in tune is concernea> but he would not be likely to develop
as fine, sonorous, singing tone ns ho would
if he did most of the practice without the
mute People who practice continually with
the mute Invariably have a timid, feeble.
pinched style 3.
Sent £3 lnm|
r the n
s produced. ‘ In t
rklng, -experience is the only way
specific
of judgi ; what kind of bowing and what
e
bow
to
use
in executing a certain
part of
The amateur can gain this expert11 cal work
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TEACHERS’ NORMAL COURSES

--“"tlv marked..—
ooling, 1In¬
large experience and correct- schooling,
stinctively adopts the bowing which will best
fit the passage being played. The violin stu¬
dent must at first depend on tils teacher to
mark the music for him. 5. While the fi;
1 with
note in a measure Is usually '
the down bow, this is not always me ease.

L. S.—There Is a good deal of uncertainty
in regard to the maker you mention. One
authority has the following In regard to him ;
“Dieftopfucbar
(Tieffenbrucker), Magnus,
Venice, 1557-16(10.” Another authority says ;
“Gaspar Duiffoprugcar operated at Bologna
and Taris, from 1500 to 1550." He was a
maker of lutes and viols, hut not violins.
Notwithstanding this fact, there are hundreds
of violins with his label affixed. These are
simply violins made in the old Ilrescian style,
bv German and French makers of imitation
instruments, and were not made by him at
all. The chances are that your violin Is on*
of these latter instruments.
L. H.—Stainer was the greatest violin
maker of Germany, and several descriptions
of his work have appeared In this department
within the last year. Yonr violin might be a
ands* of
genuine Stainer, but there a ‘
E. F. C.—It is possible—dint exti lely im- imitations.
prohabie—that your violin is a genu— -nerius The fact that the violin has a oneR. W. J. D.—While it
say just
.genuine- '
* guess to
‘-J
' what Is the matter
with the tone of the E string on y"”" violin.
I am inclined to think fro- —..ri ption
__ical journals and arran
advertise in the
„ probably
_„ jo
.. fault"must"be In the fingerboard.
;mination. There. is
half million that Possibly the fingerboard is warped —
than one chance 1:
__strings.
-- *-as little gutters worn under
t
violin Is genuine.
•oper distance
string must lie at the props
e fingerboard also t
M A_A very large amount of the violin
music offered for sale Is not bowed correctly.
In much of it we find mere phrase marks,
C. V. W.—Not knowing the exact con¬
often placed by pianists arrangers and other stituents of the oil you name. I could no’
musicians who have little knowledge of the say whether it would injure your cello or nor.
■ principles of bowing. 2. Probably the It would be better, however, to get a cleaner
asiest bookI „„
o ____ you could get prepared expressly for cleaning violins ana
wuuiu uv Wahlfahrts’ Easiest Elementary 'cellos. You can get preparations of this kina
Method for Violin. 3. In the Bolero, the prin¬ at any large music store or they could,°'„?r
cipal accent will naturally come on the first It for you. Here is a formula for a cieane
beat in the measure. 4. The husky tones you which any druggist could put up for you ana
complain of on the D and G strings ^might which gives excellent results.
Fine raw linseed oil, 8 parts.
cannot hazard a guess what causes them,
Oil of turpentine, 1 part.
without examining your violin and hearing
you play. 5. You can clean the hair of your
Keep^the tnlxture In a tightly corked bot¬
how by washing_with soap and
tle and shake thoroughly before using, vo
I
some on a cloth and rub the violin or cello
with it. Then rub with a clean dry cloth.
This removes the dirt and rosin and gives
C. A. L.—To ascertain whether your violin the violin its original appearance.
is a genuine Guarnerius, you will have to
wine to
io ou.H. n. O.—There no donbt was an
get the opinion of an expert. Write
oradvertised Meyer who made violins in Neukirclien.
of the dealers in old violins, as adver"'in the musical magazines, and arrange with he cannot he dissert as one of the famous
vioiin masers. His violins may ■ - them for an examination. Of course,
understand that it would be all bi t impos- with the thousands of violins wbicli i>a
been produced In Neukirchen (Germany) a
sible for your violin to prove genu
vicinity by a great number of violin
some well known and some obscure.
M. S.—In 'cello bowing, the he
sionallv some of these makers produced a
parallel to the bridge and at rig
masterpiece. 2. Jascha Heifetz uses an •
with the strings. The stick of th
tonius Stradivarius violin in his cone
•
inclined towards the fingerboard,
3, Maggini violins have already been “
case in violin playing.
scribed in The Etude.. 4. The word . w
” (French) means patentee. 1 can t r
light on the origin of the violin you
^ribe.
submit it to an expert. Write ti
Ti. W. S.—In regard to yonr violin, which
the dealers in old violins, who advertise in
the musical journals, and arrange for an has been badly varnished by som^u
"xamination. Dealers usually charge a fee knew nothing of varnisliine violins hp to
the
for such an examination, covering cost of proper manner, the only thing womn
unpacking and repacking the violin, If sent have the old varnish scraped off anu
bv mail, or express, and for expert knowledge violin properly varnished by a good vion
in making the examination.
maker.

Dr. F. ZIEGFELD, President Emeritus
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Chicago’s Foremost School of Music
Located in spacious quarters in the new Kimball Hall
Building in the heart of Chicago’s Musical Centre.
_* UNSURPASSED FACULTY OF NINETY ARTISTS *Modern Courses in:
Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ, Harp, Orchestral Instru¬
ments, Musical Theory, Public School Music, Etc.
School of Expression and Dramatic Art

School of Opera

Normal Teacher’s Training School, recognized as unsurpassed
in the country, supplies teachers for schools and colleges.
Degrees, Diplomas, and Teachers’ Certificates, Lyceum
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Detroit Conservatory of
Francis L. York, M. A., President
Elizabeth Johnson, Vice President
46th YEAR
Finest Conservatory in the West

MUSIC

Offers to earnest students courses of study based upon the best modern and
educational principles. Renowned faculty of 70. Students orchestra,
concerts and recitals. Diplomas and degrees conferred. Teachers
certificates. Desirable Boarding Accommodations.

Fall Term Opens September 15, 1919
UNRIVALED FREE ADVANTAGES

Public School Music and Drawing
THERE is a constantly growing demand for women teachers of public school
I music and drawing and many responsible appointments are open to graduates
of these courses as supervisors or departmental teachers—positions which are espe¬
cially attractive as to working conditions as well as remuneration.

The Detroit Conservatory of Music
offers an excellent training for these places, and recommends them tc s graduate
The course requires two years and in many
have had sufficient teaching experience, mus
which enables students to complete the course--- ,The special features of the course are: Sight reading; ear training and dictation;
methods; song interpretation; harmony; chorus conducting; psychology; practice
teaching, etc.
Examination Free. For Catalog and Other Information, Address
JAMES H. BELL, Sec., Box
1013 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.

in

DETROIT INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART|
"Strongest Faculty in the Middle West”

A School which offers every advantage
incidental to a broad musical education.
Fifty artist teachers. Highest standards.
Artistic environment.
For Catalog Address
GRACE CHAMBERLIN, Business Manager
1117-1119 WOODWARD AVENUE - DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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Music and Drawing
FALL TERM, AUGUST 29th
The demand for our Music and Draw¬
ing graduates greatly exceeds the supply.
Also one and two year courses in Physical
Training, Household Arts, Industrial Arls,
Dietetics, Institution and Tea Room Math
agement. Visiting Housekeeping, Manual
Training, Secretaryship.
DORMITORY
NEW LOCATION AND EQUIPMENT
SEND FOR CATALOG OF ANY DEPARTMENT
J. L. THOMAS

L. A. THOMAS

Thomas Normal Training School

School
—°f

professional
i i<
icture Playing

MRS. BABCOCK

Established 30 Years

1196 Woodward Ave.,

Detroit, Mich.
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By Francesco Berger
equally great in spite of them, they pro¬
How often in our lives would it not
claim that the stolen articles were not
be desirable to exclaim: “Well, after all,
worth stealing, that they were not golden
this is purely a question of taste, and
but pinch-beck; sing-songy, not lofty;
de gustibus non est disputandum. If all
commonplace, not learned!
men thought so, and thought so more
So, as they cannot count him and his
frequently, there would be fewer dis¬
music out of sight, they determine to pass
putes, fewer qujrrels.
him by with indulgent contempt, and to
But I wish to quarrel. My quarrel is
set up a fundamental rival. They find no
not with those who differ from me, but
one so fit for the purpose as Mendels¬
with those who differ from themselves.
sohn, and accordingly a Mendelssohn
With those many irresponsible people
shrine is set up, and for many years Eli¬
who change their views at the bidding of
jah and The Hymn of Praise are ranked
a few hysterical ones with very little
with The Messiah and Israel. “Every bit
rhyme and for no conceivable reason.
as good as the older works, but more
They worship at one shrine for years,
suitable to the taste of our ctoy” is their
and then fly to another. It is the insta¬
condescending approval. The “Scotch” is
bility of their taste, not their taste, that I
find fault with. If you prefer mutton and held to be the greatest symphony written
I prefer beef, we can dine together in since Beethoven; the music to A Mid¬
peace and concord, but if, after accus¬ summer Nighfs Dream is hailed as a
toming me to see you eat mutton, you masterwork; the violin concerto is re¬
suddenly make a grab at my beef, I feel I ceived as the finest concerto ever com¬
must hit you on the head with my plate. posed for that instrument.
Now, mark what happens. After half
Now, this change of diet, is precisely
what I am old enough to have witnessed a century of faithful worship, a hand¬
in at least three glaring cases: Handel, ful of inflated Wagnerites howl a new
gospel.
They put a rope round Mendels¬
Mendelssohn, and Gounod.
When I was a boy the musical idols in sohn’s neck and endeavor to drag him off
England were: Handel, Haydn, Mozart, his pedestal. They do their utmost to
Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Spohr, and expel him from the hearts of his devo¬
Cherubini. Bach had not yet come to be tees, not mindful that in so doing they
included in this extremely limited circle; lacerate those hearts. They bespatter his
he was known to very few, and to them music, they belittle the man, they even
only as the composer of organ music. question his motives, and justify their
Purcell was completely forgotten, if in¬ brutal treachery on the ground of his
deed he had ever been remembered. In the racial descent.
And, lastly, a similar fate overtakes
operatic world Rossini, Bellini, Donizetti,
Auber, Weber, and Meyerbeer were rec¬ Gounod. In the whole range of opera,
ognized as supreme, the two last named old and modern, native and foreign, with
in order to “go down” with the public had only two notable exceptions (Trovatore
tc don Italian livery. The star of Verdi and Bohemian Girl) no opera ever com¬
had not yet arisen, and more recent posed has achieved such universal pop¬
French composers had not been bom. ularity, entered so deeply into the lives
Barnett, Bishop, Balfe and Wallace had of myriads, as Faust. And yet, its author
is now denounced as “sugary,” his times
forced their way into the affections of
are called “banal,” his reputation a “bub¬
the masses, but did not succeed in oust¬
ble!” When, in a recent article, I stated
ing Italian opera from the mansions of
that what Mendelssohn had done for A
the classes. So great was the popularity
Midsummer Night’s Dream, Gounod had
of Italian music, that English textbooks
and music “methods” for every kind of done for Faust—that each had said the
instrument teemed with Italian opera last word that could be said on these two
tunes, and soloists performing in public subjects, I was assailed as a liar, a mur¬
upon any instrument (excepting the derer, a thief, a bigamist, a forger, an
pianoforte, which even in those days had atheist, and an incendiary, and was told
a literature of its own) played “fan¬ that if I was not all these pretty things
tasias” and “variations” mostly of their I was, at least . . . . an ass!
When, in another article, I ventured to
own composition on Italian opera mel¬
odies. I have myself accompanied at say that, in my opinion, Gounod’s Medi¬
concerts a violin solo on Sonambula, a tation on the Bach Prelude was a work
clarinet solo on Lucia, and legato varia¬ of genius, I was told it was a piece of
tions on Non pile mesta! Pianoforte “sloppy sentiment,” and the composer was
music included Haydn, Mozart, Beetho¬ “guilty of gross impertinence and an ex¬
ven, Kussek, Moscheles, Czerny, Herz, hibition of execrable taste.”
I will not here pause to dilate upon the
Cramer, dementi, Hummel, and, some¬
what laftr, Mendelssohn. Chopin was merits of much music to be found scat¬
not yet f&Ierated, Schumann and Brahms tered up and down in operas by the com¬
If
were not dreamed of. Schubert was posers cited earlier in thes'e lines.
only known as the composer of The the testimony of great musicians counts,
Erlking and The Wanderer, and these we have Mendelssohn’s avowed admira¬
tion
for
Donizetti’s
Elisir
d’amore,
and
were only sung by a Stangel or a Pischek,
in German, when he happened to visit Saint-Saens (not the most lenient of
this country. Gounod and Wagner were critics) has admitted to me that he thinks
highly of much in Bellini’s Norma. Have
still in the lap of the future.
What has happened? After such a not pianists like Liszt and Thalberg trans¬
giant as Handel has reigned supreme and formed opera melodies into brilliant piano¬
unchallenged in the realm of oratorio for forte pieces? Would they have done this
over a century, after millions of our race if they had been worthless? And has not
have lived and died in the faith of the greatest violinist of all times, Paga¬
“There is but one Allah and Handel is nini, taken a Rossini melody (Di tantthis prophet,” upstarts arise who venture palpiti) for one of his most celebrated
to dispute his pre-eminence, venture to show pieces?
pick holes in his reputation, try to eject
Now, this is my point, whether we per¬
him from his throne. First they accuse sonally like or personally dislike Handel,
him of plagiarism, asserting that he stole Mendelssohn and Gounod, is it not an
as freely from others as from himself; incontrovertible fact that all three have
and then, when his defenders admit his enjoyed enormous popularity; that ail
thefts, but maintain that he remains three have delighted generations of music
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. ers and have, by their works, largely
oiiibuted to the sum of human happiC°n v What, then, has happened to
n<liose their fame? Has anything better
oroduced than what they produced?
Tf so where is it? And if not, is it jusi cohtV to “stone our prophets” by abus■ to-day what we cherished yesterday ?
the collective output of subsequent
mposers, including those of to-day,
“-rior to the collective output of those
S£"asters? Please not, to, I am
not intending to disparage the efforts of
,nv particular individual. I am speak;Jen masse. If the latter is greater than
that of their predecessors then I am out¬
voted and must retire with my tailbetween my hind legs. But if it is the
other way about, then those who commit
the modern volti faco are great sing¬
ers if onlv on the score of ingratitude.
When we find both men and women
prepared to sink to their watery grave,
exulting in “Oh. rest in the Lord” when
others, in their last moments, implore to
be permitted to “cross the bar” to the
consoling strains of / Know that my Re¬
deemer lire Hi'-when tears rise to the
eyes of strong men at the funeral of be¬
loved ones, r-cked by such music as Oh,
for the wings of a dove-when elderly
husbands and elderly wives feel the rusty
floodgates ' f their affections burst open
by the love duct between Faust and Marguerite, and re-live the romance of their
youth at sound of Damnio ancor contemp• for—when the souls of scoffing unbelievers
are stirred to their very foundations by
the glorious uplifting of The Hallelu¬
jah Chorus—I sav, when these metamor¬
phoses happen, are they not the spontaneous, irrepressible tribute to the over¬
whelming beauty, pathos and abiding
strength of the music bequeathed to us
by musicians of the past? Music which
the craze of the moment would have us
abjure, in favor of something which to¬

morrow’s craze may again call wanting
and out of date.
Personally, I confess that I have never
thrilled to the vapid platitudes of a De¬
bussy, or the strident cacacophony of a
Richard Strauss, as I have thrilled to
a Santley in Nazareth, or to a Sims
Reeves in Watchman, will the night soon
pass? No sickly Madame Butterfly has
ever touched me as I have been touched
by the dear, robust old Oh, ruddier than
the cherry. Nor have pianoforte pieces
labeled The Turtle’s Wedding March,
or Crumbling tombstones in a disused
churchyard, at midnight, in a dense fog
impressed me as have many of the un¬
labeled Lieder ohne Worte.
I like discords well enough when they
resolve within a quarter of an hour and
within the space of half a dozen pages.
I like trumpets when their blast does not
blow me out of my seat. I like flutes
at the top and bassoons at the bottom of
chords, not the reverse. And I do not like
specially-constructed big drums, fit only
for booths in country fairs, to herald the
speech of the showman: “Walk up; walk
up, my pretty dears. You’re just in time
to see the latest arrival from Timbuctoo
commence eating his luncheon by masti¬
cating his favorite wife.”
There is a celebrated picture by Edwin
Landseer, called Dignity and Impudence.
It depicts a noble mastiff (or perhaps it
is a Newfoundland; I forget which) re¬
posing in all the dignity of conscious
strength, while a small terrier is snarling
around. For the noble hound read either
Handel, or Mendelssohn, or Gounod, and
for the snarling whipper-snapper, any
of those arrogant critics who set up their
personal fads against the accepted opinion
of generations. They think themselves
clever but in truth are merely cap¬
tious. ’ Would that we had a W. S. Gil¬
bert at hand to satirize them, for nothing
kills more surely than ridicule.,

How the Tempered Scale Differs from the Ordinary
Diatonic Scale
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RE you satisfied with your out¬
look in the profession—don’t
you feel that you could estab¬
lish yourself in a position of greater
responsibility and incidentally enjoy
a better financial future if you spent
a little time on brushing up your own
knowledge?
An ounce of proof is worth a pound
of promise. Making claims is easy
“making good” is the real test of
merit. Many readers of The Etude
—-teachers and students, have been
greatly benefited by our courses—
.
. .
others have seen our announcement in this publication for years, but
as yet have no direct personal knowledge of the

Sherwood Piano Lessons
for

Students and Teachers
They contain complete, explicit instruction on every phase of
piano playing and teaching. No stone has been left unturned to make
this absolutely perfect. It would surprise you to know nn^in^ach
devoted to each lesson enough time to earn at least $100.00 in teach¬
ing. It is possible for you to get all this time and energy and devo¬
tion to the art for almost nothing, compared to what it cost, lhe
lessons are illustrated with life-like photographs of Sherwood at the
piano. They are given with weekly examination papers. 1 o De a
successful teacher one must be able to give, not only the proper in¬
struction, but to ask the right questions at the right time, which will
develop the students’ use of the knowledge imparted. The Sherwood
Course is available to every teacher throughout the country. No
need to give up your present classes and leave home for private
instruction.

Harmony

By F. P. Leigh
By experiment the people of different
nations have found that in order to have
harmonic music, the succession of musical
intervals must take place by steps, not
by transition. “The particular succession
by which a composition advances from
one note to its octave is called a musical
scale.” This musical scale is the subject
I wish to treat of in this brief article. I
shall endeavor to show how it is made up
anti the relations of the various tones to
each other.
Intervals in music have specific names
according to their ratio. When the ratio
is 1, it is called unison ; 2, an octave; 3:2, a
CD
256
C

28S

E

r

520 341 1/3

9/8C_5/4C_4/3 C_
~9/8~
10/9 16/15 9/8

vening notes in correct ratio and thus
ascend the scale, one would suppose we
should have the scale as it exists to-dav.
But this is not so. If the above operation
were carried out, we should have an un¬
manageable lot of notes, seventy-two in an
octave. Thus, very obviously, one can see
that the manner of forming the present
scale is quite different. Perhaps here it
would be interesting to observe the ratio
of the notes of the diatonic scale It has
been agreed to allow middle C 255
vibrations per second. With this value
then, the appearance of the scale would
be as follows:

3
384

A
426 2/3

B
480

C
512 Number of

3/2C 5/3C_15/8C 2C Ratio.
10/9
9/8
16/15 Interval.

fifth; 4:3, a fourth; 5:4, a major third;
6:5, a minor third, and 25:24, a semitone.
A triad is a special arrangement of three
tones selected from the scale. Such a
combination of tones is found when the
tatio of the elements is as 4:5:6 or
10:12:15. When the former ratio occurs,
Jhe group is termed a major triad. The
latter is termed a miror triad.
The development of the scale of to-day is
based upon the diatonic scale, a certain
succession of eight tones with gradually
'"creasing pitch. The first note is called
‘he keynote ; the eighth above is its octave.
N°w, if we take the next tone as the keyn°‘e and form its octave with the mter-

Thus it appears that the octave has
always twice as many vibrations per sec¬
ond as its keynote.
Now, in order to remedy the above
state of affairs when we have seventy-two
notes in an octave, a system of tempering
has beeh agreed upon. This system makes
the interval between all of the notes equal.
So the interval of a semitone has been
selected as the twelfth root (vV) of two
or 1.05946. Finally, the relation between
the diatonic scale and the tempered scale
as it exists to-day may best be shown by
a diagram:
Diatonic C D E
256 288 320
Tempered 256 287.3 322.5

A knowledge of Harmony is necessary for every student and
teacher. You can study the Harmony Course prepared especially
for us by Adolph Rosenbecker, former Soloist and Conductor, pupil
of Richter, and Dr. Daniel Protheroe, Eminent Composer, Choral Con¬
ductor and Teacher. You will receive the personal instruction of
Herbert J. Wrightson, Theorist and Composer. You need- Harmony
and this is your chance to study the subject thoroughly.

Harmony Teaches You to
1. Analyze Music, thus enabling
you to determine the key of any
composition and its various har¬
monic progressions.
2. Transpose at sight more easily
accompaniments which you may be
called upon to play.
3. Harmonize Melodies correctly
and arrange music for hands and
orchestras.

4. Detect Wrong Notes and faulty
progressions in printed music or
during the performance of a com¬
position.
5. Memorize Rapidly, one of the
very greatest benefits derived from
the study of Harmony.
6. Substitute other notes when for
any reason the ones written are
inconvenient to play..

Unprecedented Special Offer!
Will you take advantage of our offer of 6 lessons which we offer
to Etude readers without charge or obligation on their part? We
will send you 6 lessons from the Normal Piano or Harmony Course
or G lessons selected from some other subject, if you prefer. We
have courses in Piano (one for students and one for teachers). Har¬
mony, Voice, Choral Conducting, Public School Music, Violin, Cornet,
Guitar and Mandolin. Select the course you are interested in and
write now for 6 lessons and catalog. You will receive full details of
the course and be under no obligation to us.-ufThe cost is nothing
and you will benefit much.

University Extension Conservatory
Clarence Eddy, Dean

5836 Siegel-Myers Bldg.

Chicago, Ill.
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Never Too Old to Learn

Schools and Colleges
NEW ENGLAND AND CHICAGO

* INewDigland ,

Conservatory
George W. Chadwick

OF MUSIC
BOSTON, MASS.

“Very late in life, when he was study¬
ing geometry, some one said to Lacydes,
‘Is it then a time for you to be learning
now?’ ‘If it is not,’ he replied, when
will it be.’’’—Diogenes Laertius, 200
A. D.
We have met some quite elderly stu¬
dents of music who showed the same
hearty optimistic spirit over their pursuit
of the beloved art that Lacydes did over
geometry. Although it is not feasible to
acquire any virtuosity of technic when
one does not make a beginning while
young, it is a great mistake to discourage
any person, however elderly, who finds
pleasure in the study of music. To be
continually interested in something new
is, indeed, one way to keep young.

Perspiring Fingers
By Oscar Schleif

"IS- - “ssssa.
ANNA M. TOMLINSON
Hand Development and Technic
Musical

mUy 8 te^'an *I^T^]RP RET ATION

Pianists as well as violinists at times
complain of perspiring hands and fingers.
Only one thing can cause excessive per¬
spiration, and that is excess of water in
the system. The abuse of spices, of ex¬
cessive clothing, and of overheating,
coupled with too much liquid food, is at
the bottom of this. Whoever avoids
sugar, salt and other condiments, will not
be afflicted with excessive thirst; and
those who dress lightly and are sparing
in the use of artificial heat, will not have
to resort to cooling drinks for momentary
comfort at the expense of profuse sweat¬
ing later on. Summer heat is better coun¬
teracted by external than by internal
bathing.

A Word in Behalf of Popular
Music

BEEGHWOOD ra£&a AMERICAN
COMBS
ARNOLD
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A New
Edition !
r=GR0VE’S=
DICTIONARY
OF

MUSIC
AND

MUSICIANS

T

HIS Greatest Effort in
Musical Literature has
been reprinted to supply the
demand, but before going to
press typographical errors of
previous editions were cor¬
rected and the dates of
deaths that have occurred
since the last revision have
been inserted in this latest
edition.
FIVE LARGE VOLUMES
BOUND IN RED CLOTH AND
STAMPED IN GOLD
: :
There are 4,000 pages and over
5,000,000 words from great
authorities upon all phases of
musical learning.
The books
liberally illustrated with

iography, His:ience, Theory,
Industries, Instrumenta.. ,
sthetics, Musical Terms,
etc., etc. The work is the most
notable musical compendium in
^Havediese splendid musical
books in your own home. What
the Encyclopedia Britannica is
to General Information the
Grove Dictionary is to Music.
There is no better Musical Refery at any price in any
Unabridged in any
THE EARLY EDITIONS
SOLD FOR $25.00
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The Price of this
Latest Edition
is $17.00
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